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SYXIOPSIS 
Measurements of the electron drift velocity at roem 
temperature in pure molecular hydrogen have been made for the Eip 
-1 -] 
range bet"reen 40 and 360 volts.cm .torr '. Experimental conditions 
were arranged to !!linimise the effects of space charge distortion of 
the applied electric field, of sec0ndary processes, and of the time 
for initial equilibrium of the avalanche to be established. 
The progress of single avalanches was monitored by photo-
multipliers and un electron-multiplier in a pulsed time-of-flight 
method. The scattering of resonance radiation in the gas caused 
erroneous results to be recorded by the photomultiplier technique, 
but the electron-multiplier measurements yielded reliable data. 
The v_ values show fair agreement with those obtained 
previously by SChlumbOhm(3.46). but are higher up .to a maximum of 17%. 
It is shown that the relationship between v und Eip is given by the 
expression 
where, if all the electron-multiplier data ~s considered, 
v = 0.9 for Eip = 40 to 360 volts.cm-l.torr-l • 
These values for \i can be compared , .. ith those from (3.46), ranging from 
1.65 at Eip = 30 to 0.5 at Eip = 1500. An adequate theoretical treat-
ment ~s not available for the E/p ra.nge covered by the present invest-
-igation; at low E/p, theory shows v = 0.5. 
Further data, of poor quality, is presented for electron 
energy distributi~ns in the anode region of a ~low discharge in 
hydrogen, and for positive ion drift velocities in helium. The 
development of a fast triggered ultra-violet light source is also 
described. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of the energy distribution in all phenomena 
associated with the motion of churged particles in a gaseous medium 
has been recognised at least since 1930 (2.15), and there hus been 
adequate consideration of the interdependence of the electron drift 
velocity and energy distribution ill most of the theoretical aud 
experimental investigations at low E/p, w'here only momentum-transfer 
collisions need be included. At modcr8.te E/p, many types of collision 
are possible and the problem becomes difficult to manage theoretically; 
reliable experimental values for the electron drift velocity are 
. / 4 -1-1 avallable for E p < 0 volts.cm .torr , but little attention has 
been paid to the determination of the electron energy distribution. 
-1 -1 At higher E/p, up to 1700 volts.cm .torr for hydrogen, there has 
been only one successful determination of electron drift velocities 
(3.46), and no attempt has been made to measure the energy distribution 
or to apply a rigorous theoretical treatment. Thus there exists a 
need for electron drift velocities to confirm the existing set for 
E/p > 40, and for electron energy distributions in this s~e region. 
These complementary data \Tould also permit a proper eValuation of any 
theoretical solutions of the problem that might became available. 
Conflicting measurements of the first Townsend coefficient 
a have led to uncertainty and speculation about the possible onset of 
-1 -1 
non-equilibrium conditions above E/p ~ 150 volts.cm .torr , a 
situation in which a s\mrm of electrons, drifting in a uniform electric 
field, never comes to equilibrium ilith the field and the gas, but 
continues to accelerate until the anode is reached. In the measurement 
of drift velocities, such an effect would be manifested by a dependence 
on the drift distance d, and on the applied voltage V , for conditions 
a 
o;f' constant E/p. 
In this investigation, electron drift velocities have been 
-1 -1 
obtained, for the E/p range 40 to 360 volts. cm • torr ,,{hich 
substantially confirm the existing values, and no evidence of non-
equilibrium has been observed in this region. A technique, potentially 
capable of determining electron energy distributions at high E/p, was 
not developed sufficiently to yield useful data. 
C~apter 1 introduces the basic physics of the Townsend 
discharge, ,.,i th the emphasis on pulsed single avalanches, and considers 
the effects of diffusion, space charge and impurities on such avalanches. 
There is nO satisfactory theory :lvdlable for the E/p range in vrhich 
this investigation was conducted, but some of the theories for low E/y 
are discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the methods for determining 
electron drift velocities are cl~ssified, previous work is reviewed, and 
the motives for selecting the pulsed time-of flight are outlined. The 
experimental procedures nnd apparatus, both for the principal 
experiment in hydrogen and for a preliminary investigation in helium, 
are detailed in Chapter 4, and a fast pulsed ultra-violet source light 
source is described in Appendix 4. 
In Chapter 5 the ecrly helium data is briefly considered, 
follmved by a critical assessment of the electron drift velucity 
values of Schlumbohm (3.46) and Dawson (3.58). Anomalous v values 
in hydrosen \7ere obtained in this investigaticln by a technique 
employing photomultipliers, and much of this chapter is devoted to 
determining whether these values are real or spurious. It is concluded 
that resonance scatter of photons is leading to false data, and only 
the independent values obtJ.ined by ::m electron-multiplier technique 
appear to be reliable. The electron energy meusurements are briefly 
considered, and the possibilities for further work are explored. 
The word "molecules" is frequently used in this thesis to 
describe both atomic and molecular neutral particles when the 
discussion is ge,er~l, and it will be clear from the context whether 
the term should be interpreted in its general or specific sense. 
The relationship between the electron mobility ~_ and the 
drift velocity v_ 1S v = ~_E (by definition), and between v_ and the 
fUndament~1 parruneter Elp is v a (E/p)V (by experiment and theory), 
where v = ~ at lmv Elp and v ~ I for the E/p rnnge of this investigation. 
. . E(v-I)1 v The resultant relnt1onsh1p ~ a' p is inconvenient, particularly 
if the value of v is not known, and therefore the dependence of v , 
rather than ~_, on E/p is investigated throughout this thesis. 
- 1 -
CHAPTER 1 
TOWNSEND DISCHARGES, WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO PULSED SINGLE AVALANCHES 
1.1. Introduction. 
1.2. Primary Processes. 
1.3. Secondary Processes. 
1.4. Self-sustained Currents and Paschen's Law. 
1.5. The Currents due to an Avalanche. 
1.6. Diffusion and Space Charge. 
1.7. The Effects of Impurities. 
- 2 -
1.1. Introduction. 
'rhis investigation is concerned solely with the motion 
of charged particles in gases, particularly hydrogen, under the 
conditions of a 'lbwnsend type of discharge. This is not to say 
that the same type of mtion does not occur in other classes of 
discharge, but that a 'lbwnsend discharge was selected because the 
quantities to be measured are well defined under these conditions, 
and the mechanism of the 'lbwnsend discharge is clearly understood. 
Considerable care is taken experimentally to ensure that the 
conditions are those of the simple 'lbwnsend mechanism, and to 
preclude any complicating conditions. 
Tb precisely define a 1bwnsend discharge is difficult, 
but the mst important condition ~s that the electric field in 
the discharge region should only be that applied externally, 
UIlJIX)dified to any appreciable extent by ionisation space charge; 
this condition can be imposed by keeping current densiti~s to the 
minimum practical value. Usually 'lbwnsend conditions also imply 
gases at fairly low pressures 0 f less than aoout 500 torr, and 
uniform electric fields between plane-parallel or Rogowski 
electrodes, the fields being either steady or pulsed, tb:>ugh these 
conditions reflect the bulk of experimental work rather than 
fundamental ooundaries 0 f the 'lbwnsend regime. It might be 
mentioned that some of the concepts and terminology of the 
- 3 -
'lbwnsend discharge have been oorrowed l.n the analogous field of 
the study of the I1Dtion of charges in semi-conductors. 
1.2. Primary Processes. 
Consider a region of uniform electric field E volts. 
-1 
cm ,rounded by tw :plane :parallel electrodes 0 f potential. 
difference V volts and separation d cm, filled with a :pure 
a 
gas at pressure p torr, where p is the pressure reduced to 
o 0 
OOC (Appendix I). If an electron appears in this region it is 
accelerated by the field until it makes a colli~;on with a 
neutral gas mlecule; this collision may be elastic, or 
inelastic resulting in excitation or ionisation of the DlJlecule. 
If the collision is elastic the electron will retain mst of its 
kinetic energy, losing on the average only 2Mm/(M+m)2 :: 2:m./M 
per collision, and the instantaneous scattering angle of the 
electron is expected to be isotropic. After an elastic collision 
the electron will continue to acquire energy from the electric 
field until it has sufficient energy to cause either excitation 
or ionisation. For theoretical. convenience, it is usually 
assumed that, after an exciting or ionising collision, the electron 
starts from rest •. 
- 4 -
'lbwnsend's first ionisation coefficient a is defined as 
the number of ionising collisions per electron per cm path length 
in the field direction. Thus, if 11 electrons are released from 
o 
the cathode, either steadily per second or as a. smrt pulse, the 
electron current or number of electrons, respectively, at a 
distance x from the cathode is given by 
n = n exp (ax) •• 
o 
(1.1 ) 
if a is constant. This exponentially increasing bunch of 
electrons is known as an avalanche or, if a '" 0, a swarm. It is 
sometimes mre convenient to express this in terms of conventional 
current, I = I exp(ax), and if the initiating electrons are 
o 
released as a pulsc, it is frequently useful to invoke the electron 
drift velocity v to give 
(1.2) 
This expression is not entirely sufficient, since it is probable 
that the n initia.ting electrons will not be in equilibrium with 
o 
the electric field and the gas, thus I1Ddifying the value of a 
until equilibrium is attained; a, or nore precisely alp. is 
only constant if E/p (Appendix 1) is constant. This deviation 
is most easily taken into account by rewriting the equation (1.2) 
thus 
- 5 -
n = n exp [av (t-t )] •• 
0-0 
(1.3) 
where t is a function of the time taken to come to equilibrium. 
o 
It is sometimes convenient to write this ~xpression as 
n = n e:xpn(V-V) t where n = alE is the number 0 f ionising 
o 0 
collisions per volt. 
A qualitative rrodel readily smws that alp must depend 
on E/p, since the energy acquired by the electron per cm 
travelled in the field direction is determined by E, and the 
distance between collisions is proportional to lip, so that the 
energy gained between collisions, and therefore the number 0 f 
ionisations per collision (which is proportional to alp) will 
be some function of E/p. 'Ibwnsend (1901 )1.1 confirmed 
experimento.lly that alp = f(E/p), and von Engel (1956)1.2 and 
Smith (1965 )1.3 have smwn that 
alp = A.exp(-B.p/E) 
in agreement with experimental data for a. number 0 f gases over 
the app ro xima te range E/p = 100 to 800 vol ts • cm -1 • to rr -1 ( fb r 
hydrogen A = 5, B = 130 for E/p = 150 to 600, and fur helium 
A = 3, B = 34 fbr E/p = 20 to 150)1.4. This expression was 
derived by consideration of the average energy of the electron 
swarm, but it is DDre rigorous to use an energy distribution 
(Chapter 2). Emeleus, Lunt and Meek (1936)1.5 assumed a 
IO·r-----~~----_r------~------r_----~------~ 
"In. 
d 
Fig. 1-.1 
3 
em 
The variation of log(n/no) with the 
intere1ectrod e distanoe d. 
- 6 -
Maxwellian distribution to obtain the expression 
()'. 1.23xlO8 3V; 
= 
(V)-3/ 2 r ()'. t (V) .exp -- . dV, p v 2V V. 
~ 
where V ~s the mean electron energy ~n eV, a'(V) is the number 
of ionising collisions per em of actual path at 1 torr by an 
electron of energy V, and V. is the ionisation potential. This 
~ 
shcnlcd some agreement with experimental data fur the diatomic 
gases hydrogen, oxygen and air, but not for the nonatomic gas 
argon. Blevin and Haydon (1957)1.6 later used this expression 
to s'row good agreemcnt with the experimental values of Ble'/in, 
Haydon and fomerville (1957)1. 7 and fuse, DeBitetto and Fisher 
(1956)1.8 fur alp in hydrogen over the range E/p = 30 to 150 volts. 
-1 -1 
em • torr 
1.3. Secondary Processes. 
There are two rea.sons to suspect that the mechanism 
deta.iled above does not .fully describe the Townsend process. 
Firstly, if experimentru. values of the ratio log(n/n ) are 
o 
plotted against d for constant E/p, as in fie.l.l, a straight 
line is not obtained for large values of d. Secondly, it is 
observed that it is possible to obtain a self-sustained discharge 
whilst rigidly maintaining Towr~end conditions, and also that, if 
- 7 -
all external restraints are removed, the current in the gap will 
increase rapidly with time under certain conditions until it is 
no longer possible to maintain the potential across the electrodes. 
The simple expressions previously st.ated predict a linear 
log(n/n ) - d graph, and that n is proportion~l to n at all times. 
o . 0 
As a consequence, Townsend modified his equation to 
include the generalised secondary ionisation coefficient y, 
defined as the number of secondary electrons produced per primary 
electron, leading to the modified express10n 
, 
expav (t-t ) 
- 0 
n = n 
o l-y [expav (t-t )-11 
- 0 
at constant E/p. 
(1. 4) 
There are six possible classes of mechanism whereby 
secondary electrons might be produced~ namely 
the interaction of 
positive ions 1 
~ r gas photons with the ~ t 
excited i 
~ cathode 
molecules J 
Gas processes arc not n~rmally of importance, since positive 
ions do not acquire sufficient energy in moderate electric fields 
to cause ionisation, and the probability for photo-ionisation by 
recombination photons is small (section 5.4.1). Excited molecules 
- 8 -
have very short lifetimes, -8 . '" 10 sec, wh1.ch make such a 
process unlikely except for metastable states, for example 
He* + He 
'" 
-+ He· + e. 2 
H01ofCver, all three classes of ca.thode process are 
import.o.nt, positive ions readily ejecting electrons from 0. 
metal surface if eV. > 2e¢ , as will incident photons if 1. 
hv > rj (¢ 1.S the 'J'Ork function). The work of Schram et al 
(1966)1.9 on the incidence of multiply-charged noble gas ions 
on 0. copper-beryllium surface showed that y is approximately 
linearly dependent on the velocity of the ion, and 1.S 
independent of the charge, implying that it is th~ kinetic 
rather than the TJotentio.l energy of the ion that determines 
the value of y. Photon action is import~nt whether the photons 
arrive directly, and therefure virtually instantaneously at the 
cathode, or are delayed in the gas by the process of resonance 
radiation (section 5.5). vfuilst most excited molecules still have 
too short a lifetime to be effective, the millisecond or greater 
lifetimes of metastable states make them highly efficient 
producers of secondary electrons. 
The hydrogen molecule has no metastable states (the 2p 
state of the hydrogen atom is metastable, but the lifetime of the 
atom is short and the probability of incidence at the cathode is 
- 9 -
small), so the mechanisms that must be considered are the incidence 
at the cathode of photons and positive ions. The relative proportions 
of these processes are not of importa.nce in this ,vork, but a quali t-
ative measure can be obtained by observation of the variation of y 
with E/p. -1 As E/)) increases up to a value of about 150 volts. cm • 
-1 torr ,there are relatively more ionising than exciting collisions, 
so tha.t an increase in y with increasing E/p would indicate 
predominantly positive lon production of secondl1.ries, a decrease 
in y photon produced secondaries. It is possible to evaluate 
the relative contributions of the secondary processes by: measurement 
of tl;le formative time lags (f. t.1.) of slightly overvolted pulsed 
discharges. The magnitude of the f.t.l. prcvides an immediate 
indication of the predominant secondary process, values in the 
10-7 sec range indicating photon action, in the 10-5 sec range 
positive ion action, and. in the mi11i-second range meta.stable 
action, for overvoltages of a few percent and anode-cathode 
sepa.rations of a fe'-T centimetres. An analysis developed by 
( 4 )1.10 . Bartholomeyczyk 19 0 , and later refined and modi fled by 
Davidson (1953)1.11 , permits ::m a.c(~urate evalua.tion of the relative 
contributions of the secondar~r processes, but it is necessary to 
know which processes are active ::..nd the vulues of a.y.v_ and v+ 
appropriate to the experimenta.l conditions,und the overvolta.ge 
- 10 -
1S restricted to less than 5% of the sparking potential. This 
a.no.lys is ha.s been criticised on the grounds that no nllowance 
is mo.de fvr the effects of space charge, which must be 
present at least during the final porticn of the f.t.l. period, 
but it appears that u satisfrwtory altern:.:-tive in this respect 
is not at present available. The Davidson-Bartholomeyczk 
analysis has been successfully applied to the study of 
secondary processes in hydrogen, helium, neon and a.rgcn1 • 12 -16. 
1.4. Self-sustained Currents and Paschen's Lnw. 
The threshold conditions for a self-sustained current 
and for sparking or breakdown nre the s~et a self-sustained 
current normally implying the use of external restraints to 
prevent the current from increasing to a vclue where s:)ace 
char~e effects become significant, and breakdown that the 
current is allowed to develop until the source of potenti~ 
fails. For either to occur, it is o~~y necessary that the rate 
of productiun of secondary electrons should at least be equal 
to the rate at vThich electruns are removed from the discharge 
region, or that n should be independent of n • 
o 
This condi tion 
is fulfilled if the denominator in equation (1.4) is set equal 
to zero, Le. 
'400M---~----~-----r----'-----~--~r----'-
volts 
'100 
1000 
o 2 10 '2 I . II 
p.d torr ,em 
Fig. 1'.2 
Pasohen curve for Hydrogen with 'a 
Nickel cathode. 
" 
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1 - Y [eX!' av (t-t ) - 1] = 0 
o 
Thus, neglecting t , a knowled8c of a 3,nd y for the experimental 
o 
conditions perlluts v_ot, cndthus d to be calculated for the 
onset of bren.kdowo; at this velue d , the potentio.l across the 
s 
gap V = E/popd 1S known as the sparking potential. 
s s 
It has been established experimentally that V is a 
s 
function of (pxd ) only, this relationship being known as 
s 
Paschen's Law. The Paschen curve for Hydroe;en (fig. 1.,2) 1S 
tYJlICal of that for most gases in that, as (pxd ) increases t 
5 
V decreases sharply at low pxd , finds a llln1mum in the 
s s 
region of a few torr.cm, and then increases agaiu less 
steerly. It is important to specify the ca.thode materia.l a.nd 
condition IlS well ns the gns when presenting Paschen curves, 
since the !lppcarcmce of y in equation (1.5) menus that 
breakdown is dependent on the nature of the cathode surfa.ce. 
Deviations from Paschen's law have been reported (e.g. Davies. 
Smith and l>1yatt (1961)1.17 , Overton, Smith and Da.vies (1965)1.18), 
these being nttributed to the use of gaps of vuriab1e geometry 
under c(,nditions where field-independent photon und metastable 
secundary processes nre iJPpcrtnnt, and where the loss of these 
agencies from the Gap must be ccnsidered. It is perhaps of 
interest to mention that in some circumstances a glow discharge 
is observed to ta.ke 0. pa.th between the electrodes which is not 
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the shortest, due to the tendency for the discharge to seek 
the value of (pxd ) which corresponds to the lowest sparking 
s 
potential. 
1. 5. The Currents due to un Avalanche. 
If a potentiul V lS applied across the electrodes, 
£'. 
and a current measuring device is placed in series with the 
gap, 0. current will be cbserved to flow as a result cf a 
number of possible processes. Firstly, if the o.pplied voltage 
is pulsed, tl. momentary displacement current ""ill flow as the 
self-co.po.city of the gap ~s charged - this effect can be used 
to provide a. titling mark in pulsed experiments. Secondly, as 
the che.rged pc.rticles produced in the go.p drift under the 
influence of the applied field, a conduction current will be 
obs~rvcd. nlC greutest contribution to this current is made 
by the electron cumponent becuuse of the: relatively high drift 
velocity of the electrons ( '\, 102 times that of the ions). end 
it is frequently vermissible to neglect the effect of positive 
ions. In the case of electro-negative gases it may be 
necessary to alloyT for the negative ion contribution elso. 
Only the electrcn component ~s of importancE: in the 
present invcstie;ation, since second.ary processes have been 
controlled so thcLt single aV[tlo.nches can be studied,and in 
Appendix 2 the currents flowing between the electrodes are 
r-------- -, 
o 
Fig. 1. 3 
c 
I 
R I C· 
s-L 
---r-
Typical experimental circuit . 
E 
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calculated for the various compcnents under conditions where 
the development of the dischc.rge cc.n be completely described 
in terms of the first Townsend coefficient a, where a is constant 
throughout the electron transit time. 
The effects observed in the external circuit will depend 
on the choice of circuit cvmpQnents; in particulc.r, it is 
necessa.ry to carefully chc.)ose the: time constants. The basic 
circuit which it: a.lmost invaria.bly used. b shown in fig.1.3, 
"here R ~s the resistance across which the signal volta.ge is 
developed, compri3ing the series resistance R ~n parallel with 
s 
the oscilloscope input resistancE; n , and C ~s formed by the 
o 
self-capacitance C of the electrodes, in parallel with the input 
e 
capa.citance C of the oscilloscope and the capacitance C' of the 
c e 
cathode to e~th (important if the discharge gap is screened). 
Thus 
R = R R /(R + R ) 
s 0 S 0 
C = C + C + c' 
e 0 e 
In addition to the electron and ion currents derived ~n 
Appendix 2, there is the displtlCement current due to charging 
and discharging of C as the sienal vcltage varies, eiven by 
Vc ' VR and Va are the voltages across C,R and the terminals of 
the power supply. Then 
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R[I(t) 
dVe VR (t) = + C. Tt] 
R[I(t) 
dVH 
= - c. Ttl 
R[I(t) + c. d (v - VR)]· = dt a 
If the applied vclt~ge is a ste~ function, then at time 
t = 0, I(t) = ° to Give 
= 0 , 
whi<;h is frequently used to provide a timing mark, the sha.pe 
depending on the value of Re. 
It is usually desira.ble to chnose R such that the time 
constant RC is short c0Dlparcd with the I(t) time constant, so 
that the actual variation of I(t) with t is shown on the 
oscilloscope. Under these conditions the displacement 
current is negligible as long as I(t), and hence VR(t), does 
not become too gre~t, and a.lso the voltage source is able to 
maintain Va. Then VR(t) is given simply by 
RC «l/av for non-atta.ching gases, 
Re « l/(a-n')v_ for electronegative Gases. 
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The less useful cases where RC = l/av and RC » l/av_ can be 
similarly treated, the latter condition giving an integrated 
signal. 
Apart from time-constant considerations, the value of 
R is also governed by the sensitivity of the oscillcscope 
pre-anlplifier, o.s sufficient voltage must b0 developed across 
R to drive the oscilloscope, and, in cases ,.hc:re very fast 
transients are to be studied, impedance matching of cr..bles 
imposes a further limitation on the choice of values. 
1.6. Dif~lsion and Space Charge. 
The diffusion through a neutral gas of charged 
particles at lew concentrations can be treated as the thermal 
diffusion of tw.) non-interacting neutral gases, in which case 
Fick's Law will apply -
v N = -D.VN (1. 6) 
where YN is the c.:oncentro.tio!l gradi(;nt, D is the diffusion 
coefficient, and yN is the clcctrGn flux per unit area in the 
direction of vN. If charges are allowed to diffuse from a 
point in the absence· of an elect~ic field, the spatial 
distribution at an? tiI:le will be Gaussian, "i th the totlll 
number of charges and therefor~ the area under the distribution 
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constant at all times. Accordinc to Loeb (1955)1.19, the 
radius r of a diffusing sphere of charge at time t is g~ven by 
1 
r = (12Dt/7T)~ 
where D = >,:;'/3 
(1. 7) 
(1. 8) 
( A is the electron me~n free path, c the: mec.n veloci ty) • 
It is shewn in section 5.4.2 that for 35 c:.V electrons in 
hydrogen at 1 torr, A = 0.36 cm. If it can be cssumed that the 
electrons have thermal energies ( 'V 0.04 eV) for diffusion 
purposes (i.e. that the elevated velocities have components in 
the ricld direction only), then c = l.2xl07cm.sec-l at 300oK. 
D · , ltd t 1 4xl06 2 -1 .. Thus ~s ca~cu a e 0 be. em .sec ,and subst1tut1ne 
in equation (1.7) it is found that, for the sbortest and 
lonGest electron transit times measured in this investigation, 
-r = 0.95 em for t = 50 nsec (c.f.~l = 3.0 em) 
r = 2.30 em for t = 300 nsec{c.f.~l = 0.5 em) 
where ~l = v_~t, ~t is the halfVidth ~f the pulse of initiating 
electrons. -1 -1 It is calculated that for E/p > 75 volts.em .torr 
the diffusion radius is less than the spatie.l halfVidth of the 
initiating pulse; for E/p < 75, diffusion should become 
increasin~ly important "rith deereasin6 E/p, though no clear 
evidence of diffusion has been observed in the data. 
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Measurements of the rntio )lID, where lJ is the electron 
mobility it are often nade in the Townsend oo.gnetic deflection 
type of experiment (section 3.2). This ratio can be shown to 
be a function of the electron temper.ature only by substituting 
for lJ from equation (2.2) und for D from equation (1.8), to give 
~= 
D 
since ;mc 2 = 3kT/2. 
(eA/mc) 
(cA/3) 
e 
= kT' 
Mutual electrostatic repulsion of the electrons causes 
a similar effect to diffusion expansion of the swarm. If there 
is 0. sphere of radiu~ r containinG n electrons then, by Gauss' 
theorem, the field ut the surface is 
Now 
to give 
2 E = ne/4nr • 
r 
dr 
- = lJE dt r 
ro3 = 3nelJ t ~
since r = r at t = O. 
o 
The effects of electrostatic repulsion will be important 
if, at the time t that the avalanche reaches the anode, the 
radius r in equation (1.9) is gre~ter than the thermal diffusion 
radius r ~n equation (1.7), that is if 
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3nef.lt 
41T 
~.e. n (1.10 ) 
Typical values for these parameters ~n hydrogen are ~ ~ 1.5xl08 
2 -1 ( . . )-1 7 -1 c~ .sec esu of potent~nl ,A = 0.36 em, C = 1.2xlO c~.sec , 
t ~ 1.OxlO-7 sec, und substitution in equation (1.10) gives 
n 
8 4xlO electrons 
as the va.lue for expansion of the avalanche by electrostatic 
repulsion. Experimental confirmation of this value is afforded 
( )1.20 . by cloud chamber photogra.phs by Raether 1939 , wh~ch show 
8 ~arked expansion of the avalanche at n ~ 10 • 
Ambipolnr diffusion will occur in any situation where 
there is separation of rositive and negative charges, provided 
the Debye length is much less than the dimensions of the 
experimental vessel. In the absence of nn applied field, 
electrons tend to diffuse more rapidly down the concentration 
gradient than ions because of their hiGher mobility; however. 
as soon as there is charge separation, coulambic attraction 
couples the ions and the electruns so that they diffuse at the 
same rate. From Fick's Law, equation (1.6). for electrons and 
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ions respectively 
v N = -D vN N ~ E' 
-c c c- (J e e-
v-N- = -D.VN. + N.fl.Jr 
-1 1 1- 1 1 1 
where ~' is the ambipol~~r fielrl. Since. if there 
charge neutrality, N = N. = N, v = v_ e 1 e 1 
I D.-D £N (. D + •. D I E' 1 C vN ell e = = 1l.+j..I .. U.+ll 
1 e 
. 1 e ' 
wh~re D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 
a 
(l.ll) 
15 overall 
~n =-D • VfI. 0. -
In the caSe of ~ Townsend discharge, there is an 
ap~lied field E, and usually E > E'. Equations (1.11) become 
v N = :t (-D VN rIll E') N~ E 
-- e- e- e-
v N = ± (-D. VN + NlJ; E..') .~ Nu. E 
-+ 1- -'- 1-
where Nand E' arc not c:tution:.:.ry with time. An assessment from 
these equutions of the effects of space char3c on the electron 
drift velocities in the present investie;u.tion is not attempted, 
but instead evidence for the extent of the effect will be adduced 
from the work of several authors. 
Hasted (1964)1. 21 (luotes n value of 108 ions per cm3 as 
the point at which s})acc chuxGc distortion becomes important. 
Experimental and theoretical invcsti~ations of the streamer 
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mechanism, a space charce controlled process, lead to 
positive ion concentrations 'V 108 within a s~here of radius 
'V 10-3 em as the criterion for streamer proragation (e.g. Da.wson 
( 6 _)1.22 ° (·965)1.23) h O h dO ° 19 5 , Dawson and W~nn 1 , under w ~c con ~t~ons 
the Townsend mechanism is grossly disturbed. 
Tholl (1963 )1.24 has measured the variation with n of 
a/a , the ratio of the values of the first TmoTnsend coefficient 
o 
at n and at very small n, in N2 , N2 + CH4 and CH4 (fie. 1.4), 
and it is seen that in all cases there is no sudden u.ecr·ease in 
168
a/a at n = 10 , followed by u ra~id increase at n ~ 5xlO as 
o 
the streamer mechanism becomes operative. Thus,if the effects 
6 
of space charge ~re to be avoided, n lnust be kert less than 10 , 
and it is shown ~n section 4.1 that a design criterion for this 
experiment was n ~ 104. 
1.7. The Effecto of Impurities. 
twlany of the discrepancies for values of a determined by 
various authors have since been attributed to the presence of 
impurities j.Il the gas under investigation. Mercury contamination, 
which can arise from irwodequo.tc trappinG bl.'twccn the experimental 
volume and thc diffusion pump or u JlkLeod gauge, readily leo.ds to 
false values of a, since the vapour pressure of mercury at room 
( -3 0 temperature 'VIO torr nt 20 C) can result in typical impurity 
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2 3 levels of 10 to 10 p.p.m., and the ionisation potential of 
mercury is only 10.4 eV, which is less thWl the ionisation 
potentials of nny of the monatomic or diatomic gases camnonly 
investigated. Thus large nurllbers of' I:J.ercury atoms are readily 
ionised, both by electron impact, aud by inelastic collisions 
of the second kind, such as 
He + Ne* (16.6 eV) 
m 
... 
-+ Hg + No + 0, 
to give higher a values than in the pure Ga.s. The presence 
of Dcrcury contrunination is also liable to lead to erroneous 
results in positive ion mobility mea.surements because of the 
readiness of the nercury atom to lose nn electron in charge 
exchange reactions of the type 
-+ 
The Penning effect l.25~ of which the Hg/Ne* reaction 
m 
above is an example, was first observed to yield erroneously 
hiCh a values in 1936, in a Neon/Argon mixture, where one 
reaction is 
Ar + Ne* -+ 
ill 
+ Ax + Ne + e , 
a.nd will occur in any Gas rllixture in whi\.!h the ionisation 
potential of one consti tUCllt is less than t' metastable level of 
another constituent. A metastable atom. in a gas at a pressure of 
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') 8 .. .... 1 torr m.akes 10' to 10 coll1s1ons dur1n~ 1ts Ilt'et~me, and 
will therefore hu.vc a very high probability of making an 
ionising collision with a low ionisation l)otentinJ. constituent 
present in small concentrations. An analogous procpss occurs 
'\-Then there is photoionisu.tion of one constituent by radiation 
emitted from another. 'rhe presence of readily ionisable 
minority constituents is not a.lways deleterious, and is used 
in some gas-filled valves to obtain a coefficients higher than 
those of either of tho conatituents (e.g. He/H2 mixtures -
Chanin and Rork (1964)1.26), and 1n the "seeding" of flomes 
with alkali salts to enhance the conductivity. 
In the measurement of electron urift velocities, the 
effects of iopuri ties would be important in the exponential 
current growth method (section 3.4) because of the need to 
substitute a value for u in the expression for the time 
constant l/o.v. In the time of flight methods it is probably 
sufficient to consider only the relative numbers of electron 
collisions with impurity anu principal constituents, and to 
postulate thu+' the drift velocities are unaffected if this 
ratio is sufficiently sruall. In the present investigation, 
where the number of electron-neutral collisions between the 
cathode and the anode 15 only (.bout 35 and the impurity level 
is ~O.l p.p.m., there 1S a negligible probability of u collision 
V1 i th 8.n impurity atom, though the effect of such a collision on 
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the transit time of an individuQl electron might be 
appreciable becaasc of the smull nwuber of free paths between 
the electrodes. Spurious drift velocities could be observed 
in situations ",here the Penning t;rpe rhot,Jionisation process 
described above can occur (section 5.4.1). 
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SOME THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF DHIFT VELOCITIES 
AIID VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS OF 
ELECTRONS IN GASES 
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2.2 Ion Drift Velocities using Mean Values 
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2.2.2 The Case for Electrons 
2.3 Velocity Distribution Functions 
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2.5 The Attainment cf Equilibrium by Initia.ting 
Electrons 
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2.1 Introduction 
The problem of ion drift velocities, where the term ion 
embraces all types of charGed particle, can in general be approached 
in two ways. Either it may be assumed that all par~etcrs with 
distributed vulues, such as ion drift velocities, molecular and lon 
thermal velocities, ion free paths and scattering anGles, can be 
ascribed a mean value at the commencement of the analysis, or that 
a distribution function may be assumed or calculated at least for 
some of the parameters, to permit the effects of th0 distribution to 
be assessed. Whilst it would appear that the latter willload to a 
more meaningful result, the use of this procedure by several authors 
has shown that the simplifying assumptions, Which are necessary to 
allow the analysis to proceed, result in a physical model with little 
advantage over that which takes average values as a starting point. 
In particular, the derivation of a suitable velocity distribution 
presents considerable difficulties, and those which are most commonly 
used are the Maxwellian and Druyvesteyn distributions. 
In this chapter several simple theories of the average 
value type and one distribution theory are presented in some detail, 
and attention is drawn to other recent treatments of the problem. 
The applicability of the available theories to the present 
investigation is diseussed, and a simple treatment of the problem of 
attainment of equilibrium by the initial photoelectrons is presented. 
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'rhe terms 'luw E/p' and 'hi~h E/p' are used loosely in the 
Ii teru.ture, and. arc quoted frC:flUclltly in this work. There arc three 
distinct regions into which the E/p sJ1cctrum C<:l.n be Gubdivided. The 
first, low E/p, is th'~ rc!~il:le in i-r:1ich only Honentum trc:.ns fer 
collision:; occur; the second, which night be termed. 'moderate E/p' , 
ernbruces all clo.sscR of collisiun process; the third, high E/p, is th~ 
largely unexplored region in which the ~1yalanche fll.ils to come to 
equilibrium with the u.pplied electric field ~n:i the cc.s. The low E/p 
reGion alone is ~~enable to theoretical tre~tmentsJ and satisfc.ctory 
analysis of moderc.te and high E/p models is difficult because of the 
large number of possible collision processes. The term 'high E/r' 
is often applied, in the prencntation of experimental dt~taJ to what 
is here called. 'moderate E/p~ The tru.nsi ti\..)n from low to moderate 
E/p will depend on the nature ()f the sas, and. part iculc.rly vn whether 
it is monatomic or polyatumic t since it i[; determined by the pusition 
of the lowest excited state. In hydrugen, the tr.reshold for 
vibrationa.l excitation is ut 1 eV, with a pC3.k cross-sec"tion of 
6Y.lO-17 crr? at ~. 3cV (Schulz (1964) 2.1)) the threshold corresponding 
-1 -1 
to E/p '\, 2 volts.cm .torr • Excita.tion of rotational levels 
-2 
requires about 10 vf the enerc:Y for vibrati'.mal excitation 
2.2 .. -2 (Herzberg (1950) ), currE:spond~ng to E/p '\, 2xlO • 
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2.2. Ion Drift Velocities using 11ean Values. 
2.2.1. The r,enernl case. 
The mean value meth,)ds have been reviewed by von Engel (1965) 
2.3, and his treatment is followed here. 
The most simple approach, first used by Langevin (1903)2.4 
Ilsswnes that -
1. n~utral molecules and 1cms have the sa.me energy, so that thermal 
cquilibriwn exists. 
2. velocities are completely randomised on impact, so that 10ns have 
zero drift veJ.ocity after each call is ion. 
3. impacts can be described as perfectly el~stic encounters. 
If A is the 10n mean free path and c 15 the mean ion speed, then 
v = ~ eEl. ~ ~ E = IE (2.1) 
mc 
since ~mc2 = ~MC2 for thermal equilibriwn. v is the ion drift velocity 
and ~ is the mobility, where 
~ = ~ eA/ruc (2.2) 
Langevin's approach can be extended by ass~ng that there is 
a. mea.n fractional energy loss f on collision. In the steady state, 
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the rate at which energy is Bained from the electric field ~s equal 
to the rate at which it is lost by cOllision. so that 
-2 -
eEv = f. ~mc .c/ A 
hence -3 '" 2eE\v/fm c 
-3 3 equation (2.1), c = ( ~ eEA/mv ) from Now 
v = 
1 fl/4(EeA/m)~ l! to g~ve 
1 
Thus V a: (E/p) ~ (2.3) 
sinc'e A ex: lip. 
A more sophisticated approach wus adopted by Langevin 
(1905)2. 5 and Thomson (1924)2.6 in their induced dipole theories, 
where the e10ctrostatic interaction between the ion and the induced 
dipole moment ~, of the molecule is considered. 
~' = (E./N)E. = (D- l)e/4iTNr2 (c.g.s. units) 
~ 
where, in the usual notation, D = 1 + 4TTE. N is the mcleculor 
2 
number density, and Ei = efr is the ion field ut a distance r. 
The field due to a dipole is 
E , 
~ 
3 5 
= 2~'/r = (D - 1)e/2nNr (2.4) 
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Now, from equEt ion (2.2) 
'W'herc L is the time between 
collisions. If it is assumed thnt A 1S equal to the distance between 
molecules, then A ~ N-l / 3 and 
J
A 
L = dr/v 
o 
= 
(A 
J dr/J.lEJ.l' 
o 
Substituting for E , frOl:' equation (2.4), and integrating 
J.l 
1fNAG 1 
L = \.le(D-l) '" NJ.le(D-l } 
1 
Hence e ( NmtD-l»)~ J.l = -, '" III 
For molecular end atomic ions, since Nm a p, 
1 
V = J.lE a E/(p)~ 
2.2.2. The case for electrons. 
(2.6) 
It is agein assumed that there nre clastic collisions with n 
fractional energy loss f, and additionally that the applied electric 
field is very weak to maintain condition (1) that there is thermal 
equilibrium (v_ «c). As before (equation 2.1), v = ~ eEA/mc. The 
net rate at Which an electron gains energy is given by 
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d 2 e E>" 
dt Omc ) = ~E.~ 
mc 
At equilibrium d nmc2 ) = 0 and t Cit = 
so that c = (1/f)1/4(eE>../m)~ 00 
Thus 1 eE>.. v = l! 
_00 me 
00 
so that, a.t equilibriur., 
1 
V c£ (E/p)l! 
= 
~fl/4 
1 2 c 
f • lime • r 
00 
(~)~ 
m 
(2.8) 
The limitations of the mean values approach, and its relevance 
to the present investiga.tion are discussed in Section 2.4. 
2.3. Velocity Distribution Functions. 
2.3.1.Early Approaches to the Problem. 
Any theoretical approach to this problem must t~c into 
account the energy gained by the ionsfromthe applied field. the 
fractional energy loss f on collision. and the interaction between 
the ions at high ion concentrations. f depends on the relative 
probabilities for elastic and inelastic encounters, and these 
probabilities are functions of the ion energy; if one type of 
collision only is important, f ca.n be assiGned ~ definite value(for 
instance,f = 2m/~= fur elastic impacts, avera~ed over all sc~tterine 
angles), but the ion mean free path>" will still be a function of the 
ion energy. Collision cross-section data is avuilable for most 
monn.tomic (\nd diatomic Gases includine hydrogen (e.g. Frost and Phelps 
f(c) 
Maxwellian !~uyv.steYn 1/ '\ 
1/ >" I , 
c 
c 
Fig . 2.1 
The form of the Maxwellian and Druyvesteyn 
velocity distribution functions . 
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(1962)2. 7 for rotntiona1 and nomentun transfer cross-sections in 
hydrogen ani] ni tro13cn ; Englander-Golden and. Happ (1964) 2.13 fur 
total ionisation cross-sec~ions in hydrogen and other gases), and 
there is a number uf theoretical trea~ments (e.g. Morse (1953)2.9, 
uerjuoy and Stein (1955)2.10, and Frost und Phelps (1961)2.11). 
Pidduck (1913)2.12 was the first to ctt~pt to tackle 
the distribution function problem and obtained a Ma.x:wellian 
distribution, on the :1.ssumpticn of perfectly elastic collisions 
( 8) 2.13 .. and f = O. Compton 191 used a f1n1tc value for f, and also 
arr,ived at a Man,rellian distribution. Hertz (1925)2.14 failed t= 
achieve 11 useful rcsuJ.t ,"rhen considering clastic impacts in a uniform 
field between parallel plates, but Druyvesteyn (1930)2.15 f(.'llowed a 
similar approach to derive the well-known distribution that bears 
his name, based ,m the follo'wing assumptions -
1. elastic collisions, 
2. energy independent mean free patts, 
3. f = 2m/U, the momentum transfer value, 
4. the ions had reached their terminal velocity, 
5. nu interaction between ions, 
6. molecules at rest. 
This distribution has the form 
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compared with the Maxwellian distribution 
222 fM(c).c dc = A exp(-Bc ).c dc (2.10) 
and fig. 2.1 shows the shape of these distributions for the same 
mean electron velocity "C. It is seen that the Druyvesteyn 
distribution has a hiGher peak energy, but that its high energy 
tail decreases mere rapidly. This comparative depletion of high 
energy electrons is cf sisnificance in that there is a reduction in 
the probability of occurrence of processes requirine more energetic 
electrons. 
, 
Subsequently the literature begins to proliferate, and only 
0. few of the many contributiuns are briefly mentioned. Morse, Allis 
( )2.16 . . .. . and Lomar 1935 conflrmed thf::: Druyvesteyn dlstrlbutlon emplcYlI'l8 
a different nrproach, and this work was later extended by JU1is and 
Allen (1937)2.17 to include the effects of inelastic collisions, 
yielding results in agreement vri th the reliable experimental data 
of Bradbury an<l Nielsen (section 3.3). Davydov (1935)2.18 confirtled 
the Druyvesteyn distribution, and Slllt (1937)2.19 took into account 
inelastic collisions and the vario.ti0n ~f mean free path. Amon~st 
. h f ( 4) 2 • 20 . other theorles are t ose 0 Healey and Reed 19 1 • Yarnold 
( 47) 2.21 H 1 . (195' )2.22 . ()2.23 1 19 • 0 steln _ , Burblere 1951 and Hux ey 
(1960)2.24,2.25. The upproach most Generally and productively 
employed uses the Boltzmann transport theory, first applied in (2.16); 
Huxley, and Huxley and Crampton (1962)2.26 have pr~sented 0. fairly 
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complete treatment which is closely followed in Appendix 3, and the 
salient points of which r~e uutlined in section 2.3.2. It will be 
seen that the result obt~ined differs from the Muxwellian and 
Druyvesteyn distributions, but that its form is inconvenient to a.pply 
although many simplifying assump.tions arc retained. The extreme 
difficulty of setting up the cCluations for electron trf.l.nsport using 
a realistic model, even at low E/p, is thus emphasised. 
2.3.2. Huxley's Derivation cf the Electron Velocity 
Distribution Function. 
An entirely general electron velocity distribution function 
f(c) is defined for field free conditions, upon which is superimposed 
a drift velocity v = v(c) in the x direction, to give c new 
distribution tunction F(c,x). Thermal eCluilibriwm is assumed, in 
which is implicit a restriction to very low E/p, and the general 
distribution function in the presence of very low electric fields 
follows (equation (A3.2)) -
c 
F(c,x) '" f(c) - vi df(c) dc (2.11) . 
This cannot be evaluated until the zero field distribution f(c) and 
the electron drift velocity v(c) have been determined. 
A meun drift velocity v is calculated in terms of v(c), 
c and f(c), using the relationship of equation (2.11), and the 
expression derived by Langevin for the drift velocity {equation (2.l}) 
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is substituted for the function v( c), introducing the further 
assumptions that the velocities o.re completely rnndomiscd on impacts 
which are ~.lways perfectly clastic. It is also assumed that the 
Rrunsauer effect does not exist, so that the electron mean free path 
A is const~nt, to give the mean electron drift velocity (equation 
(A3.3)) for electrons as 
v - -
41TeEA' 
3m J
oo 
2 df 
c • de .dc 
o 
where A' is the effective mean freepath. 
(2.12) 
f(c) is evaluated by equating the rate of energy g~in from 
the field to the rate uf loss by collision. It is assumed aguin that 
collisions are elastic, und o.lso that the neutral mulecu1es are 
stationary, that the collision rete is Qetermined by f(c) rather 
than F( c ,ic), and tha.t the electrons nrc iaotrop"ictill.y scattered, tc 
give equation (A3.6). This equation is then rudjustcd so thct for 
non-sto.tiona.ry molecules and zero drift velcci ty, f( c) becOUles 
Maxwellian, which leads to the final expressicn for f(c) in equation 
f(c) t t [JC mc • dc ] ( 2 .13 ) • = carlS an x exp - 2M(eEA,)2/3(mc)2+kT 
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If inelastic collisions are to be considered , the fractional 
energy loss term f in the energy loss rate expression must be 
modified. In these circumstances f = f( ~mc2). ,."here this function is 
2 
unlikely to be simple and will exhibit resonances for ~mc '" h\l, where 
v has values corresponding to the exci tatiun and ionisation potentials. 
It is feO-sible to use arl estimated mean value for f, when a similar 
analysis yields, fur the caSe of electrons 
r Je mc .de ] f(c) = constant x eXPL - (eEA,)2j3fmc+kT 
It is evident that the USe of distributed parameters produces 
unwieldy expressions, even though a number of severe simplifying 
assumptions has been adopted and several procedures of apparently 
dubious validity have been executed. Simplification of the 
expression for the zero field distribution for electrons (equation 
(2.l3)) gives 
f(c) a: exp(Ac 2 - Blnc2 ) for constant T. 
and substitution in (2.11) yields the general distribution fUnction 
which may be compared with the distributions due to Maxwell 
and Druyvesteyn 
2 fM(c) a exp(B'c ) 
4 fD(C) a exp(B'c ) • 
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2.4. The Validity of Existing Theories at Low Elp, and 
Their Extension to Moderate and High E/p. 
The application of the Boltzmann transport method has been 
reviewed by Allis (1956)2.27 s since "Then the ",ork of HUxley2.24,2.25 
Ilnd A. number of other authors hl~s been published. Arthurs and 
( 6 )2.28 . . ... DalGarno 19 0 culculo.tcd the mobl.ll. ty of dlt~tOnuC J.ons at 
OOK in terms of the dipole moment and the polarizability, and 
( -) 2.29· . Heylen 1900 consldered rotatl.onal and vibrational excitation 
to obtain an electron energy distribution that was approximately 
Maxwellian, and showed that the substitution of a Maxwellian 
distribution and cxrerimentC"..l cross-Bcctions in Allis' expression 
for v_ gave good agreement with the data of Bro.dbury and Nielsen 
( . ) . . (6 )2.30 . scctl.on 3.3. Dcmctrlades and Hl.ll 19 5 analysed the motl.on 
of pulses of charged particles under space cho.rge limited conditions, 
neglecting diffusion effects, and Ward (1965}2. 31 solved the 
continuity equations, nllO',"ring for diffusion ,ionisr.tion and space 
charge, to show that v ~ ~E+~D fit loW E/p. Lawson ~nd Lucas (1965) 
2.32,2.33 have calculated the ratio D/~ using a model that takes into 
account positive ion nnd direct photon secondary effects at the 
cathode, and ht'l.ve supported the ca.lculations by experimental 
measurements in (H2 + o. 01%U2 ) for the moderate E/p ru.nge 15 to 350 
-1 -1 
volts.em .torr • 
The conditions existing in the electron avalanches of the 
present investigation may be summarised as follows -
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1. thermal equilibrium does not exist v ~ c. 
2. A=A(V,C) 
3. non-stationary molecules, except at very high E/p, where v »c 
and it is reasonable to assume stationary molecules 
4. inelastic collisions of many types 
5. probably non-isotropic scatter of electrons 
6 .. . / -1 -1 ( . • dlffuslon can be 19nored for E p > 75 volts.cm .torr sectlon 
1.6) 
7. negligible electrostatic interaction between the particles (section 
1.6) • 
8. non-Maxwellian velocity distribution. 
or" all "hese conditions. probably the gI"eatest obstacle to 
a satisfactory theoreticcl treatment is the need to include different 
types of inelastic collision. An appropriat~ ana.lysis of the problem 
has not been found, and Huxley's work represents an attempt to solve 
the problen. subject to the assumptions -
1. thercal equilibrium exists v «c. 
2. A is independent of c. 
3. stationary molecules for part of the treatment 
4. momentum transfer collisions only 
5. isotropic scatter 
6. diffusion can be ignored 
7. non-interacting particles. 
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From equations (A3.3) and (A3.7) 
d 
dc 
(where A = hE, B = kT). which becomes 
foo 2 2 2B2/A2 [ 4B
3 2 2 -1 ] e2 
v ex: A (A + Bc ) i + A 2 (A + Be) • exp 2B • dc 
o 
(2.14) 
From which it is clear that v depends on E/p in a complex manner 
(since E/p a Eh = A). The agreement of this theory with experimental 
data at low E/p hIlS not been investigated. 
The mean values approach in section 2.2 makes the same 
assumptions as Huxley's model, except for the Langevin-Thomson 
treatment, which considers the polarisation attraction between ions 
and molecules but stUl retains non-interacting ions, and yields a 
relat ionship 
from equation (2.6). 
This relationship does not give the observed functional dependence 
of v_on E/p, but yields numerical values of the correct 
magnitude for positive ions at low E/p. 
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Otherwise, the aean values method produces the relationship, 
from equation (2.8), 
, 
v a (E/p):! t 
which gives numerical values that arc a factor of about five too 
large for ions, but are correct for electrons ~t low E/p. The 
functionnl dependence is nlso valid for electrons at low E/p and for 
-1 -1 ions at E/p '" 5 to 15 volts.CI:l .torr t but not for E/p < 5. 
Langevin's original nethod can be extended naively to high 
values of moderate E/p, where v_ -> ..... c. Then, equating the rate of 
energy loss to the rate of energy gain 
where f is the mean fractional energy loss factor. If v_ » c. this 
becomes 
v = 
~' , (2e/fnl) (EA):! a (E/p):! 
2.5. The Attainment of Equilibrium by Initiating Electrons. 
It has long been recognised that an end-effect exists in the 
Townsend discharge, because the initiating electrons leave the cathode 
with a velocity distribution which differs from that of electrons in 
equilibrium with the applied field and the gas, and a correction term 
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~ is often included in the current growth expression 
i = i .exp a v (t - t ) - see section 1.2. This probl~ has been 
0-0 
treated by von Engc12•3 , subject to the s~c conditions that were 
applied in section 2.2, in the following manner. 
The net rate at which an electron acquires energy is 
d 2 
- (~mc ) = eEv dt 
-1 2 c f .l!mc • A (2.16) 
Substitution for c from equation (2.1), and integration gives 
where (2.17) 
is a time ccnstant, corresponding to the time taken for an electron 
to acquire 94% of its finnl value v • c is the value of c when th~ 
eo 
left hand side of equat ion (2.16) is equal to zero. If the value 
of Ceo is put into equation (2.1), the expression obtained for v J.S 
v = (2.18) 
Values for v_ calculated from equation (2.18) show poor agreement 
with the experimental values frot!]. (3.48) -
-1 -1 E/p volts.cm .torr 30 50 100 200 400 
-1 -7 
v (calc.)cm.sec xlO 41 53 75 106 150 
-1 -7 
v_(3.48)cm.sec xlO 0.5 2.2 4.8 8.1 12.5 
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This approach can be extended to the case for v »c, 
o.t high vo.lues of moderate E/p, "Then equation (2.16) becooes 
1 1 3 
eEv - f. A .~mv 
Integration gives, using v = 0 when t = 0, 
or 
where 
Thus 
t = ("A./fa). 1n[ (a + v)/(a - v)} 
(a + v)/(n - v) = exp(t/t ) 
v 
1 
a = (2AeE/rm)2, t = A/fa. 
o 
1 
t = (Am/2feE)~ 
o 
The significance of t under the conditions of this 
o 
investiention is discussed in section 5.4.2. 
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3.1 Int roduct ion. 
The methods a.va.ilable for the lllt::a.surement cf electron drift 
velocities can be classified into four ouin Groups -
1. MaGnetic deflection 
2. Shutter methods 
3. Exponential grO'tfth of electron current 
4. Pulsed time cf flight. 
These categcries a.re not exclusive and there is a certain amount of 
over,lo.p. for instance, the shutter methods o.re essentially 0. time of 
flight determino.tion. In ceneral, the shutter o.nd ma.gnetic deflection 
methods are confined to equilibrium d.c. experimental conditions, but 
the exponentio.l growth ~nd time of flight techniques co.n also be 
a.pplied to a.bcve-breakdOl¥n pulsed conditions. 
3.2 Mo.gnetic Deflection Method. 
Townsend and Tizard (1913)3.1 obtained values fer v by 
measurinc the mar-netic deflection of electrons drifting in a uniform 
electric field. Their equipment (fie. 3.1) used 0. hot filament 
electron source behind n slit in the co.thode. In the absence of e 
magnetic field, electrons passing through the slit drifted in the 
electric field to the centre strir C2 of the a.node, which was 
parallel to the ca.thode slit, and the current was ~easured with the 
electrometer; the smaller currents to the strips Cl and C3' due to 
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lateral diffusion, were neglected. 
A maGnetic field H12 1ms applied, rar:.l.llel to the slits, 
until equal currents to C1 and C 2 were obtained, and then a 
magnetic field H23 in the reverse direction until the currents to 
C2 and C3 were equal. A mean field H = ~(H12 + H23 ) was said to 
give a deflection e = a/2d, where a. was the separation of the anode 
strips a.nd d the sepru.'a.t ion of the cathode and. the anode. 
Equatine tane to the ratio of the maenetic and electrostatic forces 
acting on an electron, it follows tha.t v = Ea/2Hd. 
This technique has a poor resolving power because of the 
finite size of the anode strips, a.nd the difficulty in determining 
precisely the point at which the currents are equal. Nevertheless, 
it has been extended and im~roved and is still in use in a modified 
form. Hershey (1938)3.2 extended the technique by the use of a large 
and pmyerful magnet to obtain me.gnetic fields of up to 5000 oersteds, 
compared with Townsend's fields of n few oersteds. Huxley3.3 and 
Bailey3.4 have both progressively improved the technique OVer a 
period of years. Huxley used a circular hole in the cathode, and 
two concentric discs split on u diameter for the anode, and rela.ted 
the currents collected by the different points of the c.nocle to the 
applied. magnetic field, to obtain values for the ratio v_/D, where 
D is the diffusion coefficient (which was ignored in Townsend's 
original experiment). Huxley's group cont inue act i v ely to apply 
and develop this method - e.g. Crampton, Elford and Gascoiene (1965)3.5 
Fig. ~. 2 
Bradbury and Nielsen's eleotron shutter 
appara tUB. 
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and Liley (1967)3.6 - and obtain results of hiGh preclslon. 
3.3. Shutter Methcd. 
~1en.sure!!lents of v ",ere first nude usinc th.;: shutter 
technique ir. 1936 by Bradbury nnd Niclsen3•7 , and this nethct: 
hes served as c. model for 0. nt.lI'1ber of subsequent investir,o.t iuns 
by several .,orkel's. Bradbury and Ni",lsun uSf:..d as shutters the 
electron filter designed by L0eb (:published 1935)3.8, und later 
developed by Lusk (1927)3.9 and Crnvath (1929)3.10, in:::l. mctbod 
, 
previously used by Van de Grnr"1'f (1929)3.11 to ~!casure ion mobilities. 
Photoelectrons, released from the zinc ccthode by :::l. nercurJ arc 
u. v. sOl.i.rce, drifted to the aBode under the influence of the uniform 
field (fig. 3.2). A potential, varying sinusoida.lly about the 
ambient uniform field potential, was al)plied between alternc.te wires 
of the grids, to both Grids sirlulta.neously. As the :potential between 
adjacent wires 1 ..... O"S incrcnsed, nn increasing fraction of the electro:ls 
pOossinp, throuGh the Grids was collected, thereby reducing t~c 
transmitted current. 'rhus "Then the electron transit tir.l~ between 
grids was equal to c. mUltiple of a half period of the ~.rr)lied frequency, 
the instantanecus ma.ximul1l current transmitted by the first crid at 
zero potentinl diffcr8nee was also allowed to p£'.ss with oinimum 
attenuation by the second gritl. so that the; elE;ctrotlctcr, (,.,hieh was 
insensitive to the high frequency vnri~tions). recQrded n msximun for 
the anode current. In practice it was found tlost convenient to fix 
10 
8 
v 
Fig. 3.3 
1st, 2nd & ~rd order resonanoes in Bradbury 
aDd Nielsen'o experiment. 
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the anrplitude and frequency of the alternating voltage, and to locate 
the rescnances by sweeping the applied field E, keeping the pressure 
constant. Usually 1st, 2nd and 3rd ord~r resonances could be located, 
corresponding to t_ = h,T and 3/2T (fig •. 3.3). It ,vas found thfl.t 
the larger the amplit~de of the ~lternating potential, the sharper 
were the resonances and therefore the more precisely they could 
determine t . 
Their background pressure before admission of hydroe;en 
was stated to be less than 10-7 torr, but gas purity was probably 
not of the standard achieved in later exp~rllnents, as cylinder 
hydrogen was purified by passing over a hot copper gauze and throueh 
liquid nitrogen traps. Measurements '·Tere made in the E/p range 0.03 
-1 -1 to 20 volts.cm .torr ,and in the pressure range 1.5 to 50 torr 
(pd = 9 to 300 torr.cm. approximately), and values for v were 
obtained that were consistent, at a given E/p J for readings at varying 
pressure and of different order. Yne graph of v plotted against ~/p. 
which is re~roduced in fig. 3.4, shows thattheirvalues lay between the 
earlier values of Loeb (1922)3.12 and Townsend and Bailey (1921)3.4. 
Bradbury and Nielsen also culculated momentum transfer 
cross-sect ions using the theoretical treatment due to Compton (1930) 
3.13 h' d l' , , h d 
, w ~~h assume ~.ust~c coll~s10ns between ar spheres. Poor 
agreement wus obtained usinc: thE: clu.ssical energy loss fnctor f = ~. 
but there vms fair agrel:ment if it was assumed that rotational and 
vibrational excitations ,wre important and that the fractional energy 
v_ 
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loss could be describedtr~ther arbitrarily,by an f factor that varied 
2m / -1 linearly with E/p E.nd had thE: value f = 16 x M at E p = 20volts.cm • 
-1 torr • 
Aspects of this experiment are open to criticism. The 
amplitude of the alt ernat irlC pot eut ial applied between the grid wues, 
max~mum 200 volts, would have destroyed the uniformity of the field 
applied to the drift space, particularly in the low E/p range where 
the applied voltage could not have been greater than 10 volts. Gas 
purity and the use of sinusoidal rather than square wave forms on 
the sh~tters reflect the technology of the time. But subsequent 
measurements have verified the v _ vo.lues from this experiment, fI.nd 
the technique h:lS been refined and extended by many later workers 
over 0. period of more than thirty years. Its particular ndvantages 
are that the velocity of the bunch of electrons is determined after 
time has been allo\-lcd for equilibrit.lr.l to be attained between the 
electrons nnd the gas and the applied field, and that an essentially 
pulsed measurement produces data in d.c. form, which permits rapid 
data acquisition, in contrast to the present investigation. 
Amongst the later investigations of v usin~ the Bradbury-
Nielsen technique are those of Pack and Phelps (1961)3.14 and 
Prasad and Smeaton (1967)3.15. Pack and Phelps measured v_ ~n 
helium, neon, argon, hydrOGen and nitrogen in the E/p range 10-4 
-1 -1 0 0 to 10 volts. cm .torr and the temperature range 77 K to 373 K, 
and also derived momentum tro.nsfcr cross-sections, but only at very 
v 77 OK 
A 195 OK 
o 300-K 
o 373 oK 
, Wahlin 293 OK 
• Bradbury ond Nielsen 293 oK 
Fig . 3.5 
Temperature dependenoe o£ v 
Phelps) • 
(Paok and 
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low electron enercies of 0.003 to O.05eV. The technique differed 
froI:l that of Brndbury and Nielson ~n that photo-electrons were 
released from the cathode us~ng a pulsed ultra-violet source 
synchronised with square shutter pulses. This permitted two 
separate values of v_ to be determined for a given electron swarm 
by measurement of the tr'lnsit time to each of the grids from the 
cathode, so that end effects due to the shutters and initial non-
equilibriUI:l of the photo-electrons could be eliminated. Also, the 
voltage pulses applied to the grids were usually kept below 40% of the 
applied volto.ge, when it was found that no end-effects were apparent. 
il-leasurements "Tere also made in which the shutters ~Tere normally open, 
with zero voltage applied, and were closed briefly by short voltage 
pulses so that the applied field was perturbed for the minimum 
fraction of the total time, which apparantly eliminated cnd-effects 
under <-'.11 condi tiona. A number of other minor improvements were also 
made, and the values for v for hydrogen ~'e in close agreement with 
these of Bradbury and Nielson, and also H:lhlin 3.16. It was shown 
-3 ) that v ~ E/p for He, H2 , Ar, and N2 at low E/p « 3 x 10 fer H2 ' 
and also that v depends on temperature (fig. 3.5), the electrons being 
in thermal equilibrium with the Gas (Ta = T~) and havine; a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution. Pack nnd Phelps calculated momentum transfer 
cross-sections for this thermal equilibrium region, using the theory 
due to W.P. Allis 3.17, and for hydrogen obtained the relationship 
0-1 = (1.28 - 2.17u)xl015cm-2 , where u is the electron energy in eV, 
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valid for the energy ranse 0.003 - 0.05eV; 0 ~ 8X10-16 cm2 in this 
range. 
Prasad and Smeatun have most recently applied the 
Bradbury and Nielsun technique to achieve E/p values from 4 up to 
-1 -1 40 volts.em .torr ,by employing faster Be.ting pulses than Pack 
and Phelps (lOOnsec wide, 10nsec rise and deeay times). and applying 
voltages of up to 10kV across the drift spa.ce. They used a 
thermionic electron source to initiate the avalanches, and made 
measurements in cylinder grade nitrogen to obtain good agreement 
" L ,3.18 1 1" " " . w~th owke s va ues; pre ~~nary values were also obta~ned ~n 
hydrogen. 
3.4. Measurement of &-ponential Growth of Electron Current. 
It is shoHn in Appendix 2 that the current due to the 
electron component of a pulsed discharge, in the time interva.l 
o ~ t ~ t_, is given by equations A2.1 if a # 0, that is 
I (t) = exp(a v t) 
Determination of th·:; exponential time constant (l/av) permits v_ 
to be calculated if reliable values for a are available. and it is 
better if a can be determined concurrently with (l/av) beca.use of 
its dependence on gas purity. This method has not been widely used, 
uv 
Fig. }.6 
Dibbern's photo-eleotric determination 
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but has been principally employed by the Hamburg group of Raether 
as a check on y valuc:s obtained by the pulsed time of flight 
technique. Its particular shortcoming is that it is necessary 
to record the current oVt:r several orders of magnitude to find the 
exponential tim0 constant, which means that the final current must 
be severc.l orders great~r thar. the minimum detectable current t with 
the consequent possibility of space charGe distortion. 
The exponential gro,vth rate may also be determined by 
monitoring the photons from inelastic electron-molecule collisions, 
if corrections are made for the geometry of the viewing system. 
The ratio of exciting to ionizing collisions, o/a, is generclly in 
the region of unity for monatomic and diatomic Gases, but depends 
both on the gas and E/p (e.g. for H2 , a/a = 1.6 and 10 at E/p = 30 
-1 -1. 3 19 
and 15 volts.cm .torr respect~vely - Legler (1963)· ), whilst 
the number of photons detected will depend on p and on the spectral 
response of the detector. If a/a ~ 1, the optical method using e 
high guin photomultiplier ~s about three orders of magnitude more 
sensitive than the electrical method, but at high E/p it is neCE:SS-
ary to check that the relaxation time of the excited states does not 
introducE: errors. Care must also be taken to avoid false signals 
due to resonance scattering (section 5.4.3). 
The optical method has been used by Dibborn (1961)3.20 
with the experimental arrangement shown in fig. 3.6. The photo-
multiplier was placed behind a quartz anode, rendered conducting 
1 mV 
log Vet) 
0.1 mV 
100 ns 
Fig. ;.7 
Semi-logarithmic plot of el"ectron 
current against time (Frommhold). 
t 
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with a transparent film cf SnCl2 • A ~~sec pulse of photoelectrons 
was released through the hole in the cathode by irradiation ,.,ith a 
pulsed ultra-violet lrunp, the liGht from which was prevented from 
reaching the photomultiplier by the disc Bl. The geometricru. 
factor g varied accordint,; to the position of the av('.lanche, I1nd 
had a mC'..ximum value of 0.4, and the overall detection efficiency, 
that is photucathode electrons per "de teetable" photon from the 
avalanche, was about 0.025. After applying the appropriate 
corrections Dibb:)I'n plotted log V, where V was the output signel. 
against t to obtain 11 straight line of slope t = l/a v_, to 
confirm the exponential Growth concept. It is stated that the t 
values are in agreement with the a and v vulues of other authors, 
the measurements having been made in N2 + 20 torr of CO2 t· at a 
total pressure of about 140 torr. Determinations were also made 
of c/a, and of v by the observation of secondl1~J avalanches in 
a limited region just below breakdown. 
Frommhold (1960)3.21 has determined l/av by direct 
measurement of the electron component, in an experiment which 
combined this technique with time of flie;ht measurements. He 
observed uniform field electron avalanches below breakdown ln H2 • 
N2 , 02 and some organic vapours, initiated by a photoelectron pulse 
4 ~ 
of about 10 electron:::; and .ri th a gas amplificatien of c.bout 10'-. 
The logarithm of the total current was displcyed acainst time on 1111 
oscilloscope (fig. 3.7); the initial straight portion is due to the 
electron component and l/av is obtained from the slope. and the 
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plnteau is due to the ion conponent. The s0ction nt has a finite 
length beccusc of ele:ctron diffusion nnd the length of the initiating 
electron pulse, but the electron tra.nsit tine, fron which v_was 
cal cula. ted, could be obtained by rel.:-.ting the position of this 
pOl~ion to a start-time nurker. Ideul curves of this type were 
obtained with H2 and N2 , but not with O2 , au and the orgo.ni~ 
v:1pours. 
R ' 3.22 - f· I 3.23 f OS8 S vu~ucsor a ~n H
2
, nnd Masch s ora 
in N2 were used to calculate v~ from l/av_, and these agreed well 
with the time of flight measurements, indico.ting thet the physicD.l 
picture of nn avalanche described by equation 1.2 is vnlid in H~ 
c:.. 
and N2 for the E/p range 20-35 and 30-80 respectively. Fig. 3.4 
shows that the H2 values appear to be consistent with those at lower 
E/p due to Brndbury and Nielson. 
J~ger and otto (1962)3.24 used a teChnique that was 
essentially the sruue as thnt of Frornmhold, to determine v_ 1.n H~ 
(-
and Ar in tne E/p range 15 -1 -1 but with from to 30 volts.cm .torr ~ 
residual gas pressures -10 The meticulous as low as 7xlO torr. vacuun 
technique necessary to achieve this pressure in n glass system was 
unfortunately wasted to some extent, since the gases used had an 
impurity content of 20p.p.m. The purity of these "spectroscopically 
pure" gases could have been substantially improved by diffusing the 
hydrogen through a palladium thimble and by cataphoresis of the 
argon (section 4.2), but they were still nore pure than those of 
Fronnnhold. For 10'-1 gas multiplications (exp etdt.lO), v_ was 
, -.-----.-- - - .------ .-.-
'0 7 .(.~. 
Sr( 
iJ.3 - -------- -~ 
to 
Fig. ~. 8 
YJ V 
(m 1(\" 
Eleotron drift velocitios in Hydrogen 
( • Ja.ger & otto t.o.f., c J.& O. 1/ v_, 
-- ~radbury & Nielsen a.nd Frommhold). 
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determined from transit time mensurements~ and for higher oultiplic-
ations from l/av_, using Rose's values for a. These values ~gree 
well with Frommhold's, and likevrlse are consistent with those of 
Bradbury and Nielson (fig. 3.8). 
3.5. The Pulsed Time-of-Flight Method. 
Prior to 1940, all ~uantitative investi~ations of the 
properties of Gas discharges had been made below breakdown, under 
equilibrium conditions, by relating the total d.c. current (though 
the ion current is only ~ 1% of the electron current) to such 
parameters as p, io' d, and E. The only exception to this Was the 
determination of Paschen curves by obs~rvation of the catastrophic 
breakdo,m which cccurred at the sparking potential (e .g. de la Rue 
and Miller (1880)3.25, Paschen (1889)3.26. Carr(1903)3.27). 
I 194" E t d H f d 3.28 ... n u ngs rom an we or lIlltlated the study of 
current transi~nts when they observed that the time-resolved 
current from g~s-filled phototubes, subjected to a chopped light 
source toolt severo.l. milliseconds to react fully tc the light 
transients. This they attributed to the a.ction of meta.stable sta.tes 
as a secondary process. 
Von Gugelber~; (1947}3.29 irradiated the cathode of 0. plane-
para.llel ~ap ',1ith intense ultra-violet light to release a heavy 
photoelectron current, nnd then applied a step-function voltage 
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across the gap and observed the resultant current transients on r..n 
.. ( 4 )3.30 oscllloscopc. He appllcd the theory of Ba.l~holomeyczyk 19 0 
to the results and evaluated the contribution of secondary processes, 
making the assumption that photon secondary ~ission at the cathode 
was neglible. This techniquE: has been r0fined and exhaustively 
applied under conditions of high purity and in a number of gaseD 
by the c;roups at Keele and at S,,~o.nsea (e.g. D.K.Davies et a1 (1963, 
1964)3.31, Mori~t.:m nnd Hilliarns (1965)3.32, Betts (1965)3.33, "lillis 
(69) 3.34) . h· . and Morgan 19 , USlng t e more rl&OrOUS analysls due to 
. (53) 3•35 D . d ' t DaVldson 19 • nVl son s rec.tment of the problem has been 
criticised because it docs not take into account the effects of 
space charge, but careful experimentation can minimise space charge 
distortion. 
( _ ) 3.36 Molnar .1951 conducted a study of metastable secondary 
action in inert gases by applying a d.c. potential to a plane 
parallel gap and irro.dic.ting the cathode w'ith chopped ultra-viold 
light. By observing the current transients on a oscilloscope 
Molr.e.r ,ms able to derive values for the diffusion coefficient and 
the probability for volumedest'ruction of metustables~ using 
his own theory. 
Hornbeck (1950)3.37 conducted a parallel investigation into 
faster current transients '\o1i th the initial intention of determining 
Yi' the positive ion secondary coefficient, in the inert gases. This 
experiment will be described in some detail, as it is a good example 
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of a c~'eful study of current transients and also produced values 
for positive ion ~nd electron drift velocities. some of which will 
be used for comparison with the early results obtained in the 
prestnt investigation. 
3.5.1. Hornbeck's time-resolved exp~riment. 
This ex:perinent. conducted. in helium, neon and argon lon 
8 -1-1 the E/p range 0- 00 volts.cm .torr yielded: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
confirm::-.tion of e, theoretical tl'eatment due to Newton (1948)3.38 
some imprecise values of y. 
1. 
positive ion drift velocities (E/p = 8 to 800) 
electron drift velocities (E/p = 0 to 3.6). 
The cathode of a plane-parallel gap was illuminated by a 
O.llJsec pulse of ultra-violet re,diation whilst n d.c. sub-breakdown 
potential ,vo.s applied bt::tween the electrodes, cnd the subsequent 
current transient ,.,as observed on an oscilloscope. It ,.as inter.ded 
that the short u.v. pulse would permit resolution of the faster 
secondary processes from the offect of slowly diffusing metastable 
atoms; the time scale was not fast enough to resolve secondary affects 
due to enorgetic photons (provided there were no photon delaying 
processes in the gas), since the u.v. pulse length was of the same 
magnitude as the electron transit time. so only positive ion effects 
should have been seen. 
Hornbeck's 
Fig. 3.9 
current for studying apparatus 
transients. 
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The experimental arrangement was QS shown in fig. 3.9. 
A glass experimental tube contained a nickel anode and a BaO/SrO 
coated nickel cathode, both of diameter 5cm~ sep~ated by a variable 
distance '\; 1 cm. Adequate high vacuum techniques were used, thout;h 
the presence of ~n oxide-coated cathode almost certainly prevented 
the attainment of very high gus purity. 14ass spectrometry showed the 
. impu:r:-ity content to be less than 50 p.p.m. The d.c. potential 
was derived from dry batteries, and the cathode was illuminated 
through the qus.rtz ,vindol1 and the perforated anode by a u.v. pulse 
from a sp~k gap in air, triggered by a third electrode at 60p.p.s. 
The oscilloscope was triggered by a photocell which monitored the 
light output from the spark to eliminate the effect of jitter in 
the timing of the spark, and the voltage developed across R wa.s 
displayed 011 the oscillcscope. The variable portion of R was used 
to offset the high initia.l current, due to transit of the photo-
electrons, by superimposing a signa.l of opposite polarity from the 
photocell, thus preventing saturation of the amplifiers. 
Hornbeck formulated a theory to calculate values for 
y. frOI!!. discontinuities in the current transients; in fact, he was 
~ 
not able to do this with any ac:curn.cy. and values for y. were not 
1 
obtained until Varney (1954)3.39 repeated the experiment and applied 
a modified theory. Instea.d, he was able to derive values for v+ and 
v in helium over 0. limited E/p range. Hornbeck predicted and 
-
a.chieved current transients of the shape shown in fig. 3.10. There 
Fig. }.lO 
A current transient in Argon (Hornbeck). 
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was first a. ver-:,r short, large amplitude current, cf exponentially 
increasing magnitude, due to the passage of the primary electron 
avalanch~ to the anode, with an abrupt discontinuity as th~se 
electrons were collect cd by thE.: ancde. Fig. 3.10 doe::> not shm·, 
this pulse because of the elcctrcnic blocking technique described 
earlier, but Hornbeck mensured its width at low E/p, ,.".here 
ionisation .TO.S slight, to obtain values for v. Following this 
pulse, the c.pproximl:'.tE:ly flat section betvreen t = 0 and t = 1 
corresponded to the drift of positive ions from the anode b~ck 
to the cathode, \'Then there 1ms n. second discontinuity as they were 
collected. The section from t = 1 to t = 2 lvaS explained by the 
drift of a second generatio{! of positive ions from anode to cathode, 
these ions having been created by a secondary electl'on avalanche 
of smaller amplitude than the primary (since V < V ), initiated 
s 
by positive ion bombardment of the cathode. This was precisel~r 
as .Tould be expected in the below-breakdovm conditions prevailing. 
except that it is difficult to understand why the short current 
pulse due to the second electron avalanChe \Jas not recol'ded. All 
the disccntinuities are blurred out by diffusion. but Hornbeck 
determired the point of inflection at t = 1 to calculate values for 
v+. Typical positive ion transit times were 'U 501J3eC, and electron 
tra.nsit times ~).Isec; the width of the u.v. pulse (l/lOlJsec) would 
have caused the v determinations to be rather imprecise and limited 
-1 -1 the E/p range to a maximum of 3.6 volts.em .torr • The magnitud~ 
of the currents flowing in the gap, equivalent to about 107 
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electrons, w'ere not excess i vely large but vTould. have cau;::ed some 
distortion of the nprlied electric field (sections 1.6 and 5.4.2). 
The technique '.,ould "lot huy-:; allowed uny discrimination 
against the affects of dE:la~red photcms in its original. purpose of 
measuring y., because of the comparable time scales of these t'ofO 
~ 
secondary processes. 
The values obtnincd b:r Hornbeck for v + and v in helium are 
shown in figs.3.11 and 3.12 respectively. The v values show 
.fair agreement with those of Townsend and Be.iley (I!w.gnetic deflection 
method) and, though not illustrated in fig. 3.12, ,vith those of 
Bradbury and Nielson (shutte!' method), so that some confidence may 
be pla<.!ed in the puh:eQ method, and its extension to higher E/p, 
where other techniques fail, is justifiable. Loeb (1955) 3. 40 
rem t1rkod the. t "It is seen that the pulse method without much care 
yields interosting date. on the electron drift velocity, and this 
technique deserves further eX"ploitation". 
In an early variant of the pulsed technique, Raether (1937) 
3.41 and subsequently Riemann (1942)3.42 anJ Allen und Phillips 
(1960)3.43, vere a.ble to produce single !wlllanches in a cloud 
chamber, by the use of V~lY carefully controlled conditions in gas 
miA~ures (to ~uench photon secondary ~rocesses). This has never been 
IJ. particularly potent techniq,ue for th.::: measurement of y_, but it 
illustrates spectacularly the phenomena being studied and a. photograph 
Fig. ,.13 
A single electron avalanche 
in a cloud chamber (Raether) 
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by Raether is reproduced ~n fig. 3.13. 
3.5.2. Recent TililC of' Flight Heusurements. 
Brcm'e and von Engel (1964) 3.44 devc:loped Co technique, first 
. d r 1 (19 8)3.4S . used by Corr~ge.n an von ~nge 5 - to obtQ.~n absolute values 
for the excitation c:JE:fficient, to LleaSUre e1~ctron drift velocities 
in hydrogen for Elp in the range -1 -1 ILL to 43 volts.cn .torr • This 
technique closely l'esembles the photo-multiplier method of the 
present investigat iou, und the experimental al'ra.nGement is shown 
in fic;. 3.14. A glow discharge bet.·reen (;.l0ctrodes Sand 8') 1 t... 
produced. initiating electrcns, which "Jere introduced into the drift 
space in short pulses by the applic8.tion of square voltage pulses 
on the g:::!.te ,-;lectrode G. T.ro photomultipliers (only one is shown) 
rec:)rded the :prof,ress of tl1e avalanche through th0ir respect ivC' 
viei.rine regions to penni t a drift veloei ty to be c:l.lculated; iyaV€)-
length conversion by a 9hosphl'jr o.t P 1.,raS thought to increase the 
sensitivity. The v values obtdned are shown in fig. 3.15, and. 
good agreement with the results of other 1wrkcrs for E/p < 20 
-1 -1 
volt s. em • torr • 1 ~s S.10i,n. At higher E/p, the valu~s appear to 
be a little hiGh, and it is suggested. thc.t this might be due to the 
effects of resonance rn.c::.ia:cion (secti0n 5.4.3) since the pressure 
was 2 torr, a fairly f~vourable value for the observation of spurious 
signals. 
r= 
o 
Fig . ;. 1 4 
Breare and von Engel's apparatus for the 
determina t ion of v . 
'1 Q 
.... 
X 
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Fig. ;.15 
Bre&re and von Engel's values for v 
in Hydrogen. 
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( 6_)3.46 Schlumbohm 19) measured values of v c~nd v+ 1.n a 
number of gases to very high val'.les of E/p, reachinc 
4 -1 -1" 3 10 volts.em .torr 1.n 02' and ?xlO in H2 . The method and 
appan.t us ims s imilo.r to that of Frommhold (s ection 3.4), but c 
linear display of electron and 1.on currents against time (instead 
of a sf'.mi-logari thmic display) was recorded on a wide-band 
oscilloscope after ru::J.plificG.tion, and the l!leasurements were 
principally tLl10 of flight rather than exponential current grmrth. 
A 15nsec dure:.-Gior. ultra-violet light pulse released between 104 
and 10 5 photoelectrons, ,·,hich drifted in a uniform field. for e. 
distance of 4.7cru. ",ith a Gas o.mplification p.xp (ad) of about 10 only, 
to preserve belo., breakdown conditions so that a d. c. electric field 
could be a~plied. This necessitated gas pressures between 5 torr and 
10-2 torr, the low' values being used at high E/p. It is l!lost unlikely 
that E.:quilibrium vms achieved at the lower pressures in the inte~4-
electrode distance of 4.7cn (this problem is discussed 1.n greater 
detail in section 5.2), and Schlumboh·nt s v::tlues for v at high E/p 
are open to some doubt, but arc the only ones available in this 
region. His results for H2 are reproduced in fig. 3.16. JUthough 
he does not giv~ Qctails of the vacuum techniques employed, the 
gas impurity content was 100 p.p.m. before introduction into the 
" t~' t b d "d 1 f 10-6 torr would experllIlen.;u. u c, an :J. res~ ua gas pressure a 
have contributed an equul ~nount of cont:lmination at the low pressures, 
so it would appear thut gas purity \eTas only moderate. 
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A recent investigation by Hagner ,Davis and Hurst (1967) 3.47 
used a techniQue of particular interest becc.use of its similarity to 
that employed by the author, though the measurements they made of v 
and the diffusion coefficient D ",ere at very 10",1 E/p (0 to 2.5 volts. 
-1 -1 
cm .torr ). This group had. l,reviously used a Gei£er-Muller counter 
to detect the arrival of single electrons in time of flight measure-
l8 ' 
ments (Hurst et al (1963)3.~ , Hurst and Parks (1966)3. 49), the 
counter being an intrillsic part of the experimentnl tube, ",hich 
severely limited ~he types of gas and the pressures that c0uld be 
used. Their n~1 apparatus is sholTn i1:. fig. 3.17, and has three 
sect ions. Gas was steadily leaked into the SVa.r!!l region, where a 
uniform d. c. electric field was a.pplied between the cl'.thode: a!".d the 
earth(;d anode, in which there 1vas an aperture of 0.050" di:m.eter 
to the transition regiol!. (c.f. the apertures of 0.002" and 0.020" 
in the present investigation). The transition r~gion was different-
-2 ially pumped to a pressure of about 10 torr by a Roots blower with 
-1 
a pumping speed of 751. sec • The detection region was linked to 
the transition region by a 0.156" aperture, and '\-Tas pumped by Co 6" 
oil diffusion pump to a pressure 01' less than 10-5 torr, which is an 
adeQuate vacuum for the operation of an electron multiplier. 
A 0.3J..1sec ,Tide pulse of photo-electrons from the cathode 
drifted a distance of 24.5cm in the uniform electric field a.t gas 
pressures of 1 to 25 torr normally. but up to 200 torr on occasions. 
and a sample of the swarm passed throlt,3h the hole in the anode and 
the transition region into the detection region, for amplificntron by 
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the: electron multiplier. The data I-T:lS o..utor.l.ati(!ally handled by 
interfacing the experil:lent ,,,ith a mul_tichannel analyser to obtain 
a time of flight spectrum. 
Drift velocities were calculated from the most probable 
time of flight and diffusion coefficients from the shape of the 
spectrum for [~ number of moderately pure gases, includinc hydroeen. 
Good aGreeme~t vith the r8sults of other authors i'Tas obtained for 
the v values, but not for the D -{ulues, for which the discrepa.nc ies 
ranged bet'veen a factor of 2 and of 7 (for argon). This discrepancy 
may ho.vc; been attricuto.ble to the mE::1J.surement of D in the field 
direction in this cxp2rimcnt, whereas it is measured perpendicular 
to the field in the Townsend method. 
3.6. The Investigation of Very Fast Current Transients. 
All of the ir..vestigations so far described have been confined 
to the bclOH-breo.kdm'1l1 regime, in which there is rclu.tively little 
gas amplification and secondary proceGsl.:~s o.re of slight importance. 
The forrue.tive time lr.g (f.t.l.), that is the time from initia.tion 
of the discharGe to breakdown, has r2ceived a greo.t deal of 
attention, both under conditions of smull overvoltaces for the 
evaluation of s(>condc.ry processes usi!'..g the Bartholomeyczyk-Do.vidson 
theol"J (section 1. 3) which assumes ::::. knowledge of v _, and in the 
, -8 large overvolto.ge rer:;ion where f. t. r~ are "" 10 sec. 
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The very early studies of highly overvolted l:rea.k-down 
largely qualitativE: (Pederson (1923) 3.50 , 'rrur_ (1928) 3.51 , 
.-') r:2 
Bemus (1928).,)') ), and th(;~e were follcHed by a series of semi-
quantitative and highly inc;cdous experimer.ts. \'Jilson (1936)3.53 
pol£:.rised the light emitted by 0. srnrk and viewed the light 
through a Eorr cell which closed Glfter application of the voltage 
to the spark gap, a.t a. time determined by a va.riaule uclt-.y line; 
, ( 36) 3.54 n d ", . , 1 d 1 vlhlte lSi', pcrlormc a Slllu_ar experlTIlCnt USlng pu se u tr8.-
violet irradiation of the ca.thode. Newman (1937)3.55 measured the: 
f.t.l. of a. spar1-: in 8.ir by using as a. timing device 0. delo.y line 
along "Thieh ,.,ere distributed bistCl.bh: yolta.p,: sCllsi tivc devices of 
an unspecified nature. F~etch~r (1949)3.56 used a. fast oscillo-
scope and coc.xic.l experiment[~l L;eometry to investigate the time 
of form::ttion of strCOlllt.:rs. These investigations 'Here all concerned, 
because of their low s'C:ns i ti vi ty, "11 th .::1.n advanced stage of 
cata.strophic brea:kdown. 
DaYTson (1963)3.57, Dmrson and De.vies (1963)3.58 and 
later Be:tts and. Da.vies (2.968)3.59 performed an experiment. in which 
it was intended to cbtain values of v by observation of the 
early sta.:::es of this type of br",akdovTn. Their experimental 
arrangement (fig. 3.1G) \IO.S designed. to foI"!'l. a virtually continuous 
transmission line. The lcngth cf 500lu::. cable" wns discharged by 
switching on the hydrogen thyratron so that e rectangul~' voltcGe 
pulse, with a rise-time of 20nsec. propagated down the 9500hm cable; 
• 
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a reduction of the rise-time to 3. 5nsec was effected by the 
pressurised pulse-sharpening spark gap. On reaching the experi-
mental tube, the pulse was totally reflected until the gap started 
to break down, when the growth of current propagated along a further 
length of cable which was matched into aT' ektronix 519 tre.vel1ing 
wave oscilloscope. The displac~ent current when the voltage pulse 
first reo.ched the inter-electrode capacitance of the .:xperimen'tal 
tube provided 3 timing mark. Constant illumination with ultra-
violet radiat ion ensured that initiating electrons were always 
available. 
DavTson calculated that, if the gas multiplication exp( Cld) 
8 . 1 . was equal to 10 t the arr~va of the prl.Dlary avalanche at the anode 
could just be detected on the oscilloscope, and thus v could be 
calculated from the time of flight. However, it was found in 
practice that the experimental conditions to Give 0. signal of this 
amplitude required th~oretical values of exp ad- (calculated from 
Cl/p = f(E/p) and pd) in excess of 108 and often as high as 1014 , 
indicatin~ that the simple picture of a single avalanche propagating 
in a uniform electric field of known magnitude was not applicable. 
The values obtained for the "apparent" drift velocity are shown in 
fig. 3.19, together with an extrapolation of the well-known values 
at low E/p, and it is seen that at lower E/p the experimental 
values are depressed, but that there is a rapid increase and a 
marked dependence on pressure as E/p increases above 100 volts 
-1 -1 
cm .torr • There is no doubt that, because of inadequate 
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sensitivity, this experiment required sufficiently high currents 
in the gap to cause considerable space charge distortion of the 
applied electric field, and the anomalous values of cxp(~d) 
sUbstantiate this. Dawson was able to adequately explain, cn a 
qualitative basis, the low v values below E/p = 100 vOlts.am-l.torr-l , 
but failed to account for the pressure dependent increase at higher 
E/~ It is possible that this effect could be attributed to a lack 
of equilibrium between the avalanche and the gas and the field, and 
this is discussed further in sections 2.5 and 5.4.2. 
3.7. The Present Investigation. 
The present investigation was initiated as an extension of 
that of Dawson, and with the same purpose of obtaining vnlues for v_ 
at moderately high E/p, but with the intention that the factors which 
made Dawson's results unreliable, in particular the ~ffects of space 
charge distortion and secondary avalanches, should be minimised. 
If (pxd) values are to be hiGh enough to ensure rapid 
equilibrium of the photo-electrons, it is necessary at high E/p to 
operate above break-down and so to use a pulsed discharge. The 
delicate current balancing of the magnetic deflection method makes 
it particularly unsuitable for pulsed applications, whilst the 
intrinsically pulsed exponenticl current growth technique is unsatis-
factory because of the magnitudes of the currents required. The 
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shutter method is attractive but is technically more difficult 
above break-down because of the need to synchronise, with vari~ble 
delays, the shutter pulses with the applied voltage pulse and the 
u.v. lamp pulse. Also, the problem of resonance location, vTith the 
slo,. data acquisition rate of the present experimental desiGn, would 
be formidable. In consequence, the approach adopted wc'.s the time of 
flight technique, the details of which are described in Chapter 4. 
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4.1. Design Criteria for the Experiment •. 
The principal purpose of this investigation was to measure 
electron drift velocities in hydrogen at moderate E/p and above the 
range in which v_ is well known, -1 -1 that is for E/p > 30 volts.cm .torr • 
The reasons for the selection of the pulsed time-of-flight technique 
are outlined in section 3.7, and the experimental philosophy was that 
the greatest confidence could be placed in the data if the conditions 
were arranged to ensure that a simple and well understood model was 
reproduced experimenta.lly. The model was that of a single electron 
avalanche drifting in a uniform electric field, completely described 
by n = no exp{av_t), and free of the effects of secondary processes 
and space charge distortion of the applied field. The investigation is 
conveniently divided into two phases, a preliminary assessment of the 
problem with tubes A and B, followed by the· main experiment with 
tube C. 
The design criteria, some of which were not formulated or 
applied until the second phase, were as follOfTS -
1. Uniform field geometry. If values for v_ at precisely 
known E/p are to be obtained, field uniformity is essential, and it 
is also desirable that alp = f{E/p) should be known. Implicit in 
this condition is the requirement that the number of electrons in the 
6 
avalanche should be kept below 10 to minimise spa.ce charge disturbance 
of the a.pplied field (section 1.6). This necessitated the use of a 
detection technique of high sensitivity. 
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2. Generation of single, discrete avalanches, which requires 
initiation of the avalanche by a single electron or by a pulse o~ 
electrons o~ width very much less than the electron transit time, 
and that the secondary avalanches are suppressed or separated from 
the primary avalanches. 
3. Electron transit times > 5xlO-8 sec to permit the use of u 
high sensitivity oscilloscope, and to obviate the need for very ~ast 
pulse techniques, with their attendant limitations. The problem o~ 
generating very short initiating electron pulses also imposed this 
condition. 
4. Rapid attainment of equilibrium by the initiating electrons 
(sections 2.5 and 5.4.2), ~or which it was necessary that the (pxd) 
product should be adequately large. At E/p = 100 volts.cm-l.torr-l 
~or instance, (pxd) > 14.5 for equilibrium to be achieved within 5% 
of the total drift distance. alp = 1.29 at E/p = 100( 5.26) , so 
that exp(a/p.pd) = 1.4xl08 for (pxd) = 14.5, which exceeds the 
condition ths.t the number of electrons in the avalanche should be 
less than 106. An exp(ad) value of 104 was adopted as a compromise 
between these incompatible requirements, and also for reasonS detailed 
in section 4.2. This gives a (pxd) value of 7.1, and equilibrium will 
be attained within about 10% of the drift distance. Now the sparking 
criterion is that 
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exp(ad) ) (l/y + 1), 
-2 6 -2 and for hydrogen y = 2.0xlO to .0xlO , to sive (l/y + 1) 
~ 2.5xlOl ; thus the value adopted for exp(ad), 104, greatly exceeds 
1 the breakdown threshold of 2.5xlO , and all measurements had to be 
taken in the above-breakdown regime. 
5. The use of two different techniques to determine electron 
drift velocities, to enable the consistency of the data to be 
checked. It will be shown ill Cha.pter 5 that one of the techniques, 
the photomultiplier method, proved unreliable wIlen the datu was 
analysed. 
6. The application of ultra-high vacuum techniques to ensure 
tha.t the impurity level was reduced to the minimum prectical level. 
It is concluded in section 1.7 that gas purity is not of paramount 
importance in the determination of electron drift velocities, but 
it seemed preferable that the data should have been obtained in clean 
gas samples. However, in retrospect, it is thought that the techniquc5 
for this investiGation could have been developed with greater facility 
if preliminary measurements had been taken in a system offering a 
poorer vacuum but affording ready access to the electrode and 
detection regions. 
Fig. 4.1 
Tubes A and B, and the bakeab1e section o£ 
the vacuum system (tube A is the larger). 
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4.2. The ExperiLlental Tubes and Vacuum Systems. 
4.2.1. Tubes A and B, for the Preliminary Investigation in Helium. 
Tube A is shown ~n fiG. 4.1. The ~node cnd ccthode were 
pressed from sheet nickel to have a flat surface over a diameter of 
4.5 cm, curving at the edges with ~ radius of about 0.5 cm to a.void 
local high field regions; the overall diameter was 5.0 cm and the 
anode-c['.thoc.e sepo.ration was 4.61.~ .! 0.05 em to give c Did ratio of a. 
little under 1.1. ~fO gucrd rings of diameter 5.0 em, made from 
0.15 cm thick nickel wire, were equisp~ced between the anode and 
cathode. The uniformity of the field for this tube was not determined, 
but the similar electrode configuration of tube C implies that the 
field was adequate:ly uniform (fig. 4.6). To perru.t accurate alignment, 
the assembly was held in a. jig whilst being mounted on a glass fraoe, 
and ,ms sealed into the tube as a unit. No conducting coatins was 
applied to the inner walls cf the vessel to eliminate charge build-up, 
as the walls were fairly remote from the electrodes and a degree of 
screening was provided by the guard-rings. 
A step voltage was applied across the electrodes by a manually 
operated mercury s'\-Titeh in series with the output of a precision 
potentiometric divider, which wa.s powered by a stack of dry batteries. 
The rise-time of the mercury svTitch was 3 ~sec, but at an earlier 
stage, ,.,hen it '\-Ta.S hoped that electron drift velocities could be 
measured. a hydrogen switch with a rise-time of 30 nsec was built. The 
Fig. 4.2 
Tuhes A and B, with the photomultipliers 
positioned to monitor tube A. 
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breakdoiV'n current was limited to a maximum of 4 rnA by a series 
resistance, the signal across Pf'..rt of ",hich was' used to monitor the 
discharge current; the time constant of the resistance in parallel 
with oscilloscope ~nd electrode capacitances was 200 nsee. The zero-
current applied potential (200 to 1400 volts) .1as measured with 
negligible error using a precision potentiometer. The guard-ring 
potentials were maintainea. by a resistance chain, selected to match the 
separations to within 1%, and the time-constant ,.,as sufficiently short 
for the guard-rings to follml the potentit'.l variations. 
Initiating electrons were released from the eath0de by 
continuous ultra-violet irradiation from a. high pressure mercury lamp. 
The development of the discharge ,.,as t:lonitored by two photomultipliers 
which viewed regions near the anode and cathode thrOUGh collimating 
slits. The experimental tube was enclosed in a light-proof box 
(fig. 4.2), and was pumped through a length of tubing shaped to have 
an optic~l path involving a minimum of four internal reflections 
and coated internally with colloidal gra:plli tc (Aquadag). This 
4 
arrangement gave a background count of about 10 photons per second 
from the photomultipliers. The ultra-violet irradiation was introd-
uced by a light-guide projecting through the s.ide of the box, and 
passed throueh a (luartz window and the perforated anode (20 x ~ rom 
holes) onto the cathode. Inside the tube the light-guide was coated 
with Aquadag, outside with opaque black tape, and the stray ultra-
violet signal \-;as reduced to an acceptable level by the collimating 
slits of the photmultipliers. 
eleotron 
mul tipl 1er . Kovar 
disc / 
I 
guard 
ring 
II 'I - 1) \ ~__ ---I 
l 
~ r-' needle p r x en~erope 
"'" .1· 
r 
Fig . 4· ; 
Tube C. 
Fig . 4.4a 
Fig. 4.4b 
Tube C and the bakeable section 
of the vacuum system. 
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Tube B is shown in fi~. 4.1. The sheet nickel anode and 
cathode had a flat surface over the whole diameter of 2.0 cm, with 
a slight bevel at the edge, and the fixed separation was 0.37 ! 0.05 
cm to give a Did ratio of 5.4. This ratio is sufficiently favourable 
to make the use of guard-rings unnecessary. Tube B did not differ 
from tube A in any other respect. 
4.2.2. Tube C, for the Principal Investigation in Hydrogen. 
Tube C is shown in figs. 4.3,4.4a and 4.4b. The machined and 
polished stair~ess-steel electrodes (fig. 4.5) had a diameter of 10.0 
em, the anode-cathode separation 1·Tas 11.88 em, and the four guard-rings 
were separated by glass spacers which were ground to the same length 
to wi thin a tolerance of 0.01 em, so that the anode and cathode were 
parallel to within 0.05 cm. The assembly was clamped together by 
tightening the nuts at the ends of the three glass rods, which passed 
through the elp.ctrodes and sp~cers and had threaded steel studs 
attached to tungsten seals at each end. There were no differential 
expansion problems as both spacers and rods were glass. A 5.0 em 
diameter nickel-iron (Kovar) disc completed the anode, and made an 
electrical pressure contact to the outer annulus of the anode. A hole 
-3 of diameter 5xlO cm 'ioTaS punched at the centre of the Kovar disc t but 
this 'olas later enlarged to 3.5xlO-2 cm for what will be cc.:.lled the 
'large hole datn' (Chapter 5). The anode was earthed and a pulsed 
negative voltage was applied to the cathode (section 4.3), the correct 
Fig. 4.5 
The electrode system for tube C. 
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Fig. 4.6 
The eleotric field distribution f or Tube C. 
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potentials being established on th~ guard-rings by the chain of 
vacuum resistors (Pyro1'ilm). which hud n tolerance of ':'1%. The 
maximum voltage ratinG of these resistors proved to be the limiting 
factor for the greatest '!.)otential that could be applied across the 
drift space (1250 volts). The field uniformity was determined by 
an electrolytic tank method, and was found to be satisfactory 
(fig. 4.6). 
. . -2 A f~ne needle, of d~ameter 7.5xlO em, passed through and 
made contact with the second guard-ring from the cathode, and the 
position of its tip could be yaried in three dimen~ions over a 
small region on t;,c axis of tl:e electrode system by adjustment of 
the stainless-steel bellows. Ultra-violet irradiation of the tip 
by the pulsed light sourr.0 (Bedford (1970)4.1 - Appendix 4) 
initiated an avalanche, and the o.reo. of the needle ,.as sufficiently 
small for the probability of initiation of secondary avalanches at 
the needle to be slight. Secondary avalanches originating at the 
cathode were spatially separated from the primary avalanche. which 
could thus be clearly resolved, and the secondcry avalanches had 
achieved only a small degree of uevelopment at the time that the 
primary reached the anode, and so ,.rere unlikely to contribute to 
space charge distortion. Provision ,.,0.5 also made 1'01' ultra-violet 
irradiation cf the anode for calibrution purposes, and for initia-
tion of avalanches at the cathode. 
Calculations made from diffusion considerations (section 1.6) 
showed that, for t~rpical experimental conditions, an average of 
Fig. 4.1 
The electron energy analyser. 
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4 
one electron iTom an avalanche of 10 would pass through the anode 
orifice for detection by the electron-multiplier. It has been 
mentioned that, if space charge distortion is to be unimportant, 
n must be less than 106, whilst the requirement for an adequate 
number of free paths in the drift space requires that n should be 
large ( > 108), and the minimum detectable value of 104 was 
adopted as a reasonable compromise. A sim~le retarding-potential 
energy analyser (fig.4.7) could be interposed between the anode 
and the electron-multiplier to assess the electron energy 
distribution. A plane-par~llel analyser geometry is unsatisfactory 
for the analysis of electrons which may be incident over a range of 
angles, and an improved version is described in section 5.8. A 
secondary measuring technique was provided by a pair of photo-
multipliers which monitored the radiation emitted from sections of 
the drift space close to the anode and cathode; the vimving angle 
.. ... 0 
of the photomultlpller collLmatlng sIlts was about I , so that tqe 
sections had a width in the field direction of approximately 0.6 em 
on the axis of the electrode system, or about 5% of the total drift 
space. 
4.2.3. The Vacuum Systems. 
T'JO Vc.cuum systems were used in the course of this investi-
gat ion, both being constructed principally of borosilicate glass and 
capable of attaining ultimate vacua ~ 10-7 torr. The first system, 
which served tubes A and B, was entirely conventional in design and 
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vrc.o' evacuated by a 30 litre.sec-l mercury diffusion pump backed by 
a two-stage rotary oil pump. The standard procedures of liquid 
nitrogen trapping, eddy-current heating of' metal components, periods 
of baking at 350°C, and firing of getters achieved ultimate vacua of 
-8 -7 3xlO torr, which rose to lxlO torr after the system had been 
isolated from the ~UDpS by a bakeable metal valve for 24 hours. 
Intermediate and residual pressure;~ were measured lTith a Penning and an 
Alpert gauge, and gas pressures were determined to within +0.1 torr 
by an oil manometer ,,,hieh was isolated from the experimental volume 
by a glass spiral gauge; the pressure range investigated was 1 to 40 
torr. 
Spectroscopically pure helium, supplied by B.O.C. in pyrex 
flasks, was admitted through a bakeable metal valve. The manufacturer's 
figures for the gas composition are He = 99.9995%, Ne < 3 v.p.m., 
N2 < 1 v.p.m., O2 < 1 v.p.m., Ar < 1 v.p.m., H2 < 0.5 v.p.m., 
CO2 < 0.5 v.p.m., and the gas was further cleaned to an unknown extent 
by cataphoresis. The mechanis~ of cataphoresis has been discussed by 
a number of authors, including Ba.ly (1893)4.2, Druyvesteyn (1935)4.3. 
Riesz and D·ieke (1954)4.4, Loeb (1958)4.5, r.1itte1stadt and Oskam 
(1961)4.6. Miller (1964)4. 7 and Schme1tekopf (1964)4.8. Schme1tekopf's 
work was directed to establishing empirically the optimum conditions 
for cataphoretic separation of He-Ne mixtures containing more than 1% 
of the minority constituent, and showed that the theoretical predictions 
of Druyvesteyn are valid, except at pressures above 40 torr and at 
currents above 20 mAo It is necessary that the vehicular gas should be 
· ..... , ~ ..... , ~ .. ..: .. :::: .. :-:-:: ., ::-.:: :) :-;-;:) ::-:,9 - ...... .--. ~ 
.. -..... ~ ..... .. 
Fig . 4.8 
The differential pumping system for tube C. 
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capable of completely ionising the minority impurity gas, either by 
virtue of a higher ionisation potential or by the formation of 
complex ions such as NeHe+, so that the impurity is trapped 1n the 
cathode region, which is located at the "blind" end of the 
cataphoresis tube. Separation is enhanced by high pressures and by 
high current densities, whilst high atomic weight is unfavourable. 
Ri(;..;,;~ und Dieke give the follo1fing experimental figures for Ne 
impurity in He: for 2 litres of gas at 20 torr in a 20 em long tube 
with a current of 20 mA, the time for equilibrium to be established 
was 2 hours.when there was an exponential distribution of Neon along 
the tube. with ~ concentration ratio of 100:1 between the ends. 
. 4.9 rt d t' . th" "t ... t f B 0 C Sm~th repo s a re uc lon ln e lmpurl y con~en 0 ••• 
spectroscopically pure helium from several v.p.m. to an estimated 
0.1 v.p.m., measured with a mass spectrometer. 
In this investigation, cataphoretic cleaning was applied before 
and during all readings at a current of 10 mA, the tube length being 
30 em, and it would be reasonable to assume a reduction in impurity 
level by a factor of at least 10 to give an impurity content of less 
than 0.5 v.p.m. Contamination due to vacuum technique should be 
negligible, oqu~l to about 0.01 v.p.m. 
The second vacuwn system (figs. 4.8 and 4.9) for tube C was 
differentially pumped to allm; the electron-multiplier to be operated 
at a pressure of about 10-5 torr whilst the drift space was filled with 
hydrogen at a pressure of several torr. The rate of diffusion of a 
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gas through a small aperture .. 4.10 ~s g~ven by 
~. A. ~ [l~Tr . -1 l~tre.see , 
2 
where A is the area. in em ,PI and P2 are the pressures in torr, 
T is the temperature in oK, and H is the molecular weight. Thus 
for hydrogen at room temperature and a pressure of 5 torr, to 
maintain 10-4 torr in the electron-multiplier region requires pumping 
speeds of 40 and 2200 litre.sec-l for the small and large orifices 
respectively. Sufficient pumping speed for the small orifice was 
obtained by four parallel 30 litre. sec-l mercury diffusion pumps with 
straight-through liquid nitrogen traps, backed by a fifth diffusion 
pump and a two-stage rotary oil pump, and this arrangement could 
-6 
maintain a pressure of 1.5xlO torr in the electron multiplier 
section with 10 torr of hydrogen in the drift section. vlhen the 
-2 
sampling orifice was enlarged to 3.5xlO cm, the pumping speed "as 
inadequate for the higher pressures and operation was restricted to 
p < 1 torr. Baking to 3500 C was necessary before every experimental 
run as the high vacuum section could not be isolated and the liquid 
nitrogen traps required refilling every three hours, which 
necessitated shutting down the pumps overnight. Cylinder grade 
argon at about ~ atmosphere pressurer '·Tas admitted during shutdown 
to protect the electron multiplier und to inhibit mercury diffusion. 
Ultimate vacua after bakeout were ~ 1.OxlO-7 torr. Residual 
pressures were measured by an Alpert gauge, and the gas pressure 
was monitored by a Pirani gauge and measured with a McLeod gauge, 
trigger pulso 
generator delay 
~ ," j C&bleS 
Lry-.R:r=i IfU..Jt;I; 
trigger 
amplifier 
double pulse 
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p.JIl~ H.T . 
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The eleotronic arrangements for Tube C. 
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which was isclated from the experimental volume by a liquid 
nitrogen trap. (The Ishii-Nakayama effect 4.11 is not important 
at pressures in the region of 1 torr.) Cylinder grade hydrogen 
was purified by admitting it to the system t~rough a heated palladium 
thimble, which also served as a controlled leak to balance the egress 
of gas through the anode orifice. The extent of the purification by 
t.his method is not known, but it assumed that the impurity level was 
determined by the residual gas pressure to be 0.1 v.p.m. 
4.3. The Ancillary Electronics. 
The simple electronics system for tubes A and B has been 
described lon section 4.2. The output from the photanultipliers 
(RCA type 93lA, side windOW, 84 spectral response with the peak in 
the green at 5000 ~) was displayed directly on a Tektronix 545A 
4 
oscilloscope, the signal voltage being developed across 10 ohms. 
The time-constant was 5xlO-7 sec, and the oscilloscope and photo-
4 -8 -9 multiplier rise-times were 1. xlO and 2.0xlO sec respectively, 
so that the overall bandwidth was 'vell within the requirements of 
the experiment. The photomultiplier gain was typically 106, but 
was occasionally increased to 108• The oscilloscope was triggered 
by the displacement current generated when the potential was applied 
across the electrodes. 
For tube C it was required to generate discrete single 
avalanches for conditions above breakdown, which necessitated the 
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application of a step voltage across the electrodes shortly before 
the release of a pulse of initiating electrons. Fig. 4.10 shows 
schematically the arrangements for measurements with the electron-
multiplier; for the photomultiplier data, the oscilloscope was 
connected to the photomultipliers (not shown) instead of the electron-
multiplier output. 
The double-pulse generator (fig. 4.11) had three sections. 
The triggering stage generated a step waveform of amplitude 300 volts, 
rise-time 2.3xlO-7 sec, which was amplified to 800 volts and sharpened 
4 -8 to .0xlO sec rise-time by the pulse amplifier, and then divided and 
fed through delay cables to the trigger inputs of the high voltage 
double-pulse generator. The pulse repetition frequency was variable 
from single shot to 50 p.p.s. The double-pulse generator produced two 
almost simultaneous pulses for application to the drift space and to 
the pulsed ultra-violet light source (Appendi~ 4). The rise-time of 
the drift space pulse (fig. 4.12) needed to be very much shorter than 
the shortest electron transit time (~ 100 nsec). and the amplitude 
had to remain constant for at least the duration of the longest transit 
(~ 1 ~sec). Charged transmission lines are the ideal source of such 
pulses and a certain amount of effort was directed to the development 
of a circuit using distributed lines in the form of coaxial cables. 
However, the considerable length of cable required (about 300 metres), 
the non-ideal behaviour of practical cables and the problems of high 
voltage operation frustrated this approach, and a simple, long time-
constant RC network, discharging through an XH3-045 ~vdrogen thyratron, 
,------- -v--- - -.-J 
Fig. 4.11 
The double pulse generator. 
Fig. 4.12 
The voltage pulse applied across 
the electrodes of tube C. 
(100 nsec/division) 
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was eventually adopted. After testing a large number of different 
types of capacitor, it 1-ras found that the most satisfactory 
performance was obtained with inexpensive paper capacitors rather 
than with non-inductive types, and a rise-time of 20 nsec was achieved 
for amplitudes between 400 and 3000 volts. The optimum compromise 
between rise-time and over-shoot was obtained with a damping 
resistor of 68 oP~s. The time-constant of 3.9xlO-4 sec gave 0.2% 
fall in amplitude in 1 llsec. The inverted configuration generates 
negative pulses, and has the advantage of avoiding the problems . 
associated with a floating heater transformer. The pulse to fire the 
ultra-violet light source discharged into a predominantly capacitative 
load, but it was found that the temporal requirements were not very 
stringent and could be satisfied by the same basic circuit used for 
the drift space pulse, with the addition of a matched termination at 
the input end of the cable to absorb reflectior~. The light source 
fired approximately 40 nsec after application of the voltage pulse, 
and was synchronised with the drift space pulse by the delay cables 
between the trigger pulse amplifier and the double pulse generator. 
The output signal from the electron-multiplier (E.M.I. 
type 9603/B), which was operated at a gain of approximately 106 , was 
developed across a resistance of 104 ohms and applied through a 
decoupling capacitor to the input of the 545A oscilloscope, enabling 
the arrival of single electrons to be detected. The rise-time of 
the detection circuit was 25 nsec, and the time-constant 60 nsec. 
The photomultiplier signal was similarly treated. The oscilloscope 
Fig. 4.1; 
The electron multiplier and ita 
screening oontainer. 
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was triggered externally by the signal from the photomultiplier that 
monitored the pulsed light source. 
The elimination of pick-up by the electronmultiplier of the high 
voltage ~ulses caused considerable difficulty, and was accomplished by 
extensive and rather (:.:::·b i:tr-."" .. __ y earthing arrangements. and by enclosing 
the multiplier ir- a screening container within the vacuum system (fig. 
4.13). 
4.4. Experimental Procedure. 
The methods used to introduce the gases into the experimental 
tubes have been described in section 4.2. For tubes A and B the gas 
was contained in a spE1.ce which could be isolated from the pumps, so 
that the pressure was not subject to fluctuations and could be 
determined to within~2.5% to !10% , depending on the pressure 
(section 4.2.3). The dynamic conditions of tube C made precise 
pressure measurements more difficult. The inflow of gas was regulated 
by variation of the potential across the heater of the palladium thimble 
until the required pressure was indicated by the L.K.B. Autovac Pi rani 
gauge (which had previously been calibrated against the McLeod gauge, 
but was liable to drift). A ~lcLeod reading was takE::n at the beginning 
and end of each pressure setting (typically separated by 10 minutes), 
and the mean of these two readings was taken as the pressure. The 
Pirani gauge was monitored during this period in case of excessive 
fluctuations • 
Fig. 4.14 
The experimental apparatus. 
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Typioal experimental records. 
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The nonavailability of a suitable double-beam oscilloscope 
mode it necessary to record consecutively the signals from the anode 
and cathode region photomultipliers, an unsatisfactory procedure 
because of th~ statistical variations between avalanches. Because 
of this. a temporal comparison between the anode and cathode signals 
was not attempted, and only the time between initiation and detection 
of an avalanche on a single trace ,.,as identified with an electron 
transit time. A typical pair of photamultiplier traces for tube C 
is shown in fig. 4.150.. "ith a monitor trace of the ultra-violet 
pulse added. The zero time-mark was derived from electrical pick-up 
from the ultra-violet spark, which was established to occur 
simultaneously with the light output. Anomalous photamultiplier 
records of the type shown in fig. 4.15b where the cathode signal 
precedes and greatly exceeds the anode signal, and fig. 4.15c where 
a very early signal is recorded. may be attributed to resonance 
radiation effects (section 5.5). Typical electron-multiplier traces 
are shown in figs. 4.15d and 4.15e. The individual electron signals 
in fig. 4.15d were obtained by sampling the avalanche through the 
small orifice, and it vTaS found that very few electrons ,.ere detected 
that could be associated with the first avalanche. This was 
attributed to the unfavourable shape of the orifice, which was 
cylindrical with a depth/diameter ratio of about 7, and also to the 
build up of charge on a thick oxide l~yer, formed when the Kovar disc 
was sealed to the glass, which could not be cleaned from the walls of 
the orifice. The orifice was later enlarged by drilling,in situ, to a 
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diameter of 3.5xlO-2 em, increasing the sampling area by a factor 
of 50, removing the oxide layer, nnd reducing the depth/diameter 
ra.tio to 1. The signal (fig. 4.l5e) increased very much more than 
would be expected from the geometrical effect alone, and permitted 
the electron transit time to be determined from about 10 pulses at 
a given value of E/p, compared with the 200 to 400 pulses with the 
sma.ll hole, greatly re~ucing the uncertainty in the value of the 
pressure by decreasing the period of time over which the readings 
were spread. 
The voltage ~pplied across the drift space was determined 
by setting the voltage applied to the anode of the thyratron by a 
calibration curve, relating this voltage to the mean pulse volte.ge 
during the first microsecond. This calibration curve was obtained 
by potentic,l division of the pulse with e. resistor chain (of suitable 
time-constant when associa.ted with the input capacitance of the 
oscilloscope) and measurement of the pulse amplitude on the 
oscilloscope, the vertical deflection system of which was calibrated 
against a. precision potentiometer. The horizontal time-base was 
calibrated a.gainst a He,dett-P'J.ckard 5245 L crystal oscilla.tor to 
within!fJ.5% (limited by the width of the ca.thode rt3¥ trace). F01" 
the electron-multiplier measurements, the time between the arrival 
of the avalanche at the anode of the drift tube and the detection 
of a pulse at the anode of the multiplier was determined by firing 
the ultra-violet source at the anode orifice. 
20 
electron 
counts 
10 
o 
E/ p - 37 volts . cm-l . t orr - 1 
~oo 400 
time 
Fig . 4.16 
500 
neec 
Histogram of electron counts per 20 nsec 
channel against time. 
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It was not possible to determine directly the number of 
initiating electrons released by the ultra-violet pulse. and the 
procedure used was to attenuate the light pulse until the formative 
time lag of the discharge started to show statistical scatter, when it 
was assumed that about one photo-electron was being released. The 
attenuation was then reduced by a factor of 10 to release c,pproximately 
10 initiating electrons. 
All the oscilloscope traces were recorded on high speed film 
(Kodak 2485. 16000 ASA). The signals obt~ined with the photo -
multipliers, and with the electron-multiplier sampling tlll::.ough the 
large hole, had sUfficient amplitude to permit direct determination 
of the electron transit times but. with the small hole. single 
electron pulses were counted into time channels to produce histograms 
of the type shown in fig. 4.16, from which it is seen that only 2 
electrons from 300 shots could be associuted 'lith the first avalanche. 
To obtain a ba.rely adequo.te sample of only 10 electrons at eo.ch 
of the Elp values would have required about 12,000 avalanches, whiCh 
was not attempted with the manual deta acquisition and handling 
techniques that were availa.ble. The electron energy measurements 
were obtained by interposing the analyser between the large hole and 
the electron-multiplier. a.nd incrementing the potential on the 
retarding grid with each a.valanche. 
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4.5. Assessment of Observational Errors for Tube C 
Th~ experimental variables which reflect directly on the 
relationship between v and E/p are th-:- applied voltage Va' the 
anode-cathode and the drift distances d (not necessarily having the 
same value), the pressure p, and the electron transit time t _. 
For V the droop of the "sque.rc" pulse during the electron 
.:;. 
transit time was very small, contributing a max~um error of + 0.1%. 
All other errors in this parameter w.ere estimated to be less than 
The values of d 1-Tere determined with negligible error by a 
cathctometer. The anode and catnode "Tere parallel to within ,:,0,25%, 
and field uniformity due to edge-effects was ShOWl! to be slight 
(fig. 4.6). The sampling orifice was smull and is expected to 
contribute negligible field distortion. Thus the maximum error in E 
= V fd is estimated to be ,:,1. 5%. 
a 
McLeod gauge errors nre systematic, occurring almost entirely 
during calibration of the gauge, and are estimated to be less than 
~l%. The principal errors in pressure measurement arise from 
fluctuations due to the dynamic ?umping c,rrangements. and the greatest 
fluctuation observed was ,:,3.5%. 
The error in measuring t_ fram the photographic records ranged 
between .:!:,l% and ':'5%, and the linearity und calibration of the oscill-
oscope time-base was better than ,:,0.5%, to give a me..ximum estimated 
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error in t of ~5.5%. 
Thus the m!'..xilJlUIn errors in the tvo basic parameters .:u-e 
estimated to be -
v = d/t ~ ~5. 5% E/p -+ :.6.0%. 
The errors for the photomultiplier data are not assessed, 
since it will b~ shown in Chapter 5 that reliable v values could 
not be derived from these results. 
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C P.JI.Pr ER 5 
~ DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Part 1 
5.1. Preliminary Photomultiplier Measurements in 
Helium 
Part 2 
5.2. An Ap~r~isal of Schlumbchm's and D~wson's 
Experilnents. 
5.3. Introduction to the Hork in Hydrogen. 
Part 3 
5.4. The Data in RelatioL to Models for Possible 
Unconventional Behaviour 
5.4.1. Fundamental Processes 
5.4.2. The Effects of Non-Ideal Experimental 
Conditions 
5.5. Sources of spurious Signals 
Part 4 
5.6. Interpretation of the Final Electron Drift 
Velocity Vclues, Obtained by the Electron 
Multiplier Technique. 
5.6.1. LarGe Hole Data 
5.6.2. Small Hole Data. 
5.6.3. The Entire Electron Multiplier Data 
5.7. Electron Energy Measurements 
5.8. Conclusions and Suggestions for fUrther Work. 
This chapter is subdivided into four parts to ~ssist in the 
identification of the discussion with either the photomultiplier 
or the electron-multiplier data.or with a combination of both. Each 
part is labelled appropriately. and is introduced by a very brief 
abstract of the contents. 
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PART 1 
Photomultiplier Data 
Crude mC~~SUr(;Bents in helium yielded transit times 
.,hich, in one case, can be identified 'vith positive ion 
crossing times. In other cuses, evidence for the predam-
inant secondary process is adduced. 
5.1. Preliminary Photomultiplier Measurements 2n Helium. 
A preliminary ir.vestigaticn of current transients in helium 
was performed ,vith t.TO experimental tubes, A and B, to evaluate the 
possibility of determining electron drift velocities by monitoring 
with photomultipliers the light emitted from a Townsend discharge. 
The experimental tubes and the technique arc described in section 4.2. 
The time intervals between peaks,either on the same trace or on a pair 
of 'l.node a.nd cathode traces, were measured, and "drift velocit ies" 
were calculated using :J. knowledge of the electrode separation and the 
positions of the photomultiplier slits. 
Tube A. The results fro~ tube A showed that two distinct groups of 
velocities emerged, one in the region of 105 CI!l. sec -1 and one in the 
3 -1 
region of 10 em.sec • The latter group ccrresponds to transit times 
which exceed the time taken to reach breakdown, and therefore is 
influenced by the collapse of the applied potential and by space 
charge distortion, and will not be considered. These velocities 
probably correspond to the propagation of space cha.rge disturbances 
across the gnp, thQugh they are also consistent with the time taken 
c~.aec-1~---r---~--~--'-----------~~------~----~ 
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for metastable atoms to diffuse from the anode to the cathode. 
The 105 cm.sec-l group of velocities clearly cannot be 
associated 1.J'ith electron transits, and may be attributed to the 
initiation ~t the cathode of secondary avalanches by delayed photons, 
positive ions or diffusing metastables. This group was inspected in 
three ways: 
1. A dependence of v on p was sought, but w~s not found. Both 
metastable ~d delayed photon effects are expected to show a pressure 
dependence. 
2. log(v) was plotte1 against log(E!p) for fixed p (fig.5.1), 
to search for a power relationship. It is not considered that any 
valid inferences can be made from these curves because of the large 
range of discharge currents and conditions over which the points 
were taken, nor is there any indication of a change in the predom-
inant secondary process from positive ion action at the cathode for 
p < 19 torr (curves I ar.d 2), to photon release by volume destruc-
tion of metuRtable atoms 
2'8 He + He ~ 2 He + photon 
m 
for p > 19 torr(curves 3 to 7}, 
as reported by Davies, Llewellyn Jon~s and Morgan (l963}l.l~ The 
exact pressure at 'l-Thich this tr3.nsition will occur depends on the 
electrode geometry, since both metastable diffusion and photon 
effects are field independent. An apparent "drift velocity" can be 
estimated for the metastable process by making the reasonable 
assumption of thermal equilibrium between the metastable and the 
cm.sec-1 
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neutral gas atoms and taking the cress-section for the process 
cr = 3xlO-20cm2 given in (1.12) to calculate the metastable lifetime, 
4 ~ 4 ~ 
and is found to be 1.3xlO em.sec for tube A and 1.1x10 cm.sec for 
tube B, interposed bet1veen the two obs€:rved velocity groups. 
3. Only the v vO-lues derived fran the first pen.k on the cnthode 
and anode traces were used to plot (v) against lcg(E/p) in fig.5.2. 
Tube B. Tube B produced similar results, except that another group 
. 4 -1. . . 
of velocities emerged ~r. the 10 cm.sec reg~on. Th15 group 15 
plotted as v against p for apprcximately constant E/p in fig.5.3, and 
shows evidence of a change of process bet'-1een 17 and 20 torr, in 
accordance with the findings of (1.12), whose conclusions are further 
support cd by the absence of any values in the 105 em. sec -1 group above 
a pressure of 19 torr (indicating that positive ion secondary action 
was not predominant for p > 19 torr). The Did ratio for tube B is 
greater than for tube At and the loss of metastnbles from the gap 
would be lesf.,severe, so it in more likely that this process would 
have been observed ,dth tube B. But, the metastable photon process 
would exhibit e v a p dependence , and the positive ion process would 
be independent of p at fixed E/p, whereas fig.5.3 shows the 
opposite to be the cuse in this experiment and also that the 
observed v values are too low to be associated with positive ions. 
It is probable that the inflection in fiG. 5.3 is due to some process 
that reflects the chnnge of secondary agency, rather than a direct 
observation of the agency. 
v 
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The l05cm.sec-l grour of velocity values ~s shown for 
tubes A and B in fig. 5.2, together with Hornbeck's (1950)5.1 values 
+ for He drift velocities, in a log(v+) - log (E/p) plot. The range 
within which these velocities fe~l nak0S it reasonable to identify 
them tentatively a.s positivE: ion drift velocities, though at the: 
lower E/p values they are very much too high and v+ decreases with 
increasing E/p instead of increasing (c.f. fig. 5.4 end section 
5.4.3). There is very rc.ugh agreencnt ,·rith the values of (5.1) 
-1 -1 
above E/p = 20 voltS.Cr.l .torr for tube At whilst tube B shows 
fair agreem~nt over the entire range of E/p = 30 to 60. 
'1'he abnomully high values at lower E/p cannot be 
explained by invoking othor secondary processes. The time scale 
is too long for direct photon action, and delayed photon e~fects have 
not bt~en reported in the fOl"oative tme lag studies of (1.12) und 
Evans (1967)5. 2 ; the process is too fast for diffusion of metastables 
to the cathode, and also for the reported metastable/photon effect 
(1.12). Space charGe aistortion of the applied field is likely to 
be a contributory factor, but it is probable that the "velocities" arc 
associated with resonant scatter of photons directly into the photo-
Dultipliers (section 5.4.3), anu are only loosely related to the 
motion of positive ions in the gap. 
This part of the investigation was conducted to establish 
the feasibility of determining electron drift velocities by a photo-
multiplier techniQ.ue, and the "positive ion drift Velocities" 
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obtained ",ere entirely incidental. Conditions were not set to 
favour such measurements, nor W3.S Great care ex,(tercised in taking 
the readings, so it is not intended that the d!::.ta. pres(mted should 
be considered reliable. All attempts to observe the first electron 
a.vo.lcmche were unsuccessful, 8.lmost certai:nly because insufficient 
attention wes paid to protecting the photonultipliers from electrical 
pickup and background light, so thc.t their effective sensitivity Was 
greatly reduced. The photomultiplier techllique vTaS relegated to the 
role of supportir-g the electron multiplier technique in the work that 
follovlS, pa.rtly because of the above problems, but principally 
because of the remoteness of the effect obsel'ved from the effect to 
be measured, involving firstly the collision of an electron with a 
neutral atom to produce an excited state, followed by relaxation of 
. -8 . the excited state after a t~e ~ 10 sec w1th emission of a photon, 
which is then detected virtually instantaneously by the photomulti-
plier. If the excited state is metastable, or if photon trappil'lb can 
occur, the dela.y can be very much longer. Uluess corrections are 
applied, a lower liDit is put on the electron trD.nsit times thnt ca.n 
be observed without serious error, und it is interesting to note thc.t 
apparently no allowance has been made for this in photomultiplier 
investigations c:f strearler processes (e.g. l\.rain (1954)5.3, Hudson :lOll 
Loeb (1961)5.\ Dawson (1965)5.5). 
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PART 2 
Photomultiplier and Electron-Multiplier 
Data 
To provide a basis for ~ comparison of the results 
obtained in this investigaticn, the experiments of 
Dawson ~nd Schlumbohm ~r~ first ~ssessed in detail. 
All the drift velocity data for hydrogen is then 
introduced, and the general features are discussed. 
5.2. An Appraisal of Schluubohm's and Dawson's Experiments. 
Schlumbohm's Experiment. 
A description of this method of detenmining electron drift 
velocities is given in section 3.5.3. To briefly summarise, a short 
4 5 pulse of 10 to 10 photo-electrons was released from the cathode, 
and the tine taken to drift to the anode was determined by displaying 
the current on ~ fast oscilloscope. The cnode-cnthode separaticn d 
wns variable up tc a !"!lO.xinltllU. of 4.7cm, and the diameter of the 
electrodes was 2lcm, so the Did ratio was greater than 4 and field 
uniformity ,vould have been moderately good. Also, for single 
avalanches initiated on the axis Ilnd having short transit times, so 
that lateral diffusion broadening is slight, field unifov.mity is not 
of great importance. Pressures were in the r~nge 0.01 to 5.0 torr. 
and gas purity was 100 v.p.m. All measurements were made with an 
applied voltage less than the sparking potential, 11hich simplified 
the experimental technique but restricted the available range of 
exp(ad) to low values of less than 10. This investigation showed 
E/p tX./p (pxd) V v~ v 
-
v:/v_ 
a 
.1 ., torr. -I v. em. em. vol ts. em. sec. torr:' torr-.' xlO-8 xlo-7 -em. 
50 0.32 5.03 252 4.7 1. 25 37.6 
70 0.71 2.27 159 4.1 3. 50 11. 7 
100 1. 29 1. 25 125 :; . 3 5.05 6.5 
200 2.36 0.68 136 3. 5 8·40 4.2 
400 2.56 0.63 252 4. 7 13·00 3.6 
1000 1. 40 1.15 1150 10.0 19.50 5.1 
Table 5.1 
Inferred values of experimental param~ters for 
Sohlumbohm's determination of v_ in Hydrogen (v~ 
is the maximum possible velocity) . 
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th~t for oxygen ~nd nitrogen, in the runge E/p = 100 to 400 volts. 
-1 -1 
cm .torr ,v 
, 
a (E/p)2 in accord~nce vith the predictions of 
existing theory (section 2.2), but that for hydrogen 
v a (E/p) v(E/p) 
where inspection of fig. 3.14 shows that the function v(E/p) has the 
-1 -1 
values 1.6 for E/p = 20 to 60 volts.em .torr and 0.5 for E/p = 
320 to 2000, with a transition region between; extrapolation of the 
linear portions yields a tr~nsition point at E/p ~ 97 (reduced to 
The individual values of the experimerrtc.l variables P. 
v , d, exp(ad) at each value of E/p 1-lere not indicated, but it is 
a 
inferred that they ,.,ere set t.o keep exp(a.d) ap!lroximately constant, 
bet1.,cen 1 and 10, so th:lt bet'''2en 105 and 106 electrons would ha.ve 
arrived at the anode in an interval of 50 nsec, and the maximum 
instantan~ous current would have been 10-6 ~ps, under which 
conditions space charge distortion of the applic~ field would have 
started to become important (sections 1.6 and 5.4.2). To maintc.in 
the low level of gas amplification, the pressure must have been varied 
between 5 torr at E/p = 40 to only 0.01 torr at E/p = 2000, and d may 
also have been reduced below the maxim~ of 4.7 em to assist in the 
a.ttainment of SI!l.o.ll (pxd) products. For eX9l!lple, at E/p = 500 volts. 
cm-l.torr-l , for exp(ad) = 10, the product (pxd) is 0.9, requiring 
p '" 0.2 for d = 5 cm. Table 5.1 gives values of (pxd) which have 
been calculated on the assumptions I!lentioned, c.nd these va.lues are 
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substant ially lower t by a factor that ranges between 3 and 30. tha.n 
the values in the present investigation, which were selected as the 
minimum permissible if the in itia.l energy distribution of' the 
photo-electrons is to have an insignificant effect on the mea.sured 
drift velocity (sections 2.5 a.nd 5.4.2). Thus there is reason to 
suspect that Schlumbobm's values mny be subject to distortion by 
initial non-equilibrium. Furthermore, at the quoted minimum pressure 
of 0.01 torr, the electron mean free path is about 30 em (using the 
. . . :t . 0 95xlO-l6 2:t 65 V - E"'" ft"'~ max mum a for 10n1SO; 10n a • em a; e, .&..I.-om ~~er-
Golden and Rapp (1964)2.8), in which ca.se the majority of the photo-
electrons would reach the a.node without suffering any collisions, 
a.nd the "drift velocity" would depend only on Va.' according to 
equa.tion (A5.2) (provided the initinl photo-electron energy 
eV «eV) • In the extreme cas e of E/p • 2000 volt s. an -1. torr -1 • pe a 
v~ under freely accelerating conditions is calculated by inference 
9 -1. 8 to be 1.3xlO em.sec • ccmpared w1th the measured value of 2.3xlO • 
Table 5.1 shows calculated values v: for collisionless conditions 
to be great er than the measured values by a factor of between 3 and 
40. It is improba.ble that equilibrium was achieved for the smaller 
factors - if it is a.ssumed that all the momentum in the field 
direction is lost on collision, the factor of 3 implies only 9 
collisions, the factor of 4 only 16. 
It would appear that Schlumbobm did not appreciate that 
"runaway" conditions might appear as E/p was increased. nor ~hat it 
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was necessary to ensure that the avalanche comes rapidly to equili-
brium at all values of E/p. It is not stated whether the value of 
v_at a. particular value of E/p was derived from measurements with a 
fixed set of values for p, d and Va' or whether these parameters were 
varied to investigate possible dependences, but it would ~ppear that 
the former was the case. (An investigation by the author of the 
relationship between the measured values of v_ and inferred values of 
V has not yielded a dependence). For the reasons stated, and because 
a 
these omissions do not permit u more thorough evaluation of the data, 
the experimental values obtained in this investigation, though not 
discredited, must be treated with caution. 
Dawson's Experiment. 
This is described in same detail in section 3.6. The 
important points are that the pressures were modera.tely high, in the 
range 26 to 66 torr, to give (pxd) products that were adequately large 
(9 tc 23 torr. em) to ensure negligible effects !rem initial non-
equilibrium although d was only equal to 0.35 em, and that the 
sensitivity of the detector was only SUfficient to detect an avalanche 
containing a minimum of 108 electrons. Field uniformity was poor since 
the DId ratio was ~ 2, and the initiating photoelectron (a single 
electron was assumed) was released from any point on the cathode; 
however. the scatter that might be expected between the transit times 
of avalanches originating at the centre and on the edge of the cathode, 
was not reported, so this may not have been a serious problem. 
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Discrimination between the primary and secondary avalanches was not 
possible, and the small physical dimensions of the drift space resulted 
in electron transit times in the 3 to 100 nsec region, and necessitated 
the use of the fast.low sensitivity detector. 
The values of v that were obtained were described as 
"apparent" and no claim was made for their authenticity, so theJ" will 
not be used for comparison with the data of the present investigation, 
nor will they be examined in detail. These values are reproduced in 
fig. 3.19, where the extrapolated drift velocity lies close to 
-1 -1 Schlumbohm's curve for E/p < 100 volts.em .torr ,but is about 10% 
lower for E/p = 100 to 300. The low experimental values were 
explained qualitatively in terms of space charge retardation of the 
a.valanche, but the enhanced values could not be accounted for, 
although the contribution of secondary avalanches to the growth of 
the discharge current was investigated as a possible mechanism. 
Inspection of fig. 3.19 shows a rapid enhancement of v_ above 
-1 -1 E/p = 100 volts.cm .torr ,which suggests possible avalanche 
"runaway" (cliscussed further in section 5.4.1), and also that the 
shape of the family of curves appears to be parabolic (see section 5.6). 
5.3. Introduction to the Work in Hydrogen. 
It has been described in Chapter 4 how time of flight 
mea.surements were ma.de in moleculm- hYdrogen using two d.ifferent 
techniques for detection of the ava.lanche. The electron multiplier 
cm..sec-l 
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method was intended to constitute the principal approach, and it was 
hoped that the ancillary photomultiplier measurements would support 
the data obtained. by the former technique, in spite of the shortcanings 
of the latter delineated in section 5.1. Some of the results were 
obtained with initia.ting electrons released at the cathode, others 
at the tip of the centra.l needle, and these arc referred to a.s "end-
released" and "centre-released" respectively. 
Fig. 5.4 shows a plot of (v ) against log(E/p} for the 
- -
following cases (the terms pml, pm6, etc., are explained in the figure) 
1. Photo-multiplier data (end-released) for a range of fixed 
exp(ad} in curves pml to rm6. 
2. Photo-multiplier data (centre-released) with variable exp(ad) 
in curve pmc. 
3. Electron-multiplier data (centre-released) with variable 
exp(ad} for the small and the large snnpling holes in curves ems 
and eml. 
4. The duta presented by Schlmnbohm3• 46, which consists of his 
4 -1-1 own points ubOVG E/p = 0 volts.em .torr ,and points due to 
Ja.ger and Otto 3.24 at E/p less than 40. 
For clarity, only the curves are presented, but the same curves, 
together with the points from which they are derived are plotted in 
figs. 5.5 and 5.11. 
A very important feature of fig. 5.4 is that there is a 
considerable discrepancy between the values obtained by the two 
em.eee-l 
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I -1-1 techniques, particularly at E p < 70 volts.em .torr • It is 
possible to attribute this deviation fran the anticipated behaviour 
to two types of effect, n~ely -
1. Failure of the conventional model under the conditions of this 
experiment so that v_ does not dcp<:nd on E/p alone, but also 011 other 
parameters in such (t uay that the two sets of data are compatible. 
Such a fa.ilure could be due e:ither to inexpertise in the ru.·rangement 
of the experimental conditions to satisf,y the conditions of the model, 
or to a fundamental breakdown of the model. 
2. Detection of spurious signals by one or possibly both of the 
techniques, the variation of these signals with time not reflecting 
the true motion of electrons in the drift space. 
Because of the uncertain reliability of the only values of 
v in hydrogen at higher Elp known to the author, due to Schlumbohm 
3.46 and to Dawson 3.58, the present dat~ is first allowed to stand 
on its o,m merits nnd is subjected to a search for a number of 
feat ures ,·:hieh fall into t he two previously ment ioned cat ec;ories. 
In particular, it was suspected that avalanche "runaway" might be 
occurring, a situation in which the velocity of the electrons never 
reaches equilibrium, but continues to increase until the anode is 
reached, and this is discussed in section 5.4.1. Although the models 
assumed for investigation of the various possible processes are 
superficial, evidence is found that the scattering of resonance-
radiation into the photo-multipliers was an important source of 
spurious signals. and that none of the models proposed f'or "unconven-
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-tional" processes, nomely photo-ionisation, resonant scatter of 
electrons, and runa.way can 'be supported. On this basis, the 
photo-muJ.tiplier data is discounted o.s unreliable, and 0. comparison 
of the electron-multiplier data only is made with the v values of 
(3.46) • 
A number of the graphs that follow plot two variables whilst 
keeping a third constant (for instance, fig. 5.4 shows (v_) plotted 
against log(E/p) for several values of constant p). The available 
experimental data is insufficient for it to be possible to keep any 
variable precisely constant for such a plot, and in these cases the 
"constant" paramet er has e. value wi thin certain limits, and a family 
of curves for constant values of a parameter is in fact a family of 
contiguouo chD.nnela. 
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PART 3 
Photomultiplier and Electron Multiplier Datu 
All the hydrogen drift velocity data is inspected 
for a. number of possible "unconventional" processes, 
so th(lt the discrepanci0s between the photomultiplier 
and electronmultiplier results ~y be explained or 
reconciled. 
5.4. The Data in Relation to Models for Possible 
Unconventional Behaviour. 
5.4.1. Fundamental Processes. 
Photo-ionisation. 
If, by the process of ionisine collisions between electrons 
and hydrogen Molecules, and subsequent recombination of an ion and a 
free electron, the avalanche produces continuum radiation of frequency 
\I > eV. /h ( .. There V. is the ionisation potential, equal to 15.6 eV 
1 1 
for molecular hydrogen), photo-ionisation can occur in the gas by 
absorption of this radiation. Further, if there is an impurity content 
having a higher ionisation potential than hydrogen, such as helium 
(Vi = 24.5 volts), impurity atoms m~ be collisionally excited to 
produce intense ionising radiation fram persistent lines of frequency 
\I > eV. /h; the impurity level of the gas in this investigation (0.01 
1 
v.p.m. - section 4.2) is believed to be t~o small for this latter 
process to be important. The process of self-ionisation is potentially 
an important secondary process, especially since its speed is limited 
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only by the time for a recombination reactiun to occur plus the 
negligibly short transit time of the photons. It is faster than 
photon secondary processes at the cathode, which are limited by 
electron transit times, beceuse of its ability to act ahead of the 
avalanche. In the present investigation it ~s possible that spurious 
avalanches, initiated ahead of the original aval[~nche by photo-
ionisation, might be detected to cause abnormally high electron 
drift velocities to be recorded by both the photomultiplier and electron 
multiplier technliques. The amplitude of the spurious avalanche would 
depend both on cr, the appropriate absorption cross-section, and en 
a/a , the number of ionising photons produced per ionising collision. 
If a/a is less than unity, there is no possibility of producing 
spurious avalanches with an amplitude compt'.!'able with that of the 
primary avalanche. a must be large enough fur appreciable absorption 
to occur in the available gas volume, but not so large that the 
ionising radiation is absorbed within a. very small fraction of the 
drift space, or the spurious avalanche will not be discrete from the 
primary avalanche. Also, except under very favourable conditions, 
the spurious avalar.che would not be discrete, but would be an 
exponentially increasing (with time) electron flux. Thus, to summarise, 
the conditions for anomalous v values due to photo-ioniso.tion are 
1. photons with v > eV./h • ~ 
2. a/a > 1, 
3. 6 
'" 
(pd1760 )-1 t where S 
(B = aN, where N is Loschmidt's 
is the absorption coefficient at N.T.P. 
number ). 
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The production of recombination photons in a discharge 
l.n a pure gas is !:'. ioTt:ll established process, so condition (1) is 
satisfied. Qualitatively, it is expected that some recombination will 
occur between quasi-stat iO!1~r hydrogen ions, produced by the leading 
edge of the avalanche, and electrons in the tail of the avalanche. 
but only if the; avalanche is dispersed spatially alone: the field 
direction by diffusion or by a broad pulse of initiating photo-
electrons. At hiSh E/p, even if dispersion is present, the effects 
of the applied field and the high energies of the incident electrons 
make recombination unlikely. There is, therefore, n finite 
possibility that ionising photons .. Till be produced. but it is not 
expected that o/a. will be large. Przybylski (1962)5.6 has measured 
0/0. for ionising photons (as well as absorption coefficients) in 
oxygen, nitrogen and air, and gives values for 6/a. 'V 10-3 , virtUally 
independent of E/p for oxygen, but not for nitrogen and for air. 
Geballe (1944) 5. 7 obtained the value 0/ a. '" 1 in hydrogen for 
E/p = 100 to 150 VOlts.cm-l.torr-l , for photons with sufficjent enerGY 
to releuse electrons from c brass surface (work function 'V 3-4 eV). 
Le&ler (1963)5.8 showed that o/a (for visible photons) '" 2 for 
hydrogen at E/p = 50, p = 10 torr. Although the hydrogen line spectrum 
is predominantly in the ultra-viOlet, there is no justification for 
extrapolating the o/a values from (5.7) and (5.8) to the recambinaticn 
continuum, and it 'oTill be assumed. that in this region the values from 
(5.6) of a/a 'V 10-3 also apply to hydrogen. Thus condition (2) that 
c/a > 1 appears not to be satisfied. 
15.5 17.7 20.7 24.8 eV 
cln2 20 - I 
xlO18 
(]'" 
~ 
10 f- . 
i f- - . 0 j I 
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?\ j 
Fig. 5.6 
Photo-absorption cross-section 
of H2 (McDaniel). 
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Values of i3 and cr for condit ion (3) are t ('1.ken fran Bhallo., 
Craggs and Meek (1961)5.9, Reju, Harrison and Meek (1965)5.10 , and 
from McDaniel's collation of (J vrc.lues due to Po Leo and Heiss1er 
(1952), Hainfan, \valkcr and Heissler (1955), Bunch et 0.1 (1958), and 
Schonheit (1960)5.11. Bhnlla et al measured absorption by a gaseous 
target of :photons produced by II discharge in the s~e gas, in a number 
-1 
of gases including hydrogen, for which D. i3 vn.lue 0: 200 em '-TaS 
obtained, referred to c. pl3.tinum plated detector (work function 
'" 4-6 eV). Po Lee and Heissler used un external radiation source 
and an ultra-violet s peet ropbot omet er to obtain absorption cross-
sections (fie. 5.6) , principally for photons of \i > eV./h, in the ~ 
-18 2 (S = 190 -1) which were in gcnera.l region of 7xlO em CI:l , o.greeI!lent 
with the luter ,Iork of (5.9). Raju et 0.1, using a self-maintained 
discharge as a soure!";, obtained S values rnnging fran 1. 5 em-I at 
E/p = 40 volts.Cll-l .torr-1 to 76co-1 ::.:.t E/p ::; 120. At a pressure 
typically used in this experiment, 1 torr, (pd/760)-1 = 65 em-l , 
whieh is close to the B value at hieher Eh· from (5.10) and is 
comparable with the values fram the earli0r work, so condition (3) 
is satisfied. 50% absorption would occur in a di3tance of 6.9 em 
for these typical va.lues. 
It is concluded that this mechanism could not be a source 
of spurious avalanches of detectable magnitude because of the small 
value of c/a , although the value of cr is favourable for "lea.pfrogging" 
of the electron swarm. If the mechanisn was important. the observed 
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drift velocities ,,,ould be eXIJected to depend both on Ell', becausE: of 
the dependence of cia and of the true drift velocity on E/p, and on 
IIp, in the limited pressure ranee which satisfies condition (3), since 
a decrease in pressure would permit the absorbed radiation to produce 
ionisation further ahead of th0 avalanche. At fixed E/p, ~ dependence 
on lip only is expected. In 0. graph which is not reproduced her~, v_ 
has been plotted aGainst liD for ~pproxin~t~ly fixed E/p for all the 
data, and no clear dependence ,.,as aJ:lpa.rent. -1 For E/p < 70 volts.em • 
-1 torr there was an indication of ::::. negative linear dependence of 
the fom 
v Ct 
1 
I' 
for p = 0.25 to 1.25 torr, 
0ut for E/p > 70 no dep~ndence could be found. The general trend of 
the points for all E/p Sh01VCd u minimum v of between 2xlO 7 and 
5XIO 7 ·cm. so e -1 at 0. pres sure of approximat ely 0.9 torr (at OUe). 
These features CI.re not consistent with the semi-quo.ntitative predictions 
which have been formula.ted for 0. photo-ionisation mechanism. 
Resonance Scatter Electrons. 
If the interaction time in an electron-oolecule collision is 
not negligibl~ comrared with the time between collisions, the electron 
drift velocity will be pressure dependent. Rot at ional resonanc~ is 
. . (1966' 5.12 d' f descrlbed by Kourl ) an two otner types 0 resonance scatter, 
namely core-excited resonance and single-particle resonance, are 
described by Taylor, lTazcroff and Golebiewski (1966)5.13 and Eliezer, 
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Taylor and Williams (1967)5. 14 • Core-excited resonance involves 
the collisional rcising to an excited state of a bound electron by 
an incident electron, which then temporarily attaches to the slightly 
positively charged nucleus and inner shells until auto-ionisation 
occurs. ( 96 )5.15 . Golden and Bandel 1 5 have observed resonances 1n 
hydrogen in the 10 to 13 eV region, and the dissociative attachment 
. . R . . ( 6 )5. 16 reactlon descrlbed by app, Sharp and Brlglla 19 5 
-* (H ) 2 H + H 
has a broad peak between 8 and 12 eV, and another peak ~t 14.2 eVe 
Single particle resonance involves the temporary trapping of an 
electron by polarisation attraction, and has been observed in 
hydrogen by Schulz and Asundi (1965)5. 17. Frommhold (1968)5.18 
invoked single-rarticle and rotational resonances to explain a 
linear pressure dependence of v_ in H2 at low E/p (0.03 to 4.0 volts. 
-1 -1). ( ). em .torr and h1gh pressures 500 to 30,000 torr , and th19 is 
discussed further by Kouri, Sarns and Fro~hold (1969)5. 19, where 
it is deduced that the electron trappinG time is less than 4xlO-9 sec. 
In the present investigation the mechanism of resonance scatter 
is not considered to be inportant, since there is no evidence of a 
linear pressure derendence.The probability of attac~ent is less at 
moderate and hiGh Elp than at very low Elp, and also the high 
pressures that ~nabled the effect to be observed in Fracmhold's 
experiment imply that the cross-section is very small. 
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Avc..lanche "Runaway':. 
Conventionally, electron drift velocities are expected to be 
stationary functions of time, provided the parameters defining the 
experimental conditions are also stctionary when viewed from the frame 
of reference of the electron. Further, considerations of the tY1?e 
outlined in Chapter 2 predict that v '-Till be a function of E/p only, 
though it is possible to envisage situe..tions in which -there may also 
be c. dependence on p; for exam:11e, the pressure dependent effects of 
diffusion will alter the shape of the avalanche and possibly ther~fore 
the observed drift velocity, depending on the precis8 manner in which 
the c.pparent value for v is derived from the experimental observa-
tions. It would not be expected to depend on any other parameter, 
except where this parameter might modifY Elp, such as distortion of 
the applied field by large vo.lues of n or exp(ad). In particular, 
o 
it would not be expected to depend on the length d of the drift space, 
a dependence which could only be observed in a situation where 
dv Idt ~ o. This non-equilibri~ situation will occur if, on the 
average, the rate of gain of energy by the electrons from the applied 
field exceeds the rate of energy loss by 0.11 possible rrocesses. 
Usually the most lruport::mt loss process is by collision with neutral 
gas molecules, but radiative losses and internction with space charge 
fields can be important. 
The evidence in the literature for the existence of non-
equilibrium situations of this type is slight. Ecker and Muller 
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(1961)5. 20 and Muller (1962)5. 21 have predicted that runuway will 
-1 -1 
occur at E/p > 500 volts.em .torr , and Muller and \-lahle (1964) 
5.22 have demonstrated its existence experimentally at E/p as low as 
100 under special conditions where the initial electrons are injected 
into the drift space with energies in excess of the mean equilibrium 
energy £'.t the ambient voJ.ue olf E/p - i. e. un electron ioTill continue 
to gain energy once it has ucquired a certain threshold energy. The 
measurements were taken at low (pxd), in the range 0.2 to 0.8 torr.em, 
,.,here the f'indinss IUay not be meaningful (see section 5.4.2). 
Fletcher and Hnydon (1966)5.23 found it necessary to invoke the 
concept of non-equilibrium to account for observations in hydrogen in 
-1 -1 (~!)fields at E/p = 200 volts.em .torr • Bagnall (1964)5.24 
observed a (pxd) dependence of alp in nitrogen at high E/p, and 
Chanin and Rork (1963)5. 25 observed 0. similar dependence in hydroeen 
I) 26 for E/p > 150. Conversely, Haydon and Stock (1966);' failed to 
find evidence of runaway when measuring alp in hydrogen for E/p in 
-1 -1 the range 300 to 1000 volts.em .torr ,'oTith (pxd) = 0.04 to 1.25 
torr.cm. h 3.46 al· ... Sc ltunbor.J!l so l!l.ves no l.ndl.catl.on that such n process 
might exist in his measurements of v_, either in r~drogen (section 
5.2) or in nitrogen (c.f. Bagnall). Dawson 3.58 obtained v values 
which he 'las unuble to explain in terms of a convention3.l drift 
velocity model, and his results are discussed in section 5.2. 
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Comparison of the Experimental Data with the Predictions 
of the Runaway Model. 
In Appendix 5 a simple model for electron runaway is used to derive 
expressions for the apparent drift velocity under such conditions. 
Case (3) in Al'nendix 5 assumes that eV «eV, where eV is the 
• 0 0 
ener~ of the initiating electrons and eV is the total energy 
available from the applied field. The most energetic photons 
available to release initiating photo-electrons fram the cathode have 
an energy of about 7 eV and the cathode ,~ork function is about 4 eV, 
so the energy of the photo-electrons should not exceed 3 eV. Under 
runaway conditions, the electrons will acquire at least an appreciable 
fraction of the total ener~ available from the applied potential, 
which is betw'een 500 and 1250 volts in this investigation, so 
v «V is a reasonable approximation. The predictions of the model 
o 
for this case are that -
( v ex (V)~ , for fixed p.d,f 
I 
-app ) v is a function of p, for fixed V,d,f -apr 
) v is a function of d, for fixed V,p,f -app 
v is i1 function of (pxd); for fixed V,f \ -app 
\ 
where f is the fractional energy loss on collision. 
It will be assumed that f has a constant value over the 
range uf electron energies in this experiment, as it appears thut 
values are not available for this region. In fact, it might be 
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expected that, above u threshold energy ~pproximately equal to the 
ionisation energy (15.4 eV for hydrogen), l' would diminish with 
increasine electron energy because of t.he de creasing interaction 
time. 
The effects of electron runmvuy would be apparent in both 
the photo-multiplier and the electron-multiplier d"'..ta, and an 
investiGation of the relationship between log(v ) and 10g(V ). for 
- 0. 
approximately constant (pxd), showed the following features -
1. for (pxd) ~ 4 torr.em slight correspondence between 
electron- and photo-multiplier data, to give a straight line of 
slope 2.7 from badly scattered points. 
2. for (pxd) ~ 9 torr.em : fair correspondence between electron-
and photo-multiplier data, to give 0. slope of 2.2. 
3. for (pxd) ~ 17 torr.em : poor correspondence, but the photo-
multiplier data alone gives a line with a slope of 2.7. 
4. for (pxd) ~ 29 torr.em: no electron-multiplier data 
available, but the photo-multiplier da.ta has a slore of 2.7. 
Thus it was found that there exists for the photo-multiplier 
da.ta a relationship of the type 
v 
-o.pp 
CL V\) 
a 
where \) is in the rCI'1..ge 2.2 to 2.7, ,·rhereas it was :predicted that 
\) =~. The result \) = 2.~ tc 2.7 may be ccmpared with Dawson's 
parabolic curves (section 5.2), and is discussed furth~r in section 5.6. 
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A gruph plotting log(v_) against log(pxd) for all the datu, 
for approximately const~nt V~, is not reproduced (because of the 
confusion, on a single graph, between points of differing V ), but 
a 
showed the fcllovTing features 
1. no correspondence between the electron- and photo-multiplier 
data 
2. widely scattered roints but, overall, a minimum in log(v ) at 
.., 
(pxd) '" 10, and 
for (pxd) < 10, G:'adient '" -I, 
for (p;~r..) > 10, gra.dient '" +1. 
There is qualitative agreement, therefore, with the model- for 
(pxd) > 10, but the points in this region are exclusively from the 
photo-multiplier data. (whereas run~ay effects would be evident in 
both detection techniques) ~nd correspond to the elevated values of 
v at low E/p shown in fig. 5.4. The disagreement of the data with the 
-
model for runaway at (pxd) < 10 (i.e. higher E/p), where such a 
mechanism might most reasonably be expected, invalidates any inter-
pretation of the (:::,xd) data as evidence of runaway. especially in the 
perspecti ve of the well established v values at low E/p and the 
complete absence of any evidence of non-equilibrium effects in the 
previous work performed in this region. 
This, together with the failure to obtain correspond.ence 
between the electron-multiplier and rhoto-multiplier results, and the 
, 
failure to demonstrate a y a (V ) ~ dependence, indicates with some 
- a. 
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certainty that a mechanism of electron runaway cannot be invoked in 
-1 -1 the Elp range of 30 to 350 volts.cm .torr • 
5.4.2. The Effects of :Jon-Ideal E..xperi.'!lental Conditions. 
The criteri& adopted in the design of the experiment are 
detailed in section 4.1, and t~rticulo.r attention was paid to the 
following points -
1. the (pxd) l'rcduct, 
2. secondary avalanches, 
3. space charge density, 
all of • .;-hieh could affect the observed values of v_, and lead to 
dependences on parameters other than E/p. 
The (pxd) product. 
If the (pxd) product, which determines the number of 
collisions that an electron experiences in traversing the drift 
space, is not sufficien~ large, the number of collisions before 
an initial electron comes to equilibrium may represent an appreciable 
fraction of the total number, and so lead to a dependence of v on p, 
for fixed E/p and d. 2.3 . Von Engel calculates that, for elast~c 
-1 -1 
collisions in helium at E/p = 3 volts.em .torr and p = 1 torr, 
3600 collisions are required to acquire 94% of the ter.minal velocity, 
involving the traversal of a distance of about 1 em in the field 
direction. This problem is discussed in section 2.5, and taking the 
electron-neutral ionisation cross-section a = O.78xlO~ cm2 at 35 eV 
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for hydrogen from (2.8), A = 0.36 am at 1 torr, so that at E/p = 100 
-1 -1 volts.cm .torr the average electron energy gain between collisionc 
is 36 volts. Since the ionisation potential for hydrogen = 15.4 
volts, it is reasonable to assume that the fra.ctiona.l energy f loS 
~ 0.5. Then SUbstitution in equations (2.17) and (2.19) gives the 
time to reach equilibrium t = 0.15 and 1.01 nsec respectively for the 
o 
lOi. and high E/p cases, involving only 1. 75xlO-2 and 5.0xlO-2 em 
travel in the field direction. This is clearly an underestimate, and 
with f ~ 0.5 it is more realistic to suggest a distance of several 
mean free paths - i.e. 0.5 to 1.0 cm, or approximately 5% to 10% of the 
total drift distance. This is therefore a source of error which is 
likely to lead to measured drift velocities that are too low by up to 
10%. 
Secondary Processes. 
Secondary processes, with the exception of photo-ionisation ahead of 
the avalanche (section 5.4.1), cannot lead to incorrect values for 
v with the methods of detection amployed in this exper~ent, since 
these respond to the actual arrival of electrons at a given point, 
rather than the motion of electrons in the drift space. However, 
primary avalanches initiated at the cathode (end-released) ,.ill not 
be resolved from secondary avalanches, so that v will not be 
determined with precision, if the o'/a coefficient (the number of 
secondary photo-electrons released fr~ the cathode per ionisin~ 
collision) is greater than exp(av_T). where T is the half-width of 
the avalanche as it arrives at the anode (see Appendix 7). .~ongst 
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the determinntions of 07/a in pure hydrogen are those due to 
Llewellyn Jones and Davies (1951)5.27, Davies, Dewson and Gozna 
(1961)5. 28 ane. Morgan and Hilliams (1965)5. 29; from 5.29 0' /a 
-3 6 -1-1 ~ 10 for E/p = 5 to 110 volts.em .torr • referred to gold 
electrodes. For an initiating pulse half-width T of 25 nsec, 
l/exp(av_T) = 1.9xlO-l and, in the absence of diffusion broadening, 
primary and secondary avalanches should be resolved. 
Space charge. 
A possible indirect effect of s~condo.ry processes is their contrib-
uticn to the total space charge bet1,Teen the avalanche a.nd the anode. 
The effects of space charGe are briefly discussed in section 1.6. where 
it is sh(~n that excessive space charge may lead either to a decrease 
or an increase in the electron crossing time. A decrease can only 
occur under conditions conducive to the propagation of streamers, 
that is u low· applied field, usually in a non-uniform geometry. a 
concentration of at least 108 positive ions within a sphere of radius 
~ 10-3 cm, and a high pressure (200 to 1000 torr) to minimise diffusion; 
none of these conditions is aprropriate to the present experiment. 
Increased transit times will be observed in the present experimental 
.. () b t 106 ( 1.24) . reg~ne ~f exp ad ecomes grea er than Tholl but, wlth the 
exception of two readings taken at exp(ad) ~ 106, this fil:,TUre was 
never exceeded (see Appendix 8). Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show plots of 
(v_) against log(E/p) for ve~ious fixed exp(ad), for a combination of 
both the electron-multiplier and the photomultiplier data. The left 
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hand side of the graph shows gross increases in the apparent 
electron drift velocity, for relatively small values of exp (ad) 
104 .. t I " of less than , and ~t 1S no reasonab e to assoc~ate thlS effect 
1n any ~.,ay with space charge. The right hand side shows a small 
increase in measured drift velocities 1.;i th increasing exp( ac.l) 
wherea.s the opposite effect is expected for space charge retardation 
but, because of the inter-dependence between exp(aed) and the other 
experimental variables, the interpretation of these curves is 
difficult. 'l'he: t,w pcints for exp( a.d) '" 106 are marked * in fig. 5.5, 
:md shOvT no evidence of spf'.ce charge retardation. 
5.5. Sources of Spurious Signals. 
Detection of Scattered Photons by the Photo-multipliers. 
The photons from inelastic electron-molecule collisions, occurring 
outside the field of view of one of the photo-multipliers, could 
produce SIlurious signals from the photo-multiplier if it is possible 
for these phctons to be deflected inte the multiplier, either by 
reflections from surfaces in the experimental vessel or by a 
scattering mechanism in the gas. Some care vTaS taken to prevent 
specular rd'lections into the photomultipliers and, if such a 
mechanism llere present, it is exrected that the "velocities" observed 
v,ould be virtually independent of the experimental variables V and 
a 
p, in contradiction to the data obtained. 
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The process of scattering within the gas volume requires 
more detailed nttention, the possible types being Rayleigh scattering. 
resonance scattering and fluorescence. The cross-section for 
. .. 11 ( - 0-28 2) . Ruyle~gh scatten.ng ~s very s~ ......, .L em. so that th~s process 
can be discounted. Resonance scattering involves the absorption of a 
photon by a ground state molecule to produce an excited state, 
followed by spontaneous isotropic ereission of a rhoton of the same 
wavelength; clearly, radiation produced by ~ discharge in a particul3r 
gas is hiGhly susceptible to resonance scattering by neutral. gas 
molecules of the same species. If, instead of decaying directly to 
the ground stnte. the excited molecule decays stepwise to emit a 
photon of longer 1favelength than that absorbed, the mechanism is 
termed resonance fluorescence. 
The potential energy diagram for the hydrogen molecule 
(fig. 5.7) ~s that given by Brenre and ven Engel3;4~nd is 0. simplified 
version of the diaBram due to l-io.ssey and Burhop (1952)5.30. The 
~ lO1rest triplet state -E ~s u. repulsive state resulting in dissociation 
u 
without 
energy. 
excitnticn, the excess energJ' beins carried away as kinetic 
The singlet states lE and In decay directly to the ground 
u u 
state lE to produce the Lyman and Werner bands in the vacuum ultra-g 
violet at ~bout loooR; the In can decay first to the lE state to 
u u 
produce visible radiation. Decay from th0 3[ triplet cannot proceed g 
directly to the ground state, but goes to the 3E state to produce 
u 
continuum radil.ltion bet,.,een 2000R and 4oooR. The electron energies 
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required for excitation to these levels, > 12 eV, are readily 
available in the E/p range investigated in this experiment. The 
photomultipliers will only uetect quanta of wavelength lying within 
the transmission windm-T of borosilicate glass, that is 3300R to 
7000~, a region '-There relatively little emission occurs in the 
hydrogen spectrum, so that a resommce fluorescence mechanism would 
be especially favourable to the detection of spurious photons. 
The 3E ~ 3E and In ~ IE transitions provide appropriate wave-g u u u 
len~h conversion. It is also possible that fluorescence could 
occur in the glass ,-mIls of the experimental vessel. 
J\ Q.UJ..:.1i tati ve appraisal of the: problem predicts a 
depenuence of v_ on pressure because of the linear dependence of 
the total scattering cross-section per unit volume on pressure, 
complicated by the inter-relationships betvleen p and alp, E/p and 
exp(ad) in the avalanching process. A simple model for the process 
(Appenaix 6) leads tc the relationship (equation A6.2) for fixed E/p, 
d t (J 
v Iv a p/ln(l/p), 
-app -
where v 1S the arparent electron drift velocity that would be 
-app 
observed. Since p varies more strongly than l/ln(l!p). it is 
expected the v Iv ratio 'Will depend approximately linearly on p 
-upp -
when the other variables are held constant. The model used does nct 
take into I:'.ccount the effect of pressure on the "mean free path" of 
eoc. 
p 
. 
em. sec-' 
2.0 10 
5 
E/p 
20 40 60 80 100 200 400 
v. m-1.torr-1 
Fig. 5.8 
The variation with E/p of o</p. f(E/p), 
v_ = g(E/p) and h(E/p) = g(E/p)/f(E/p). 
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the photons; this is discussed in section 5.4.1, and it is apparent 
that there will be an optimum I,r8sfomre, such that about 50% of the 
photons .Till. have been absorbed when they enter the field of view 
of the photomultiplier. Usin~ the cross-sections quoted ~n section 
5.4.1, 50% absorption would occur in a distance of 6.9cm if the 
pressure is 0.5 torr~ to c;ive a v /v ratio of a.bout 2. 
-app 
Variation of d, the anode-cathode separation, is also 
inter-related with other Gas discharge parameters ~n a complex 
fashion. From equation (1..6.3), for fixed E/p, p, o. 
v /v a d. 
-app -
A dependence of the v /v ratio, and also of v on 
-app - -app 
E/p, assuming equilibrium conditions, is to be expected because of 
the appearance of v and alp, both functions of E/p, in the 
deri vation of the expression for the ratic. In equation (A6. 5) .There 
for fixed p,d,o, 
v =h(E/p), 
-apI' 
h(E/p) = g(E/p)/f(E/p) - see fig. 5.8 - is not expected to be a 
simple functicn beca.use of the complexity of f(E/p) at moderate E/p 
(for instance, f(E/p) = C.exp(-Dp/E).(E/p)/(l+FE/p), Knnto.ratos 
(1965)5.31), But from inspection of fig. 5.8, which shows the forms 
of f( E/p) ,g( E/p), and h (E/p), the c;enernl shape of h (E/r) can be 
/ -1 -1 ascertained in the range E p = 0 to 350 volts .cm .torr • 
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The parc.meter V hus not been isolated in equation (A6.1), 
e. 
but it is not expected that there 1'Tould be any dependence of v on 
Valone in an equilibrium situation. 
a 
Comparison of th;:~ photomultiplier 'lub"" loTi th scattering 
Erediction~. 
To summarise, the follovine ~r~dicticns are to be tested -
1. v Iy fDr B/p, d. a constant , a p, I 
-app - f 
v Iv ~ 2, for p = 0.5 torr. ) 
-app -
2. y 
-:lPP Iv a d, for E/p, p, a constant. 
3. v = h(E/p) 
-app , for p, d, (J constant. 
1. Pressure dependence : fig 5.9 sho'·,rs a family of straight lines 
in 0. (vJ - (p) plot of the photomultiplier data at fixed E/p, with 
slopes that range frcm about 1.lI'.i ty ut E/p = 40 to infi"ni ty at Elp = 
-1 -1 250 volts.cm .torr • The points from which these curves are 
derived are scattered and are not shown in fig. 5.9 for clerity, but 
it is evi (lent that there is :l marked disagreement between end-released 
and centre-released avalanches for ~/p = 27 to 100, where the centre-
released values are vil~ually independent of p. This discrepancy is 
not inconsistent with resonance £cutterin~ because of the predicted 
dependence on d. A D~ot of (v ) - (p) for fixed V revealed no 
• - a 
dependence. as is e~)ected in un equilibrium situation. 
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lnspectiun of the dat:.1 showed tho.t at p = 0.5 torr the 
v values obtained G.re in fair agreement with Schltunbohm' s results, 
und that v /v ~ 2 f0r p in the range 1 to 3 torr; however, the 
-o.:pp 
o.bQ.srpticn cross-section n.ss1Jr.l.ed (s<;:ction 5.4.1) is not strictly 
o.pplicable to the wavelengths which can be detected by the photo-
multipliers, so this r-ressure is sufficiently close to 0.5 torr to 
;,e interpreted tento.tively o.s evidence of resonance scatter. 
2. d dependence: o.cljustlUent of the end-released Md the centre-
relensed do.ta t~ccording to the approprio.te value of d fo.iled to 
demonstrate an~r equivulencc between the two sets of do.ta. 
3. E/p dependence: a plut for the photomultiplier do.to. of 
(v_) - log(E/p) for fixed p (not reproduced here) did not yield 
discrete curves for each vclue of p, but viewed overall,o.lthough 
there was 0. grc~t deal of scatter, it w~s evident tho.t the general 
variation Wo.s cC'nsistent with the predicted shere of the function 
h(E/p) in fig. 5.8, though the ninimum cccured at E/p ~ 60 volts. 
-1 -1 . 
em .torr lnstenct of 150. FiG. 5.4, which plots (v_) - log(E/p) 
for fixed cxp(ac), shows similar feo.tures. 
It is concluded fr~m this semi-quantitative treatment 
that. within the limitations of the model assumed, there is 
sufficient o.gre0ment between the predicted nnd the actual 
beheviour for resonr.t.n(,~ scattering to be a source of spurious 
signo.ls fram the photo-multipliers, nnd therefore to render the 
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photo-multiplier dnt~ unreli~ble. 
Detection of u.v. Photons by the Electron Hultiplier. 
Another possible.: s(,urce of srurious sign~ls is the arrival at the 
first dynode of the electrcn-nultiplier cf ultra-violet photons from 
the discht~ge. It is shown in section 5.4.1 that the absorption 
cross-section is sufficit:ntly 10'W te; give only 50% absorption of 
photons from an c.v;11o.nche at :.l C.iste.nce of 6.9 cm from the unCide. 
However, the solid un~les sUbtended ut this dist:.lnce are only 
-6 -8 3xlO und 3x.lO - ster:.lds l'especti vely for the large nnd snaIl 
orifices, nnel only the cc.sc \There the :.lvnlnnche has reached the 
El.node, to Cive: :.lbcut 0.02 sternd collection angle a.t the first 
dynode, need l..ie considered. If o/a is '\, 1 (section 5.4.1) then, 
for the large hole. rhoton sign~ls C:.ln easily be discriminated from 
electron signals by notinc; the o.m.rlitude, and for the small holt: there 
. 0.02 -3 ~s u -,:m- "'2x10 chance of detecting 0. photon instead of an electron. 
This effect would hnve r;iven an appnr~nt drift velocity that vas high 
-1 -1 by about 10% at E/p = 30 volts.em .torr and 45% at Elp = 350. and 
is discussed in relation to the electron-multiplier data in section 
Pick-up by the electron-multiplier of electrical inter-
terence from the pUlsing circuits was difficult to eliminate (section 
4.3). but ,-ras reduced to a satisfacto~r level and wa.s not detectable 
at the time that the avalanche reached the anode. 
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PART 4 
Electron l1ultiplier Data 
The electron-multiplier data, which appears to be 
reliable, is ev~~luated ::m"::' compared vi th Schlumbohm 1 s 
values for v • and the electron energy analyser 
results ure also discussed briefly. 1he possibil-
ities for further work with the electron-multiplier 
technique ure explored. 
5.6. Interpretation of the Fi:1al Electron Drift Velocity 
ValuE's, Obtained by the Electron Hultiplier Technique. 
5.6.1. Large Hole Data. 
The dcta obtained by US1ng the electron-multiplier to sample 
~he centre-released avalanche through the larger bole is presented in 
fig. 5.10 in the form of u plot of (v_) against log(E/p), the points 
being markc.:J. O. 'I'he only experimental variable held constant in 
the gr~ph is J, equul in this case to 7.12 cn, the distance from the 
central needle to tilt.: hole in the anode;. Eoth p and exp(ee:d) increase 
monotonicall~,. with increasing Lip, Whilst. V goes through a minimum 
a 
-1 -1 
at E/p = 82 volts.cm .torr • Each point is derived from up to 
10 individuul relldjn6s. cnd the bars indicate the extent of the 
scatter thut was found between these readings; the point is the 
arithmetic nlean of the individual voJ.ues. 
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A str~ight line fits the points better than a monotonic 
curve, and the line drawn 1S fl. least squares fit with a correlation 
coeffici~nt of 0.99. Tnis line can be represented by 
E 
- ('( exp p 
v 
(5.1 ) 
In general, n/n is 
o 
not proportion9.1 to B/r, but a plot of exp( ad) = nln against E/p 
o 
(fig. 5.11) sllows th!lt, fortuitously, exp(ad) a E/p for this particular 
experimental run. Thus it seems that the unexpected relationship (5.1) 
can be explained oe this basis, and is not of any fUnd~ental signif-
icance. 
A lo~(v_) - lo~(E/p) ~lot of the large hole data (marked 0 ) 
is shown in fig. 5.12, and here there is little justification for 
drawing a straii~ht line through the poiets. However, the least 
squares fitted line to all the points (correl.:ltion coefficient = 0.85) 
gives the rel~tionship 
v ( .... / )0.85 '" c. p 
If the points above unu below E/p = 82 volts. em -1. torr -1 are consid-
~red separately, strni~ht line~ (correlation coefficients = 0.95 and 
0.39) ar~ obtained, to give 
v a (E/P)0.60 for E/p = 80 to 360, 
v for E/r = 50 to 80. (5.4) 
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In 0.11 C:.lses the index v is greater than the simple theoretical 
value of 0.5, !Jut is Hi thin the r:.l..'1f,e of values measured from 
, 3.46 1 6 I Schlumbohm s curve, nume y v = 1. 5 at E p = 30 to 
v = 0.5 at E/p = 1500. 
':be C'..l.r'/C from. (3.46) is also plotted in both figs. 5.10 
and 5.12, and it is seen that tte or;reement is fairly good at 
-1 -1 E/p < 70 volts. cm • torr J but that the values are up to 17~; lower 
than those obtained in the pr~sent investigation at E/p > 70. The 
principal criticism levelled at the earlier investigation (section 
5.2) ll~~S that the (pxd) runc;e was too low for it to be certain that 
equilibrium with the cus and the {.;.l)plicd electric field wus achieved 
in Q. distc.rlu' that ":.lS SI:l:.lll compared \-ri th the drift distance. The 
effects of such non-equilibriWll are discussed in sections 2.5 and 
5.4.2, and whether 0. ci.errl:ssed or un elevated velocity will result 
depends on the injection energy of the initiating electrons. In 
(3.46) it is likely that the injection energy was less than the 
equilibrium energy, which would yield valU€S for v_ that were 
erroneously low, in quulitative ae;reement with the observed discrep-
ancy. TlH"! incrc:.~sine ma.gnitude of the discrepuncy with increasing 
E/p is con!5istent with rossible effects of initial non-equilibrium 
at the very low l1ressures thought to have been used at hiGher E/p in 
the earlier work. Another possible mechanism, the retarding effect 
of space charge distortion, mil\( ulso have ca.used low v values 
to be recorJed in the earlier work (section 5.2). The detection by 
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the electron-multiplier of ultra-violet photons generated by the 
avalanche could lead to v values in the present investiBation 
rl -1 -1 that were too hiBh by + lOp at E/p = 30 volts. em • torr to 
+45% at E/r = 350 (section 5.5), but it 1-TaS concluded that the 
~plitude of such D. spuricus siBnal 1fQuld be too small to be 
important. Also, although the v_ values from the present 
investigation are greater than those from 3.46 (figs. 5.10 and 5.12). 
a quantitative comparison does not support this as a possible 
source of error. 
The reason for the scatter of up to 15% between the 
individual values at any given E/p is not fully understood. 
statistical variations between avalanches are expected to be slight, 
since a moderate number of electrons (~ 10) was used to initiate an 
avalanche, the gas nmplificntion was never very low (10 to 500). and 
an adequately lnrge sample of electrons was detected (10 to 100). 
It was difficult .,ith the larger sampling orifice, to balance the 
gas inflovT agninst effusi011 through the orifice, so that there may 
have been pressure variations of up to 7% (sect;f\n 4.5), with an 
accompanying uncertainty in the value of E/p, ,,,hich could have 
contributed to this scatter. 
5.6.2. Small hole data. 
The data obtained by using the electron-multiplier to sample 
the avalanGhe through the small hole is presented in fig. 5.10 in the 
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form of a plot of (v_) c.gainst log(E/p), where there is no 
evidence of the exponentic.l relationship found for the large hole 
data, and in fig. 5.12 ~n a lcg(vJ - log(E/p) plot, the points 
being marked o. It is seen that there is e. close correspondence 
between this data and that from (3.46) in the E/p range 50 to 100 
-1 -1 
volts.cm .torr ,and moderate ag~eement above and below this range. 
The least squares fit through the loe; - log plot has a correlation 
coefficient of 0.99, and a gradient of 1.01 to give 
v a (E/p)l.Ol for E/p = 40 to 200. (5.5) 
Because of the poor statistical sampling (section 4.4), it is not 
proposed to attach significance to the discrepancies and correspond-
ences between this data and that of Schlumbohm. It may be rema.rked, 
however, that the fair self-correlation of these statistically 
unsound points, and their reasonable c.greement with the large hole 
da.ta, would seem to indicate that rumbipolar and kinetic diffusion 
broadening in the field direction ims slight, and also that 
confidence may be placed in a technique that relies on single electron 
samples retaining the characteristics of the distribution from which 
they are drm{n. 
5.6.3. The entire electron-multiplier d~ta. 
The foregoing may be summarised thus -
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1. v a (E/p) v, where 
v = 1.01 small hole data, E/p = 40 200, 
v = 1.2'r large hole data, E/p = 50 80 , 
\! = 0.60 large hole data, E/p = 80 360. 
v = 0.85 large hole data, E/p = 50 360. 
v = 0.92 c.ll data , E/p = 40 360. 
'I',hich may be comp::u'ed with 
\! = 1.65 to 0.5 , from (3.46),E/p = 30 - 1500, 
v = 0.5 from theory (Chapter 2). 
2. Agreement with (3.46) to better than 17%. 
A comparison of the data with that from (3.46) has 
~lready been presented in section 5.6.1. It might be added that the 
log(v_) - 10g(E/p) plot of the earlier data (figs. 3.16 and 5.12) 
-1 -1 . 
shoyTS a cha.nge of gradient at E/p ::I 97 volts.cm .torr • WhlCh 
suggests a change of process in this region, anu that the large 
hole data shows a change of slope at E/p = 82. Those who invoke non-
equilibrium conditions quote rather higher onset values of 
E/p = 150 to 200 (e.g. Fletcher and Haydon5•23 und Chanin and Rork 
5. 25) . . f h . h 
, and the eXUIDlnatlon 0 t ~ present data for suc a process 
has not been fruitful. 
Some of the theories of electron drift velocities have 
been discussed in Chupter 2. The mean values approach led to a 
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relationship in which v = 0.5 (equation 2.8), except in the case 
of the Langevin-Thomson polarisation model, which gave the 
1 
relationship v 0. E/(p)2 - equation (2.6). These theories are 
valid at 1m. E/p only, but an extension wi tl:out rigour to high 
E/p also glVes v = 0.5 (equation 2.19). Huxley's method for 1m. 
Ell' yields an intractable expression (equation 2.18) t inspection 
cf which suggests that v = v (E/p). Qualitatively, on the basis 
of the simple equation of kinetic and ~otential energy with p held 
constant, it is difficult to envisage a situation in which 
\.I :;. 0.5. The polarisE'.tion model, Hhere v 0. E/(p) ~ is not supported 
by experiment. It is reasonable to suppose that the fractional 
energy losg factor f will be a function of E/p, and this would lead 
to v > 0.5 and is consistent with the small hole data, the large 
hole data for E/p < 82, and the data from (3.46) for E/p < 97. At 
high E/p it is expected that f would become independent ~f E/p to 
giYa- v = 0.5 again, in agreement with the large hole data for 
E/p > 82, and the d~t~ from (3.46) for E/p > 97. It is also 
expected that f = f(E/p) would exhibit rescnances corresponding to 
excitation and ionisaticn levels, and that these would be reflected 
in the variation of v_ with E/p. Such resonances have not been 
observed here or repol~ed elsewhere, but probably have not been 
sought and therefore may have been missed. 
If the applied field ~s held constant, a model in which 
the interaction time is greater than the time between collisions 
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would lead to a lip dependence, and \) ",;ould have values between 
0.5 and 1.0 in the transition reg~on. HO'\orcver, there has been no 
evidence for such a mechanism under the conditi~ns of this 
experiment. 
In section 5.4.1 it was found that, for the combined 
photomultiplier and el~ctron-multiplier data, v_ a V~ for fixed p. 
where \) = 2.2 to 2.7; in section 5.3 it was suggested that Dawson's 
3.58 values for v (fig. 3.19) showed 0. parabolic dependence on E/n 
for fixed p, and a log (v ) - 10g(V ) plot fur one of the curves 
- a 
yields a goed straight line of slope v = 1.95. The moderate 
agreement between the values of \) is almost certainly coincidentcl. 
particularly in view of the unreliable nature of the photo-multiplier 
data. It is not obvious why the space charge dominated processes of 
(3.58) should exhibit this dependence, nor why the present data 
should shm; n. streng variation with V , unless the l' = f(E/p) 
a. 
relationship is again invoked. 
5.7. Electron Energy Measurements. 
The electron energy analyser was of a preliminary design 
(section 4.2) ~nd reudings coul~ only be obtained when the current 
in the discharge gap was relatively high, probably corresponding to 
the early stages of the establishment of a glow discharge. The 
energies measured are likely to correspond to those in the anode 
glow region and will bear little resemblance to those present in a 
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current T01msend o.valanche. The imperfect geometry of the 
analyser, uhich permitted electrons to travel in directions other 
than parallel to the retarding field, allowed energies to be 
observed which may be lower t~an the actual energies and also 
caused poor resolution. Additionally, it will be shown that ther~ 
were further defects 1.hich resulted in the apparent penetra.tion of 
the analyser by electrons with energies belol'; tho.t correspondinG to 
the retarding potential. 
Because of the poor quality of the duta und the remoteness 
of the physical situat10n from the Tmmsencl regime (the subject of 
this investigation), the results will be discussed only briefly and 
superficially. Fig. 5.13 sho,"TS histograms of the observed electron 
energy distributions for five different voltages applied to the drif~ 
space, for each of three different pressur~s. The vertical axes 
plot the numbers of electrons in arbitrary units, and the horizontal 
axes electron energies in eV 011 n non-linear scale. The histograms 
exhibit the follovTing features -
1. There is no similarity to a Mc~vellian or a Druyvesteyn 
distribution, and many of the hist.ograms show tlTO distinct peaks. 
2. At fixed pressure, there is an increasing concentration of high 
energy electrons a.s Va is increas€:d. The peak energy is usua.lly 
equivalent to at least 50% of V , and appnrently is sometimes in 
a 
excess of V , which clearly indicates that the observed energies 
a 
cannot be correct. Nevertheless, the order of magnitude of the 
measured energies implies that the electrons ho.ve acquired an 
.!.Hk 'p.l( l ' 
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appreciable fraction of the total available energy, possibly in the 
interval between the last collision and the anode. This, and the 
dependence on V , is not inconsistent with the potential distrib-
a 
ution in a glow discharge. which shows a substantial potential 
drop across the short anode glov' region, after the almost field-free 
positive column (fig. 5.14). 
Penetration of the negatively-biased retarding grid by the 
field ~"hich accelerates electrons onto the first dynode of the 
electron-multiplier could have caused erroneously high energies to 
be observed, but it is improbable that this effect would be important. 
H~ever. detection by the multiplier of ultra-violet photons from the 
discharge is a more likely source of error. and it has been shown in 
section 5.5 that the proportion of photons to electrons incident at 
the first dynode ,.,ould be about 2xlO-3• This did not present 
problems in the detection of a complete avalanche but~ if the electron 
signal is attenuated by the analyser. the ultra-violet signal 
becomes comparable or even predominant. It is not possible to adjust 
the data for this effect since, at a given E/p. the ultra-violet 
signal varied with the retarding potential, as the transit time of 
the electrons between the analyser nnd the multiplier depended on this 
potential. 
3. At fixed V • the high energy peak tends to move to lower 
a 
energies as the pressure increases, and also splits into two peaks 
at the hieher values of V. The former feature is again consistent 
a 
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with the anode glow, where it might be expected that a~ i~crease in 
pressure would be accompanied by a move towards equilibrium conditions. 
The splitting of the peaks is not understood. The lack of similarity 
to the Max"lellian and Druyvesteyn distributions is also ~n accordance 
"lith the non-equilibrium conditions of the anode glow. 
5.8. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further work. 
It has become appa~ent that the use of photamultipliern, 
wi thout spectral discrimination, to make spatio-temporal measurements 
of discharges in gases at pressures in the region of 1 torr is 
unreliable. Hmvever, if an interference filter or a monochrcmator 
were to be used to s~lect a non-r€sonant line for observation, it 
is probable that useful data could be obtained, provided the 
sensitivity'vould nct be too severely reduced. Photomultiplier 
detection is particularly attractive since there is no uncertainty 
about possible interference with the development and progress of 
the B.valanche. 
The application of electron-multipliers to the determin-
ation of' electron drift velocities has yielded values with a calculated 
maximum error of ~ 12% in the E/p range 40 to 360 VOlts.cm-l.torr-1 , 
for hydrogen. This technique was apparently novel at the time of 
inception of this ir-vestigution, and has emerged as a potentially 
useful line of attack on the limitations of the (gain x bandwidth) 
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product that beset investigations of fast, low current processes. 
Specifically, the electron-multiplier has the ultimate sensitivity 
in its capability of detection of a single electron, coupled with 
a risetime that can be as short as 2 nsec. The need for differential 
pumping sets ur.' upper limit to the e:as pressure range that can be 
investigater:", though the sampling orifice can be ver:,' small, as long 
as electrons will pass throuGh sufficiently often to be detectable 
in multiplier ~oise, and the pumping speed of the system can be very 
fast. In addition, the !,ulsed TOl-msend discharge 'bec.omes amenable 
to temporally resolved electron energy analysis by sophisticated 
analysers ~n a vacuum environment, whereas previously only crude 
analysers with dimensions less than a mean free path could be 
employed, immersed in the gas. Diffusion measurements have not been 
attempted in this 'fork, but would be possible under conditions of 
low charge concentrations to minimise mutual repulsion. 
Many aspects of the present experiment could be improved, and 
it is not considered that an exhaustive investigation was executed 
with the techniques that were developed, since the time-consuming 
methods of datu acquisition and reduction, and the unsatisfactory 
photo-multiplier data, prevented an adequate set of results from 
being accumulated by the electron-multiplier teChnique. Thus it still 
remains for a ccmprehensi ve set of data to be acqu.l:.rod, covering 
the accessible range of E/p, p and (pxc:.), and exp(cxd). An immediate 
extension ,.,ould be to modify the pulse generator to enable higher V ~ a 
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Fig. 5.15 
Preliminary design for a retarding-potential 
electron energy analyser. 
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to be applied, so that the upper limit for E/p could be extended. 
Good v values, supported by electron energy distributions. in the 
-1 -1 
region E/p = 100 to 2000 volts.cm .torr would resolve the "runaway" 
discrepancies bE'tYTeen various authors (section 5.4.1). It would 
therefore be important to develop or adapt 3. high resolution electron 
energy analyser to fit the geometrical constraints of the fast 
pumping system, and a prelimina17 design for a retarding potential 
type is shown in fig. 5.15. A determination of the electric field 
distribution using an electrolytic tank has shown that this geometry 
has equi-potential lines that are perpendicular to the electron 
trajectories over a semi-angle of approximately 300 • The problem of 
detection of ultra-viOlet photons from the discharge (section 5.7) 
could be overcome by deflection of the electrons by a magnetic or 
electric field between the analyser and the electron-multiplier. so 
that the multiplier could be pleced out of sight of the orifice. 
There is a clear need for improved data acquisition. and 
there would be no technical difficulty in arranging for the single 
electron signals from the small~r sampling orifice to stop a scaler 
(driven by .3. 100 MHz oscillator) which had been started simultaneously 
with the release of the photo-electrons. The output from the 
scaler could be punched on paper tape, and would set an accuracy 
limit of 1% and 10% for the lowest and highest velocities that have 
been measured ,dth the .present equipment. 
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It is evident fro~ Chapter 2 that the existing theories 
of electron transport ut high E/p are inadequate, and the task of 
analytically determining the electron energy distribution is 
formidable when e number of types of collision is possible. It is 
suggested that the use of Monte Carlo methods might provide an 
alternative approach to the problem; such an approach would be confined 
to low values of exp(ad), say < 100, to keep computer usage at an 
acceptable level, and would require a y~owledge of the cross-sections 
and angular distributions for all the collision processes with a 
significant probability of occurrence. 
APPENDIX 1 
The Parameter E/p 
o 
The parameter E/p is of fundrunente.l importance in 
the physics of electrons in gases. However, E/p is n. function 
of temperature, and the truly fundamentc.l parameter is E/N, 
where N is the molecular number density. N is an inconvenient 
qua.nti ty from an experimental point of view since it cannot be 
directly measured, and the natural consequence was that the 
early publications in the field used the practical parameter 
E/p, where p was a.lmost al.rays measured at ~n unspecified 
ambient temperature, a vractice that was quite adequa.te for 
the gas purities and E::xperimentul techniques th{;.t were then 
available. As evolving techniques demanded a more precise 
parameter the majority of workers resorted to the use of E/p • 
o 
. 0 0 I where p ~s the pressure reduced to C, though some used E N. 
o 
, ( 66)iU.l Huxley, Crompton ana Elford 19 have suggested 
that a unit of E/N ca.lled the 'Townsend' be used, to honour 
the remarkable contributions of .T.S.Townsend to the field, and 
that this unit be defined thus 
-17 2 1 Townsend = 10 v.em. 
The use of this ra.tio would make the Tr...oWnsend a unit of 
practical magnitude. in that it would be numerically equal to 
A2. 
Elp at u tempera.ture of 96.62oK, whilst multiplication by a. 
factor of 3 would make it approximately equal to E/p at roam 
temperature (t 3% between 9°C and 25°C). The precise relntion-
ship is 
-2 ) ( I) -1 -1 E/N Townsend = (1.0354xlO T E/PT v.cm .torr • 
This proposal would seem to be !:~ compromise between the usc of 
E/N and E/p • 
a 
Consequent upon this sugbestion, the Institute 
. . s. (Al.2) . . 
of PhYS1CS and the Physlca~ Loc~ety stated that lt lntended 
to bring to the attent.ion of' the 8th Internationa.l Conference 
on Ionisation Phenomena in Gases a proposal that a unit called 
the Townsend be adopted, defined by either 
1 Townsend = 10-17v • cm2 
or 1 Townsend = 2.8266xlO-17v.cm2 
The latter definition would seem to be the more convenient as 
it is numerically equt'l. t'" Ell! ; since the principle of the 
o 
former definition is compromised to give it practical 
magnitude by the introduction of the factor of 10-17 , it would 
seem sensible to compromise it further to make the unit truly 
practical. 
A3 
However, it ~ppears that no decision on this proposnl was 
reached at the conference, and for this reason the author has 
chosen to use E/p in the conventional mixed units of volts.em-l • 
o 
-1 torr • For brevity, the parameter 1S written throughout as E/p. 
a 
and all numerical values quotcu are reduced to 0 C unless 
otherwis~ stated. 
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APPENDIX 2 
The Currents Due to 0. Sir~le Avalanche 
The Electron Component. 
Only the case of 0. single a.valanche, without secondaries, 
is considered. 
Suppose tha.t n electrons, with charge -e, drift with 
velocity v in a uniform field E = V Id. 
a 
These electrons, in 
drifting a. distance dx, o.cquirc enerGY neE.dx = neE.v_dt, which 
must be equal to V~.IJt).dt, the energy put into the circuit in 
... 
time dt. Hence 
nev 
I (t) -= a- t 
where I (t) is the current due to the electron component. Now. 
from equation (1. 2), n is a function of time such that if the 
n initiatinh electrons are released instantaneously, 
o 
so that 
n = n .exp(av t). 
o -
I (t) = 
n ev 
o -
d (A2.l) 
(Under conditions of very low a it is not sufficient to consider 
only the contribution of the electrons in tbe head of tbe 
llil.§.!..- "'-v - -d .e 
Fig. A2.l 
t 
t 
Variation of the electron component with time. 
I ... ( t) 
noev .... d 
--+e d . 
t t +t 
- + t 
Fig. A2.2 
Variation of the positive ion component with time. 
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avalanche and the expression becomes 
I(t) = 
n ev 
o 
d 
rt 
I 
6 
Equut ion (11.2.1) holds only in the t inc intervnl. 0 ~ t ~ t _ t 
where t is the electron transit time; other.wise I (t) = o. 
From cque.tion (A2.l), it J.8 seen that the electron current 
increases exponcntin.llY vith u. time constant l/a.v_ (fiG.A2.1), 
so tl'l'.tt measurement of this time constant and a knowledge of 
a. pernits a vo.luc f~r v to be obtained. 
The positive lun Component. 
singly charGed ions. 
The nu..nber of positive J.uns in the gap at time t is equal to 
the number of ionisinG collisions made up to time t. less the 
nUI!lber uf positive ions lost to the cathode, so that 
n ev 
1+ (t) 0 + (exp(av _ t) - exp ( av + t ) ) (A2.2) = d 
during 0 ~ t ~ t t 
and I+(t) 
noev+ (cxp(ad) cxp(av+t) ) = d 
t 'S t ~ t+ t 
to a good upproxinution (fig. A2.2). 
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NO-if V Iv "" 10-2 so that it usually sufficient to 
+ - ' 
write ~quation (A2.2) as 
I (t) = 
+ 
n ev 
o + 
d exp( av _ t), 
which is negliGible compared with the electron current 
flvwinlS during this time interval. 
The NeGative Ion component. 
, 
In electronegative gases, an attachment coefficient 
n' can be defined ns the nunber of negative ions l~oduced per 
electrun per centimetre Imth rarnllel to the field 
(similarly to a), so that dn =n'n.dx ions are produced by n 
electrons in dx. Thus the number of electrons produced in ~1x 
is 
dn = (a - n')n.dx, 
n "" n exp(\ - n')v t. 
o -
The curve obtuined is similar to that in fig.l. 3, but now the 
maximum is (nev_/d).exp(a - n')v t and the time constant is 
1/ (a. - n')v • 
11.7 
As hydl'o£::;cn, the principal Rubject cf this work, does 
not forn. neGative ions, the: derivation of the negative ion 
current I' (t) I?nd the l)ositive ion current I+(t) for this Cc.sc: 
will not be civcn~ thouSh the procedure is similar to that for 
non-attaching gases. The eA~ressions obtained are 
n ev 
I (t) 0 cxp« Ct - 11' )Y _ t) t 0 ~ t ~ t = , d 
-
n ev 
I+(t) o + a (exp(a - n')d-exp(a - n t )v + t), = (a-n') d 
t ~ t ~ 
. 
(t + t ). 
+ 
n ev' 
n' I: (t) 0 - (exp( (a 11' ) (d-v:t) -1), = (a-n' ) d 
t ~ t ~ (t + t·). 
-
I (t) 
+ 
and I: (t) nre negligible in the time interval 
o ~ t ~ t . 
z 
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APPENDIX 3 
Bolt zmann Transr;ort Theory Applied to 
Electron Drift Velocities nnd Distribution 
l"unct ions. 
General Velocity Distribution in a Unifo~ Field. 
In the absence of an applied electric field the 
isotropic velocity distribution function is f(c). In velocity-sp~ce 
(fig. A3.la.), the number of ions per unit volume with speed s between 
c and (c+oc), contained in the spherical shell of radius c, 
thickness oc, is 
2 
oN = N.f(c).4nc oc 
and the number ~n the velccity elementary volume oi.oy.oz is 
oN'= N.f(c).oxoyoz 
If a drift velocity v = v(c) is superimposed in the x 
direction, a dependence on c being assumed, all the x components 
will be increased by v to shift the centre of symmetry a distance 
v from 0 to 0'. c' is chosen to keep the number of ions oN' in the 
volume ox.oY.6z unaltered (fiC. A3.lb). 
Assumption I: thermal equilibrium, v « c'. 
Then cos e = {x + v)/c' ~ x/c' • 
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It 1S no lOnGer necessnry to differentiate between c and Cf. so c' 
is written as c. Then O'P' = c - v.cos e ~ c - vi/c. 
Let the new distribution function be F( c,x); then the number of 
ions in ox.6Y.oz becomes 
oN'= N.F(c,x).oxoyoz = N.f(c-vi/c).cxoycz 
Hence, usinG Taylor's theorem 
F(c,x) "" fCc) vi --c 
df(c) 
dc 
(A3.1) 
(A3.2) 
which is a General expression, subject to assumption (1), for the 
velocity distribution of ions drifting in a force field. It remains 
to find 
1. fCc) the zero field distribution 
2. v = v(c) the drift velocity nnd its variation with c. 
Ion Drift Velocities using the General Distribution Function. 
If n uniform field E is applied in the x direction, the menn 
drift velocity is given by 
f"" 
o 
v= 
Qmean i) xno.with c1dc 
c 
totnl no. 
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fr [(c.cose)c.x no.with c,e]de 
where (mea.n x) = ....;o~ __________ _ 
c 
Now 
no. with c 
r [(C.COS8)c x no. with c,e}de 
o 
= JTI(coCOS8)c. N F(c,x).2TIC sin e c de de 
o 
= 2nNc3dc fTIF(c,x)Sin e cos e de 
o 
using equation (A3.2). and substituting x = c cos e 
= 2nNc3dc [r( c) r sin e cos e de - r v sin e cose '*' de] 
o 0 
4n 3 
= - - Nc de 3 
df 
v-dc 
f
OOr -4nNe3v df/3dc ] 
L no. with c X no. with c dc 
Hence v = o 
total no. N 
=--¥ J"'y(C)*,C 3dC. 
() 
Now, from Lnncevin's approach v = ~eEA/mc as given by equation (2.1), 
and thus v( c) = ~eEA /,mc 0 It is more rigorous to consider the vector 
mcmenta between o.n ion nnd 0. molecule, and to equate the mean momentum 
All 
lost in a collision with the mean momentum gained from the field 
between collisions, in which ca.se v( c) = e EA '/mg, where e; is the 
mean speed of the ion relative to the molecules, and the equivalent 
mean free path A' • A(M+m)/M(l-cose). 
Then - 41T J~ e:' df c3dc v I: _ 
'3 -dc 
0 
41TeE J~ A'C3 df 
= - - - - dc. 3m g dc 
0 
Assumpt ion 2 A' is constant, independent of c. 
For electrons g = c to give 
v .-
41TeEA' 
3m 
o 
dt dti de 
and it is now necessar,y to evaluate the zero field distribution t(c). 
The Zero Field Distribution Function. 
The Boltzmann approach of continuity in phase-space is 
adopted. From equation (A3.l), the number of ions with velocities 
between c and (c+oc) is 
I: constant in the steady state. 
The mean rate at which ~nergy is supplied to this group of ions by 
the electric field is 
averaged over all x, c constant 
by substituting for F(c,x) fram equation (A3.2). As before 
v • eEA'/mg and x = c cos e, and the xf{c) term + 0 since fCc) is 
isotropic, so the rate becomes 
(A3.4) 
To maintain t~ stationary distribution, energy must be lost 
by collision at the same rate. 
-
Assumption 3: stationary molecules, C2 z o. 
Then the energy loss rate is given by 
• ( It is difficult to justifY the use of fCc) here, rather than 
F(c,x), though it is necessary to be able to proceed.) 
Assumpt ion 4 elastic collisions, f • 2mM/(m+M)2. 
Al.3 
EquatinG (A3.4) and (A3.5) 
SubstitutirlG >.. = >..' .M( l-cc-;S) / (m+M), where c-;;e = 0 for isotropic 
scatter. and renrraneine 
_ 1. (CEA' 1 M I -2 dt m 
3 1!lr:: J dc = - '3 v dC = m+M c f(c) (A3.6) 
subject to 
Assumption 5 the ions are istropically scattered. 
Integration gives 
f( c) = constnnt x exp L--- 3m J m+M 
If C2 ~ 0 and v = 0, f(c) will be Maxwellian, of the form 
exp(_3mc2 /2MC2 ). so thnt df/dc = (-3mc/M~) .f(c). Equation (A3.6). 
which was derived for C2 = 0, must be modified so that it will satisty 
a MD.XW'ellian distribution when v u 0; this criterion is satisfied by 
-2 M 2 df 3m (v +;+M C ) a; = - i'+M c f( c). 
Integration gives 
f(c) 3m Jc cde = constant x exp E-m+M 2 2 I v +Me /(m+M) 
r JC mede ] = constant x eXPL- 2 
(m+M)v /3+kT 
A14 
and, for electrons, M » m. G ~ c ~ v eEA' 
= mc-' 
so tha.t f( c) = consto.nt x exp [- JC mcdc J 
2M(eEA,)2/3(mc)2+kT 
(A3. 7). 
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APPENDIX 4 
The Pulsed Light Source 
A4.1. !.!!!!..oduct ion. 
One of the principD.l requirecents of this experiment -WIlS that 
a. short burst of electrons, of maximum duration 20nanoseconds, should 
be produced in the drift space of th~ experi.nental tube, either at the 
surfa.ce of the cathode or, preferably, a.t a.ny selected position in the 
drift space. A number of approaches seemed possible -
1. A glow discharge behind a perfora.ted cathode, with a gating 
electrode to permit short bursts of electrons to pass through the 
f t " d b von Engel, Corrl.'gan and Breare3•44,3.45. per ora loons, as use y 
Careful circuitry should avoid any problems in achieving the necessary 
pulse length, but this method was not attempted because electron 
release is limited to a pre-selected area of the cathode, and also 
because of the dependence of the number of electrons released on the 
ga.s pressure, which is a variable parameter in this investigation. 
2. Breakdown between the cathode and an a.uxiliary electrode 
to which a short pulsed voltcge is applied, or between two auxilial~ 
electrodes. A coaxial two-electrode system was constructed and tested 
under d.c. conditions, when it vas found thnt a sufficient number of 
initiating electrons was Droduced to maintain a discharge in the gap, 
the current in the main gap being dependent on the voltage applied to 
the auxiliary gap. 
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However this method was abandoned for the following reasons _ 
a. To keep the electron swarm dimensions small, the auxiliary ga.p 
must be small, 'Iv ~mm. At the pressures to be used J 'Iv 1 terr, (pxd) 
is 'Iv 0.05 torr.em, which is well to the left of the Paschen curve 
(fig.l.2) on the steeply rising portion (pxd. is 'Iv 1), so that the 
mln 
breakdown voltage is high. This means that large pulsed voltages with 
fast time characteristics have to be applied to the electrodes. 
b. Th~ relatively we~k field of the main gap is unlikely to capture 
electrons from the high field in the auxiliary gap. 
c. Distortion cf the main field is ca.used by the introduction of 
Buxiliary electrodes. 
3. Localised breakdown of the Gas by focussine; a Q-switched 
laser beam. This has the advantage of providing initiating electrons 
at any point in the gap. ,·rithout the need to introduce material 
objects into the Gap. At atmospheric pressure the incident power 
. . b d . 10~ 4 dens~ty necessary to achleve local reak own 1S '\, watts.em; 
reduction in gas pressure should not affect this value substantially. 
though it will reduce the number of electrons produced as the electrons 
initially stripped from the molecules will decrease with the number 
density, and subsequent ionisation by electron collision after 
acceleration in the laser field will also be reduced because of the 
reduced density. 12 -2 . A vclue of 10 watts.em can be achleved by 
a medium power ruby laser. with a Q-switched pulse of 1 Joule lasting 
. -2 . for about 1 nanosecond and a beam dlvergence of about 10 radlans. 
using a f.ocussing lens of focal length of 1 em. This approach was 
Al7 
considered to be fin::mciall:r unsuita.ble. 
4. Ccnstant ultra-violet irradiation of a metal surface 
held at a positive a.c. potential so that the photo-electrons are 
recaptured, except during 0. very short negative pulse applied to 
the surfa.ce (Snith (l967)A4.l). This technique. which would seem to 
be a simple and effective approach to the problem. was not investig-
eted a.s a succ~ssrul alternative was already being developed. 
5. Photo-electron rele~se from a. surface in the gap b,y 
irradia.tion with a. short burst of photons of appropriate energr. This 
is the method that woos s~lected, and detOoils of the experimental work 
are given in the following section. 
A4.2. Production of InitiOoting Photoelectrons. 
A number of fast pulsed ultra-violet sources has been 
described in the literature and attempts were made to reproduce 
several of them. However, their unsuitability for this investigation 
was in some cases llmmediately evident from the description, and in 
other cases only evident when they were reproduced. Some devices 
could not be operated in a. triggered mode (D'Alessio et al (1964)A4.2, 
Franke and Schmeing (l967)A4.3. McMIl.hon et al (l966)A4.4. Preissineer 
(1967)A4. 5), others had inSUfficient ultra-violet intensity (D'Alessio 
et 0.1, Onuchin (1966)A4.6. Tawara. (1966)A4.7), produced too long e 
pulse (McMahon et aI, Preissinger) or required sophisticated. facilities 
for their construction (Fischer (196l)A4.S). 
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The device first reproduced employed a mercury wetted-
contact relay, us described ~r D'Alessio et al. These relays ere 
normally used to switch low' currents on So millisecond or faster time-
scale, principally in square-wav~ pulse generutors, the reed be~ 
driven mcgnctically by a helical coil surrounding the rel~. The 
rel.ay consists of u nickel-iron l'eoo e.nd electrode, the reed dipping 
into a mercury pool .,hieh wets the contacts and penuits fast switching 
as well as prolonging the life of the electrodes, the whole is sealed 
into a glass capsule ,·rhich is filled with hydrogen to a pressure ot 
18 atmo spheres. 
ApplicRtion of an 0vervoltcge will cause this gap to break 
down with nn (lccc'm}).:lnying emission of light, the breakdown voltage 
being about 6kV • To obtain a short pulse of light, the selt-cap-
acito.nce of the relay is charged through e resistance of 250 megohms 
to give successive pulses at a repetition rate which can be controlled 
either by altering the charging resistance or by varying the over-
. . ed -~ voltage. The self-co.pac1tance of the gal) was estlmat to be 10 F. 
giving an energy storage at 6kV of 2xlO-6 Joules. It this is releasee 
-8 . . . in 10 seconds, the lnstantaneous power 1S about 200 watts, equlval-
13 
ent to about 10 photons per pulse it it is assumed that all the 
energy is radiant. 
The relny used was the Adams-Westlake p46-60ooo. D'Alessio 
et a1 had access to the manufacturers facilities and were able to 
produce a relay in a quartz envelope; in the commercially available 
form the envelope is glUBS and, since the hiah pressure ~ogen 
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filling precluded any attempts a.t ma.nufa.cture in the la.boratory, the 
glass envelope variety had to be used. The consequences of this will 
be mentioned later, and the data g1ven refers to visible and not 
ultra-violet radiation. 
The t cmporru. characterist ics of the lamp were det ermined 
using a.n RCA IP21 photOl,lultir1ier ,rithout any additional spectral 
discrimination, feeding the signal into two different oscilloscope 
configurat ions -
1. A Tektronix 519 oscilloscope; this has a bandwidth of 
lOOOMc/s, but a verticnl sensitivity of only 10 volts/em, with an 
input impedance of 125 ohms. The photOOlultiplier output was fed through 
c. 125 chm cable directly into the oscilloscope input impedance, which 
formed the 'l.node load, to give a. time-constant of 1.3 nanoseconds 
(the anode-dynode co.phcitance of the H'21 is 10.4pF'). The minimum 
signa.l that could be detected on the oscilloscope was 2 volts, 
corresponding to no photomultiplier anode current of 16mA, Whilst the 
maximum average current ratinG for the IP21 is O.lmA, so the tube was 
being heavily over-run cven in pulsed operation. The overall voltage 
applied was 1250 volts to give a gain of 107 • 
Under these conditions the observed. temporal characteristics 
of the lo.mp ,.,ere e. ris~ti.me of 2 nar-oseconds, and a half-width of 10 
nanoseconds. Under idea.l cvnditions, the photanultiplier has c. rise-
time of 1. 9 nc.!1oseconds, so that the actual rise-time is 
2 2 ~ 2 2 ~ 
T .(T - T) • (2.0 - 1.9) • 0.63 nanoseconds, according to first-
o r 
1120 
-order pulse theory. The calculated photon output over the range 
o 8 -1 -1. 3100 - 6800A ",as 10 photons. sterad • nnnosecond t uSlng the 
manufacturer's characteristics for the photomultiplier. 
2. A Tektrunix 545A, with type N sampling plug-in unit and 
type 110 pulsE.; ::enerc.tor; this extends the bnndwidth of the 545.1 
oscillosccpe from 30Mc/s to tbe 1000 lle/s range, with an input 
sensitivity of 20 millivolts/em into an impedance of 50 ohms, provided 
Co repetitive ~.veform is :J.vailable. This (u"rangement was employed 
as the degrc~ of cverrunning necessary to provide a sUfficient 
signal from the photomultiIllier to operate the 519 oscilloscope slows 
the response of the photomultiplier. 
In pr[l.ctice the ma.xiIInun sensitivity that could be used was 
200 millivolts/cm,duc"to electrical pick-up from the pulse, requiring 
a.n instAonto.neous o.nodc CU1"rent of 4m.o\ for So deflection of 10m.. Under 
these conditions a rise-time of 2.0 nancseconds and a half-width of 
7.5 nacoseconds was observed. Correction of the rise-time egain 
yields a calculated vr~u~ ~f 0.63 nanoseconds (the velues claimed by 
D'Alessio et 0.1 are rise-time 0.4 ns , half-width 0.5ns). The life 
of the source ,",ould uppear tl:' be indefinite, though a small amount 
of electrode oputtering ,·ro.s apparent, made evident by the tendency of 
mercury droplets to stick to the glass walls after many hours of 
3 
operation ~t r~petitiun rates of about 10 p.p.s. 
AlthouBh 0. spark in a. hydrogen atmosphere using mercury 
electrodes has n spectrum rich in ultr~violet. as previously mentione~ 
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the only rel~ys available had glnss envelopes, so it was necessary 
to introduce u. low work-function surface into the experimental tube 
to release photo-Electrons. This technique, which is briefly 
described in Section A4.3, wns unsuccessful insofar as no photo-
electrons were detected, and this type of pulsed lamp was abandoned. 
Nevertheless, the nercury relny is a useful source of very fast, 
fairly intense, visible liBht pulses, and is particularly approp-
riate for testing the freque~cy response of photo-electric devices. 
A4.3. Attempt to release photo-electrons with visible radiation. 
An experimental tube was constructed such that, at the centre 
of a plane-parallel gap. the tip of a light-guide was coated with a 
film of strontium. The light pulse from the mercury rel8¥ passed 
down the light-b~idc onto the strontium film from which. by virtue 
of its low work function (bet1yeen 2.06 and 2.47 eV, equivalent to 
between 6000 and 45002). it was intended that photo-electrons should 
be relensed. However, no evidence of photo-electrons could be found. 
and because of the difficulties involved in depositing the film this 
method was not pursued further. 
The deposition technique required that strontium was loaded into 
the gun Whilst ilmnerscd in carbon tetrachloride to prevent oxidation, 
and that the gun was ther. sealed into the experimental tube and the 
tube pumped down befor8 the carbon tetrachloride evaporated. The gun 
was fired by radio-frequency induction heating, and to ensure that the 
strontium was only deposited on the tip of the light guide it was 
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necessary to arranr,e for the gun to be moved into and out of the sap. 
The reason for the lack of a detectable photo-electron 
current, tested with ~1. continuous light source and an electrometer, 
is not known, but it is presUffied that u pure strontium film was not 
deposited and that the ccnsequ~nt work-function was too high. 
Alternatively, if' the highest vo.lu~ fur the work-function of strontium 
is taken (2.74eV or 4~oOR) then, since the transmittance of the tube 
envelope starts to falloff at 4350R, very little effective radiation 
would be incident on the film. 
A4.4. Fast Atmospheric Spark Light Sources. 
The spectrum of a high vcltage spark in air has a considerable 
ultra-violet content, and several types of device employing an 
atmospheric spark were constructed. The primnry requirement for fast 
tenporoJ. characteristics is that the inductance of the circuit, which 
almost invariably appears predominantly in the electrode region of 
the device, shoul<l be kept us sD!all as possible~ whilst the design must 
alse allow for adequate energy storage if 0. reasonable spark intensity 
is to be achieved. 
A4.4.1. Coaxial cable devices. 
A device of this type was constructed, and consisted simply 
of a. length of coo.xiuJ. cable witb a spark gap inserted in the inner 
conductor in such a way that the continuity of the cable was disturbe<l 
as little as possible. The cable on one side of the spark gap stored 
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electrical energy, und wus charged from a high voltage source through 
a charging resistance until th~ gap broke down, when ~ voltage pulse 
propagated throuGh the spark gap into the remaining cable, to be 
absorbed by a. !::l(~tched termination at the far end of the cable. The 
shape of the light ~ulsc follow8~ fairly closely the shape of the 
voltage pube unless the: voltage pulse was very short. This device 
produced 0. li!:;ht pulse hnvinc a rise tine of 10 nsec a.nd a hal.twidth 
of" 22 nsec. The intensity' 'ofaS lv101. and increasing the length of' the 
cable to Give sreatcr energy storage also increased the length of the 
light pulse proportionately, Whilst the cha.rging volto.ge was already 
in excess of the maximum voltage rating for the cuble. The furth~ 
problem of l~o.king this device operate in 0. triggered low-jitter mode 
was not attacked, nor vTaS any attempt made to construct an aritificial 
line with lumped elements. 
A4.4.2. Capacitor devices. 
A cc.;.nlI!lerciallJr available pulsed ultra-violet source. known us 
the rrNanolite", prompted the development of the second type of device; 
the stated risetime of the Nanolite is 2 nsec ~nd the haltwidth 8 osec. 
The Nanolite wes originp~ly described by Fischer~ and consists essentially 
of e coaxial capacitor of about 500 pF. tapering hemisphericnlly at one 
and. An clectroue pin from the tip of the inner hemisphere passes 
~hrouGh 0. hole in the outer heMisphere to form 0. coaxial spark gap with 
a total induct~u.ce clnimed to be less -Chan 1 nanohenry. The dielectric 
is PTFE of thi~kness O.lmm, machined to fit exactly the contours of the 
electrodes. The machining of this PTFE shell was beyond the resources 
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available during the investigation so that the Nanolite could not be 
reproduced, and the commercially ev~ilable version was finencially 
unn.ttra.cti ve. 
The couxi~l construction of the Na.nolite is an unnecessary 
urtefact,and Fischer's reonrks rela.ting the electriccl properties to 
transmissicCl lin.;: theory ioply erroneously that the fast chc.ra.cter-
istics of the devicE: arise from its resemblcmee to a transmission line. 
In fact it is far too short (7~ em) to be treated as e distributed 
circuit and the hemispherical taper ~s too abrupt to permit 
undistorted profJ.gation of a wwe; also it is misleading to quote the 
line inductance of l€:ss than 1 nc.nohenry when the inductance of the 
spark gnp circuit totuls about 7 nnnohenries (which is still 
commendably low). Electrically the device cnn best be described as 
n high voltage capacitor of minimum inductance, discharging through the 
inductive-resistive load formed by the spa.rk and the electrodes. 
Hany geometrical configurations will satisfy thes~ crit<.:ria, the must 
obvious possibly being u circular plane-parallel capacitor with an 
annular spark gap in the centre of one plate. In this investiga.tion 
the requirements were for a precisely located, intense spark between 
electrodes that could be easi~ adjusted or renewed, and for physical 
dimensions that were not too cumbersome, together with simple and 
inexpensjve fabrication. To satisfy these ccnditions, e. plane-
parallel design as shown in fig. A4.l. was chosen. 
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The low induct£mcc ca.pacitc)r wus very simply constructed. 
from tvo copper plates, each of thickness 0.3 cm and of COIJU:lon 
area 95cm2, ncchineu flat on the inner surfaces and with rndiussed 
edg~s to eliminate local high electric fields, and separated b,y n 
thin sheet of Pl'F:C (E = 2.0) for which a thickness of 0.012 cm .ms 
normally used, being sufficiently resistant to electrical puncturing. 
though 0.005cm 1v:1.s ulso used. These thicknesses represent a 
compromise between the achicv6uent of high energy stor~ge by designing 
a capacitcr to 1·Tithstancl i1igh voltages, with the accompanying problems 
of high voltage pulse techniques,and a capacitor of maximum capacity 
operating at flo lower voltage. The electrodes were 0.1 em diameter 
tungsten rods, ground to a point having an included angle of 900 • 
the tip being sligh~ radiussed to minimise erosion. It was 
essential to obtain a tight push-fit bet'veen the tungsten electrode, 
the electrode-holder and the guide to Maintain the low inductance nnd 
resistance }lath bet'VTeen the plates. The pcrspex clamping screws were 
also IUo.chined to r.:. push-fit to ensure accurate loc~ticln of the 
electrodes, anu. the guides 1vere carefUlly drilled so that the electrode 
tips were directly opposed ~t all ndjustments. This design pe~its 
rapid D.djustILlent or renown.l of the electrodes. The spark cavity ws 
kept as small as possible to minimise the self-inductance of the 
circuit, and each r-late was recessed to a depth of 0.06 em. Tho 
capacitor vlaS mounted on perspex, for electric:J.l. isolation, inside 
a brass contuiner that could withstand pressures of at le~st ten 
atmospheres and also provided electrical screening. After passing 
through a quartz window, the light pulse was focussed. by Q, simple 
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quartz lens of focal length 15 cm. Difficulty was experienced in 
focusing 3.nd positicninc the light pulse on the polished metal 
surfaces used in the experimental tube, and the alignment optics 
was added to the device. 
The optics w~s initially adjusted under fuvourable viewing 
and umbient light conditions, after which it was only necessary to 
sight the tD.rset through the optics so tha.t it la.y on the cross-wires 
~nd w~s in focus. The initial ndjustment of the o:;?tics was made by 
focussing the light output under subdued ambient lighting onto 0. 
translucent screen marked with n cross, and then a.djusting the beam-
splitter nnd the cross-wires so that the image of the cross coincided 
with the crOSG-wJ.rCS .Tithout pnrallc.x. The beam-splitter, having two 
partially reflecting surfaces, produced a double im~ge. and it was 
necessary always to use the same image. A 93lA photomultiplier was 
attached to the side of the optics opposite to the eyepiece, and WOos 
used to monitor the fraction of the light output reflected onto it 
by the beam-splitter; attenuators hud to be placed in front of the 
photomultiplier to prevent gross overlonding. The signal from this 
arrangement was used for the provision of timing marks and to trigger 
the oscilloscope, but not to determine the temporal characteristics 
of the pulsed ultra-violet source. 
The u.v. source could either be used in 0. free-running mode, 
when the capacitor was simply charged through n limiting resistor of 
106 ohms until the spo.rking potential was reached, so that the repitition 
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rate depended on the applied voltage, or in a low-jitter triggered 
mode by applying a. neg~tive pulse of amplitude 2000 volts, rise-time 
50 nsec (fig. A4.3d) genera.ted by the circuit described in section 
It 1ms found tha.t the optimum electrode spa.cing was about 
6xlO-3 em, which gave moderat~ intensity with reliable operation a.nd 
the minimum of electrode erosion; the corresponding spa.rking potential 
wa.s 500 volts, and the Gar could be rapidly adjusted to this value. 
More than 101+ pulses could be obta.ined before unreliable operation 
made adjustment of the electrodes necessary. 
The inductance of the device was not measured, but if the 
spark gap is approximated to a circle of diameter 0.12 ~ the 
inductance, given by L = ~~ nr, is 1.2xlO-9 henries. The resistance 
o 
of the spark channel is varia.ble and difficult to estimate, but is 
probably 'V 1 ohm at peak current. The capacitance is discharged 
through the series resistance a.nd inductance to give a dwnped 
, 
oscillatory current of period T = 2n(LC)2 a 8.3 nsec, the condition 
for critical damping being R = 1.8 ohms. Thus the model assumed is 
that of a slightly over-damped series LCR circuit, and this was supported 
by the waveform of the electrical pick-Up from the spark, though the 
current transients were not measured directly. If the light output 
follows the current closely, a rise-ti11le of 0.4 nsec and a halt-width 
of 1.6 nsec are predicted at critical d~ping. The measured values of 
3.0 and 7.5 nsec arc in reasonable agreement in view of the uncertainty 
in the value of R. 
Fig. A4.3 
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To further shorten the predicted temporal char~cteristics. 
keeping the ce.:po.citance large for adequate energy storage and having 
no control over the spark resistance, it would be necessary 'co further 
decrease the inductance by more careful design and construction of the 
gap. 
A4.4.3. LiC;l:!t S~~ce Characteristics. 
The output of the light source, after suitable attenuation 
to prevent overloadine, was measured by a Philips 56AVP photo-
multiplier with the; output signal C!.eveloped directly across the 125 
ohm input resistance of n Tektronix 519 oscilloscope. The 
photomultiplier rise-time was 2 nsec for small signals, whilst that 
of the oscilloscope was only 0.35 nsec and so did not impose any 
limitations. The 56AVP photomultiplier can be operated at 0. gain of 
108 and the maximum nnode current is 100taA, which is a.dequD.te to drive 
the input staGe of the 519 oscilloscope. 
Figs Al~. 3a and A4.3b show the shu.pe of the free-running 
ultra-violet pulse, indicating a half-width of 8.0 nsec and a rise-time 
of 3.6 nsee· J if a. corr(:ction is applied for the detectcr bandwidth, 
these values became 7.5 and 3.0 nsee. In this mcde, provided the 
electrodes are not badly eroded, the reproducibility is good, as 
indicated by the 10 superimposed pulses in fig.A4.3c. In the triggered 
mode the rise-time rem:1ins the sClr.le, but the half-width becanes 23 nsec. 
which was adequate fer this investigation, though it is considered thnt 
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attention paid to shortening of the electrical firing pulse (rise-
time 50 nsec, and helf-width 250 nsec - fig. A4.3d) could result in 
shortening of the ultr~violet pulse. Fig. A4.3c, which was obtained 
with a different detection system (93IP. photomultiplier and 545A 
oscilloscope) and does not illustrate the true shap~ of the u.v. pulse, 
shows that the jitter is :t3.5 ns(:c over 40 pulses, with respect to the 
triggerinG pulGe arpli8d to the GriQ of the XH3-045 thyratron (see fig. 
4.11), .:md th:J.t the reproducibility b good on the leading edGe and 
fair on the tro.iliIlG edge. 'rhe tail of the pulse falls more rapidly 
than shown, and the 10%-10% width is 35 naec. 
The output energy did not very ~ppreciably between the free-
running I1.na. the triggered modes, and the dato. following is for the 
free-running mode at n sparking potential of 500 volts. The total 
output bettteen 2000R and 7000R was approximately 109 photons per pulse, 
emanating from a virtual point (the spark channel leJ:'1.gth was 6xlO-3 
em and the dianeter lxlO-2 crn), of which 88% lay between 2000R and 
o . . . 0 -2 3000n. This ~s cqu~valent to a. surface br~ghtness of 5 watts.em 
-2. . 
and a nean power of 10 watts dur:!.ng the pulse. In the trlggered mode 
the tot~ output depended on the electrical energy available from the 
drivinc circuit, and with 0.005 ~F at 2.5 kV, the output was a factor 
of two to three greater than in the free-running mode. 
The spectrum was recorded photographically on Agfa Isopan-Record 
film usillG a Bausch and Lomb 1.5 metre grating spectrogruph. Even with 
this fast film (800 ASA when developed for maximum speed), long 
exposures of about ;0 minutes at pul.se repetition rates ot 20 sec-l were 
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needed for :.1dequate I.:Xposure beca.use of the very soc.ll duty cycle of 
the l.:lml); th~ integrated exposure time under these conditions wa.s only 
about 0.3 millisec. The observed spectrum consisted of a continuum 
extending from 2300~ to 6800R, the limits of the photographic emulsion, 
with a. number of lines superimposed, amongst l.,hich were identified 
tungsten, molybdenuI:l c.nd neodymium. These are the basic ma.terial and 
impur-it:i.es present in the electrodes, indica.ting that an arc was formed. 
The cont inuu."!l is prcsurled to be that of ~n e.tnospheric spark. Time-
resolved :3pc:ctroscol'Y wee beyond the scope of the availa.ble: f'aciliti~s. 
The temporal cha.racteristics of the light pulse ,-rere measured in the 
visible region usincs the 56AVP photomultiplier, but meo.surements made 
with a.n ultra.-violet sensitive IP28 photomultiplier indica.ted no 
appreciable diffe::cence. though the lP28 suffers some loss of frequency 
response when drc;,ving the large currents necessary to drive the 519 
oscilloscope. 
Excited state lifetimes in air at atmospheric pressure arc 
about 1 nSt:c, but it wa.s thought that a small improvement in the 
temp()ral char~,cterbtics might be achieved by pressurisation of the 
spark gap, nnd a. ra.nge of pressures between 0.1 and 8 atmospheres in 
nitroc;en ,ms investigated. The half-width of the ultra-violet pulse 
wa.s sliGhtly dccrea.sed to 6.5 nsec at 0.5 a.tmospheres, but overall 
there was a rouc;hly linear increase to 30 nsec at 2.5 atmospheres, 
above which it re~ained constant at 30 nsec. From a superficial 
investigation it appeors that, in the linear region, the half-width 
is 0. function of the sparking potential V
s
' and therefore of th~ (pxd) 
product, S1ncc if V wes kept constant by adjustment of p and d, the 
s 
half-width remained constant. It is suggested that this increase of 
half-width with pressure, which is also recorded by Onuchin, can be 
attributed tc th0 increasing spc~k resistance with pressure, which 
results in increasing over-damping of the LCR circuit. The only 
adventage to be derived from pressurisation is increased light output 
at the expense of accelerated 8lectrode erosion. 
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Appendix 5 
A MODEL fOR ELECTRON AVALANCHE RUNAHAY 
Runaway can either be partial, , ... hen energy ~s lost by 
collision at a rate unequal to that at which it is gained from the 
field, or total, "hen there are no loss processes. The la.tter cO-se 
is trivial, being a description of an electron freely accelerating 
~n a uniform electric field. 1~ermal velocities (~ 1.2xI07cm.sec-1 
at 3000 K) and therefore diffusion, and also the initial velocity 
are relatively small and cun b0 n~glected, so that the transit time 
is given by 
1 1 
t = (2md/eE) 2 = d(2m/eV )~ a 
1 
Thus v = d/t = UeV/m) 2 
-app , 
1 
a.nd v is expected to be proportional to (V )~ only. 
-app a 
For the case of partial runaway, consider a very short 
pulse of electrons released at the cathode of a uniform field drift 
-1 
space (E volts.cm ) with average energy £ , about which the spread 
o 
of energy is assumed to be negligible. A Langevin type model is 
adopted, in which the electrons drift in the field direction, 
suffering identical collisions Id th e;as molecules at equal distance 
interVals, and losing an equal fraction of their energy at each 
collision. The Ramsauer effect is neglected. 
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Let f = fractional energy loss on collision 
), = electron mean free path in field direction 
d = total drift distance 
v = total applied voltage = E ): d 
t: ,v = initial energy, velocity o 0 
t: ,v = energy, velocity before nth collision n n 
t:' v' 
n' n = 
energ;r, velocity after nth collision 
e: = ener~r acquired between collisions = eVA/d. 
Then 
s' = (1 - f)(s + s) , 1 0 
s' = (1 - f)2e: + [(1 - f)2 + (1 - f)]e: 2 0 , 
s' = (1 - f)ne: + [(1 _ r)n + •••• +(1 - f)]e: n 0 , 
(1 - )n-l [(1 _ f) n-l + +(1 - f) + IJe: and e: = f s + n 0 .... . 
Now the time spent between the (n-l)th and nth collisions is 
t = md (v ... VI ). 
n eV n n-l 
Also 1 
~ lmv~:l (~ ~ _. c' -+ v' = s' ) n-l n-l m n-l 
1 
(~ ~ 1 2 = -+ ) t 2mVn e: v = . e: n n m n 
so that 
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Assuming that the interaction time J.S negligible 
compared with the time between collisions, the electron transit 
time is given by 
Thus 
where 
d/A 
t = Lt. 
n=l n 
v = a/a 
-app n 
1 
:2 
) . 
a/A 
L 
n=l 
( )n-2 1 
_ [v (1_f)n-2+v 1 (1- I-f +l)J ~ 
o a f(l-f) 
since (l_f)n + •••• + (l-f) = 
l_(l_f)D 
r(l-f) 
special case 1 : f = 1 , 1 
2 :! 2 ~ 1 d A 1 
rt = (2md ) . I (V. l);! =(~) (- ~ 2)(V -)~ n eV2 d eV2 A d 
eVA 1 O. ' :! if d » A (A5.1) v = J 
-IlPP md 
(c.f. the mean velocity between collisions v = ~v = (~eVA/md)~. 
2 
since ~mv = eVA/d.) 
special case 2 f = 0 
1 2 2 
=(~) a ~ 
n c. 
eV 
+ 
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since A '" d 
v 
1 
( 1 ~):2 :2 • 
m 
if V » V 
o 
(c.f. the mean velocity of.an electron freely accelerating 
1 
through 0.. potential V is v = UeV /m) 2.) 
special case 3 : V «V, f # 0 or 1 .0--______________ _ 
l:t 
n 
2mi A ~ 
= (--:;;- .V -) 
1 
1_(l_f)n-2 2 
- ( f( I-f) + 1) ] 
so that 
eV~ d 
=(~) 
eV 
1 
2 d F(r ,f) 
( ' e d)~ (d v =:2 -m '7 V • G '7 ,f) 
-app I\. I\. 
where G(d/A,f) = I/F(d/A,f). 
d 
since n = -A ' 
I· +~---------------
x ----liI~ I --- r 
d 
Fig. A6.l 
Experimental geometry for the resonance radiation 
model. 
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Appendix 6 
A MODEL FOR THE RESONANCE SCATTER OF PHOTONS 
INTO THE PHOTO~ULTIPLIERS 
Suppose that the experimental geometry (fig. A6.l) is 
such that, in the shQded region viewed by the photo-multiplier, 
there is a number N .A. OX of uniformly distributed excited molecules, 
which emit radiation isotropically on decay, and that the fraction 
which is detected is given by a factor g. Let there be c/o. 
exciting collisions per ionising collision, and suppose that there 
is an avalanche of n = n eA~(o.x) electrons at a distance r from 
o 
the shaded region. Then the number of photons which intercept the 
shaded region is given by 
n ~ (A/4nr2) (0/0.) n exp(ax). 
p 0 
If cr is the differential absorption cross-section, the number of 
photons absorbed in this region is 
2 
n' = HAx'cr(6A/4nr a)n exp(o.x), p 0 
so that the number detected on re-radiation lS given by 
n" = f.g.n .A.n.cr.o.x'.exp(ax)/4lTr2a p 0 
lolhere f is the fluorescence conversion efficiency to "detectable" 
radiation. 
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Now, for cunstant gas temperature and volume, Nap, to give 
n" = 
p 
K.c;.o.6.p.n 
o 
2 
exp( ax) I (d-.x) 
where r = (d-x)s and K is u constant. 
The number of photons detected from c true avalanche is 
n = g.6.n exp(ad)/a 
t 0 
so a spurious signal ,.,ould he detected when nl1 = nt' that ~s when p 
,) E (d-x) ..... exp(r(-).p(d-x» = K.o.p p . (A6.l) 
Solution of this equation for x would allow the true drift velocity 
to be calculated from v = x/t • Th~ ratio of the true and 
- -npp 
apparent drift velocities is given by 
v /v = d/x. 
-npp -
It is possible to q~ickly ascertain the nature of the solution for 
x under certain conditions, and thus to calculate how v Iv will 
-app 
vary. 
1. E/p, d, a constant ~ x a (l/p).ln(l/p) 
so that v /v a p/ln(l/r) 
-app (A6.2) 
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2. E/p, p, cr constant + x = d + constant 
so that v /v = died + canst) a d 
-app - (A6.3) 
3. p,d, cr constant + x a f(E/p) = alp 
so tha.t v /v a l/f(E/p) 
-app - (A6.4) 
and since v_ = g(E/p), v = h(E/p} 
-app (A6. 5) • 
The form of h(E/p) = g(E/p)/f(E/p) is shown l.n fig. 5.8. 
amplitude 
( t--c) t 
time 
Fig. A 1.1 
Resolution of two avalanches . 
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Appendix 7 
CRITERION FOR THE RESOLUTION OF PRH1ARY AND 
SECONDARY AVALANCHES 
The only secondary process that is sufficiently rapid to 
cause merging of primary ~nd secondary avalanches is the release of 
photo-electrons from the cethode. 
The criterion adopted for resolution of tlvO :.walanches 
(fig. A7.l) is that, lithe peaks of the avalanches are separated 
b~r T, the .Tidth of each avalanche (in units of time), the peak 
amplitude of the secondary avalanche should be less than that of the 
primary. 
At time t, the numbt:!r of electrons 1n the primary avalanche 
is given by 
and the number in the secondary avalanche by 
where o'/a is the ratio of secondary photo-electrons to ionisine 
collisions in the gas. 
i. e. 
or 
Thus the ccndition for resolution is 
n exp(av t) 
o 
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